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The Castle: it is not “just compensation” to give people just the monetary value for their homes because that does not compensate
the personal value. David Carrigan says at the end that he now knows how the Aboriginal feel about getting their land taken away
because you cannot make people move from a place with memories to a new place and say that it is the same.

Topic #5 – The Doctrine of Estates
3 Types: freehold, leasehold, copyholdnot in CANADA

1. Freehold Estates
Three forms: Fee Simple, Fee Tail (abolished in Alberta), Life Estate
1) Fee Simple
 Passed on to designate person in your will; if no will then the rightful heir (statutory def’n - intestacy); no heir to escheat to
Crown
 The thinking of conferring lasting entitlements is that it encourages investment, development, and stewardship (because
we can will it to heirs we want to internalize benefits – economic argument)
Old Common law = rule of law (def’n: rule applies even if contrary to intention) = strict = must have words of purchase + words of
limitation for grant otherwise only LE; more lenient for wills, Fee simple is found so long as language is sufficiently clear to convey
that intention
 Grants: Magic words Words such as “To A and his (or her) heirs” or “to A, her heirs, and assignee” or something very
similar. “To A in fee simple” or “to A forever” “I grant Blackacre to A” would pass just a life interest – rule of law (will be
applied even if some contrary intention is manifested in granting document) as compared with a rule of construction
 Will (Devise): Fee simple is found so long as language is sufficiently clear to convey that intention
o Ziff- makes sense, particularly for lay will-maker who doesn’t appreciate significance of the words used, and where
deficiencies in will don’t come to light until testator is dead.
Modern Law = transfer without words of limitation presumed to be conferring a fee simple, unless the instrument suggests a
contrary intention = rule of construction (defn: presumption exists but can be rebutted)
 Deed (Grant): Presumes a conveyance of land by will is a grant in fee simple even if there are no words of limitation, unless
there’s evidence of a contrary intention Rule of Construction
o Law of Property Act, s. 7 = presumes all conveyances of land are grants in fee simple even if there are no words
of limitation, unless there’s evidence of contrary intention – rule of construction (intention)
 Will (devise): s 9 of the Wills and Succession Act (Same outcome - PRESUME FEE SIMPLE, UNLESS THERE IS AN
INTENTION TO THE CONTRARY, different statutory authority) – rule of construction (what they likely meant)
Shelley’s rule: “to A for life, remainder to A’s heirs” = fee simple to A, heirs get nth; “to A’s heirs” treated as words of limitation if
used in the plural to signal generation after generation
Creation and Transfer at Common Law
“To A (words of purchase/receipt – describes recipient) and her heirs (words of limitation- denote duration of the estate granted limitation to extent of As right)”
o “A” receives fee simple, heirs do not have any enforceable claim to land and receive no entitlements under the grantthey only receive a spes successionis- a mere hope of succeeding to the land
a. Heir apparent- cannot get displaced
b. Heir presumptive- presumed to be the heir, but may be displaced by birth of new heir
o If the land is transferred from A to “B and his heirs” the line of heirs associated with B becomes the new
basis for measurement
2. Fee Tail (Abolished in AB)
 Estate can only pass within the family btw lineal descendants, or even restricted further eg. Male or female; stops when no
more lineal descendants – stricter definition of heirs (no lateral heirs just children)
o you could conceivable sell a Fee tail, but once the transferor died, the land would go back to the transferor’s children.
o Words of limitation for a Fee Tail = “To A, or the heirs males/females of his body”.
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If fee tail comes to an end one possibility is escheat but if carved out of fee simple then goes back to holder of fee
simple
Common law:
o At common law, the words needed to grant a fee tail inter vivos were words of procreation.
o At common law, the words needed to grant a fee tail testamentary were words that imported a gift to lineal
descendants ad infinitum.
o Lawyers can bar fee tail into a fee simple, only way around this is parliament making it unbarable and this was
seen in Marlborough
S.9 of the Property Act bars any devise or grant that previously would have created an estate in fee tail will create an estate in fee
simple.
How would you get around this? Now only way to keep property within the family is to grant a succession of life estates (but,
frustrated by rule against perpetuities – can give to son and grandson but not beyond that)  “To A, then to B, then to the children
of them, and the children of their children, contingent to them being born”. Exists also law against excessive limitations.
Modern remnants: Wills Act, s. 28: in conveying property, To A, but should A die without issue, to B” creates conditional fee simple,
the condition being the birth of a child
3. Life Estate
 Get it for your life, when you die it goes back to the holder of the fee simple
Private ownership of land avoids tragedy of the commons
2. The Life Estate: Generally
 The core concept of estate is temporal. Fee simple is the biggest.
2-Step Analysis
1) What’s did this person trying to accomplish? 2) Can we give legal effect to it? eg. public policy issue
Life Estates: Language of Creation
“To A”
⁃ At common law? Life Estate
⁃ Today?  Fee Simple
a) General
(i) conventional: lasts as long as someone is alive, life tenant not seen as robust property holder, primarily rights to use, enjoy and
posses: two types:
1) pur sa vie—Life Estate for life “X to A for life”
o X has fee simple in reversion
o A has life estate pur sa vie (life tenant)
o When A dies the property reverts back to the grantor. No word “fee” – not an estate of inheritance; the
initial designation of the measuring life is fixed
“To A for life”; Assume A then transfers her life estate to B
o Can this be done? Yes, it is alienable life estate (A is still the time measure; sa vie becomes autre vie)
o What happens to the life estate for the life of A that is held by B, if B pre-deceases A At B’s heirs acquire estate (as
mentioned in the will), until A dies. At common law, it used to be that the first person to take possession of the property
could have the estate for the remainder of A’s life.
o Today, statutes make it clear that life estates can be estates of inheritance

Wills Act s. 3: An estate for the life of another (estate pur autre vie) is an inheritable estate.
2) pur autre vie—for someone else’s life “X to A for life of B”
o X has fee simple in reversion
o A has life estate pur autre vie (life tenant)
o Can be created by transferring a pur sa vie or created initially
o B has nothing; B is the measuring life (cestui qui vie), the clock on the wall (B is “words of limitation”)
o If B is more than 1 person, the LE lasts until the last member of the group dies
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(ii) By operation of law
1) Dower: at common law, if a widow was not devised anything by her husband, she would be granted a Life estate in the
matrimonial home.
2) Curtesy: at common law, if a widower was not devised anything by his wife, he would be granted a Life Estate in the
matrimonial home.
3) Homestead: In the prairie provinces, common law dower was abolished in the 1886. in the early 20th century, legislation
was passed which was based on US homestead laws which:
1) Exempt the family from seizure by creditors
2) Enable the non-owning spouse to prevent dispositions of the home; and
3) Confer a life estate in the family home on the non-owning spouse after the death of the owner.
4) Remedial: A life estate may be granted in property as a court ordered remedy. For example in the case of an unjust
enrichment.
b) Creation (Re Walker, Re Taylor, Martini)
 Unlike the fee simple, no special terminology
 Issue: sometimes arises as to whether the donee was meant to receive a life estate or the fee simple. Can occur when an
absolute gift (or one that looks absolute) is coupled with an inconsistent gift over the same group.
3 solutions:
1) Read the first gift as absolute (fee simple), and discard the subsequent stipulation as being repugnant. (Re Walker)
o If the testator described the interest to give the impression of an absolute interest but then purports to engraft on
the first give a gift over, this is repugnant
o “I give and devise unto my said wife all my real and personal property…and also should any portion of my estate
still remain in the hands of my said wife at the time of her decease undisposed of by her, such remainder shall be
divided as follows…”
2) Gift cut down the absolute gift to life estate, with the remainder going to the donee(s) of the second gift (Martini)
o Court should make every effort to reconcile apparently conflicting provisions rather than ignoring one and
rendering it invalid
o Testor’s will “clause 4(c) I give my wife…2203 31 ave … for her use. When she no longer need it…that she give said
property to Sandra and Sonya…”
3) Called life state with the power of encroachment we have a life estate to the 1st party, but the power to deal with the
remainder. The power to mortgage the whole property, or to sell it during the lifetime (Re Taylor)
o If the testator uses clear words to indicate only a limited interest, then the gift over presents no problem of
repugnancy
o “I give, devise and bequeath all my real and personal estate of which I die possessed to my wife Kate... to have and
use during her lifetime… Any estate of which she may be possessed at the time of her death is to be divided
equally btw my daughters…”
English law now provides that when an apparently absolute interest is given to a former spouse, followed by a gift over to any
issues, it is presumed that the first gift is absolute rule of construction, may be up for debate
RECONCILE this with Re Walker:
Re Taylor is a case where the testator used clear words to indicate an intention to give only a limited interest so that the gift over
presents no problem of repugnancy.
o Clearer words of limitation in Re Taylor: “during her lifetime” diff from Re Walker where Walker doesn't say it
o To interpret a’s will to what happened with b, is not good. So the courts are less likely to follow precedent because
of this reason. SO not surprising that courts are reaching different conclusions (?)
o But she could dispose the estate, so more than a life estate(LE+)
(ii) some problems of construction (Re Walker; Re Taylor; Martini Estate)
Re Walker (1924, ONCA – CB 359)
(Interpretation of gift to wife from deceased)
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FACTS: deceased left provision in his will granting estate to his wife with remainder to his nephews. “I give and devise unto my said
wife all my real and personal property…and also should any portion of my estate still remain in the hands of my said wife at the time
of her decease undisposed of by her, such remainder shall be divided as follows…”
ISSUE: What did the testator intend? Can courts lawfully give effect to that intention?
HELD/REASONING: Tried to find dominant/paramount intention; found absolute gift (wife to get something, anything left, assigned).
Court said what was given to the wife is ambiguous; this gives rise to issue of the remainder
Three possible ways to interpret the gift to wife:
 Fee simple? Or Life Estate?
1) Wife get LE and remainderers get the remainder
2) Wife gets fee simple, remainderers get nothing.
1) Both can’t happened, one’s gotta go
3) Third way? Life estate given to wife with an additional power: to encroach on the remainder (Life Estate+)
Court of Appeal reversed lower court decision; ascertained that the real property ownership was to wife in fee simple and
remainder after death was of no effect
Re Walker
o Irreconcilable issues in the Will (result: Wife gets everything, remainder was repugnant and of no effect)
o What was the Court’s task?
o Give effect to the intention of the deceased (must give dominant intention preference over the subordinate
intention)
 How do you know which intention is dominant or subordinate? Not said by Court (chronological order?
Lol)
 It seems like there are 2 intentions (for wife and for remainder)
 Would have been better if decided as LE + right to encroach for Wife this is the approach taken
in Re Taylor
Re Taylor (1982 Saskatchewan Surr. Ct. – CB 361)
(Absolute or life interest)
FACTS: John Taylor died in February 1965, leaving his wife Kathleen surviving. Will probated April 1965. Mrs. Taylor used portions of
his estate until her death. Testatrix Kathleen died December 1981. In her will, there is a general direction to her executors to convert
the assets comprised in her estate into money to establish two funds—one for charity, the other to five individuals.
ISSUE: whether the testatrix takes an absolute interest in the will of John Taylor or only a life interest. What is the critical clause of
the will? (if she had absolute interest, she can do whatever in her will, if she took LE then whatever is left of her husband’s estate
when Kate dies goes to their daughters)
o “I give, devise and bequeath all my real and personal estate of which I die possessed to my wife Kate.. to have and
use during her lifetime… Any estate of which she may be possessed at the time of her death is to be divided
equally btw my daughters…”
 judge relied on this wording
HELD: the court found that the wording reveals an intention on the part of the testator to give his wife a life interest coupled with a
power to encroach on capital for own proper maintenance.
REASONING: all the words of the widow’s right, when added up, are that of a fee simple; life estate with power to encroach (But
where is the wording that contains right of encroachment)?
o LE+encroach can lead to the same effect as an absolute interest, but the 2 aren’t identical
RATIO:
1. the fundamental rule to be applied is that the intention of the testator is to be ascertained from a consideration of the
will taken as a whole. Where that intention is plain, the court must give effect to it without being diverted by rules of
construction, which if applied, would produce a result which could not have been intended by the testator.
2. Where the testator uses plain language to indicate an intention to give a life interest only, that interest is not enlarged to
an absolute interest b/c the testator has declared that the donee is to that the right in her discretion to encroach on
capital for her own proper maintenance
RECONCILE this with Re Walker:
Re Taylor is a case where the testator used clear words to indicate an intention to give only a limited interest so that the gift over
presents no problem of repugnancy.
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Clearer words of limitation in Re Taylor: “during her lifetime” diff from Re Walker where Walker doesn't say it
To interpret a’s will to what happened with b, is not good. So the courts are less likely to follow precedent because of this
reason. SO not surprising that courts are reaching different conclusions (?)
But she could dispose the estate, so more than a life estate(LE+)

RECONCILE with Townsend v. McInnis: The wording “ to be used and disposed as she wishes during her lifetime” conferred a power
of disposition inter vivos, thus the donee in that case takes an absolute interest. This is no longer law. In the case at bar, testatrix
only has power to encroach for her maintenance and didn't have the power of disposition inter vivos
Christensen v. Martini Estate (1999 ABCA – CB 383)
(Life estate to wife, gift to lifelong friends)
License is allowing one to do something that would otherwise be a trespass (but for a license, it would be a trespass)
FACTS: Appellant “Martini” is the widow of the testator; respondents are sisters and longtime friends of the deceased. Testor’s will
“clause 4(c) I give my wife…2203 31 ave … for her use. When she no longer needs it…that she give said property to Sandra and
Sonya…”
Testator and first wife owned duplex in common law.
o 1988: testator loaned a large sum of $$ to Christensens
o 1990: testator and wife divorced and married Martini and he and Martini lived in ½ the duplex
o 1991: testator commenced an action against former wife for property
o April 1991: testator executed a will
ISSUE: What are the interest in the property of Martini and the Christensens?
DECISION: Appeal allowed; Martini gets life estate, NO power to encroach. The gift over to the Chirstensens does NOT allow the
Christensens to become the registered owners right away
RATIO: Must consider testator’s intention from consideration of the whole will. Courts must try and reconcile conflicting provisions
rather than ignoring terms.
Possibilities/options p 386
1) An absolute gift to Martini, with words expressing testator’s hope to give the property to the Christensens, when she no longer
needs it
2) A determinable fee simple to Martini, with gift over to Christensens when Martini no longer needs the prop
3) A conditional fee to Martini with a gift over to the Christensens, the gift being conditional upon Maritni’s need for the property
4) a life estate to Martini, with or without power to encroach estate, with a gift over to the Christensens √
5) A license of occupation to Martini, with gift over to the Christensen
4>5 b/c it’s up to Martini to decide when she “no longer needs” the property.

3. General Rights of Use and Enjoyment (Powers Estate)
General powers of use and enjoyment of life estate owner:
Entitled to income from estate, use and possession, management and control, sell the estate
Must do what is reasonable to make sure parties in remainder will get their interests
Cannot intentionally damage the property
Three Ways to Determine What Rights and Obligations a Life Estate Holder has:
1) Look into the document where the life estate is granted—what is given?
2) Swing a deal with other remainder parties?
3) See what base rights the law gives the life tenant—covered by the law of waste.
(a) The settlement concept: the life tenant-remainder person relationship
Managing the estate: Empower the life tenant, or Establish a trust, and trustee has power and responsibility of managing the estate.
 E.g. “To X, to manage the property, in favor of A for life, remainder in trust for A’s children.” A has equitable life estate.
Life Estate creates two related pressure points that the law must respond to:
o Proper allocation of rights and duties between current life tenants and succeeding owners
o Impact of life interest on alienability
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(b) Income v. capital beneficiary (Fruit and Tree)
What can life estate owner do with the property?
There are two analogies often used:
o Income and Capital Beneficiaries: a trust might be established to provide interest earned to A for their lifetime
(the life tenant) and the capital for the trust to B (remainder person)
o Apple Tree: the apples go to A (life tenant) and B is entitled to the tree (remainder person)
Ex: 1 mil in trust to A for A’s life and when A dies the whole capital of $1 mil to B. What is A entitled to?
Default answer: trustees are to invest money, interest paid to life tenant (A the income beneficiary and capital stay at same level)
(c) Possession and the equitable life estate
Generally, courts will try to optimize the income for the life tenant while not jeopardizing the capital through improvident
investments. It is a balancing act.
(d) Liability for waste
WASTE is how we balance the right of present and future users
 System of rules is required to balance interest of those in present possession against the interests of those who will or may
become entitled to possession in the future > any act that changes character of property is technically waste
 The essence of “waste” is that there is an act that causes injury or lasting damage to the land.
 Designed to prevent variant of the tragedy of the commons from occurring
Rules for Fee Simple Holder
o Apart from laws (bylaws, zoning, planning etc.) owner in fee simple (absolute ownership) generally unimpeachable
for waste. Right to exercise acts of ownership of all kinds including commission of waste
 Felling trees, mining, pulling down buildings
Rules for Life Estate holder
o Life tenant is generally “unimpeachable for waste” although still liable for equitable waste (destruction of
houses or felling of trees), unless the language relieves you of that liability
Waiver of liability
Waste is a default rule. If the document says nothing regarding waste, you will be liable for all forms of waste
 Law of Property Act, s. 71- Codifies this concept-Life estate, without impeachment of waste does not and is not deemed to
confer on life tenant right to commit equitable waste, unless this expressly appears on the instrument creating the estate.
o Requires clear and express intention to remove liability for waste
o The grantor may render a life tenant unimpeachable; exempt for responsibility for waste. This does not apply to
acts of wanton (meaningless, reckless) destruction. The tenant for life can be restrained, in equity, by injunction
(This refers to equitable waste)
 Judicature Act, s. 5: part II allows a life tenant to apply to a court to encroach on a life estate (e.g. commit certain types of
waste)
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4 Types of Waste
1) Ameliorating waste:
enhancing the value of
the property (an
improvement)
 Change in property
that ends up
enhancing its value
 Remainders may
have issue with this
and it is actionable,
but only if it
transforms the place
significantly. As such,
very few cases on
this. (Can change
“vibe” of place—
upset remainders)

2) Permissive: failure to do
something that results in
the reduction of value
 Inaction by life
tenant, failing to up
keep property
 Life tenant will only
be held liable if
obligated imposed by
law
 Responsibility for
permissive waste is
not automatically
imposed on a life
tenant, the
instrument under
which the estate is
created must contain
such a provision.

3) Voluntary: conduct
destructive to the value
of the property
 Waste resulting from
a positive, wrongful
action
 Life Tenant creates
voluntary waste by
opening a mine on a
mineral estate, but
not so if it’s already
been opened
 A tenant for life can
be liable for voluntary
waste, although he
may be made
unimpeachable for
such waste, through
the terms of the
grant.
 If a tenant is so
exonerated form
liability for waste,
there is no liability for
waste at common
law.

4) Equitable: malicious
destruction of property
 More flagrant form of
voluntary waste, illmotivated, wanton
destruction of
property
 Document could say
the person is
“unimpeachable for
waste” ie: can
commit waste,
however, this does
not exclude
equitable waste
 Where the waste
amounts to wanton
(meaningless)
destruction, the
tenant for life could
be restrained
(equality) by
injunction.

Remedies available:
o Liability in damages, amounting to the decrease in value of the reversion, less an allowance for immediate payment
o Exemplary damages may be awarded
o Injunction to prevent threatened or apprehended waste, or the repetition of waste; an injunction is discretionary, and may be
refused if the waste is minor and not likely to be repeated. If the waste has resulted in a profit to the life tenant (e.g. by the
sale of minerals or timber), the money can be recovered by an accounting. The question of fact and the onus is on the plaintiff
to prove the damage.
(e) The balancing of other rights and obligations (insurance, taxes, repairs, heating, Trusts)
Default rule: income/capital analogy: any cost associated with preserving the LT value of the property comes out of the capital
Insurance: may be paid from income or capital. In Canada, there have been different approaches: (1) There is no obligation on the
life tenant to insure, and premiums are a capital outlay; (2) premiums should be apportioned upon equitable principles as between
the life tenant and the reversioner; (3) insurance premiums on an income producing property should be paid out of income, while
that on property not producing income shall be paid out of capital.
o s. 18(1), Trustee Act: does not impose a duty to insure; only grants a power to insure.
o Court in powers said generally paid by income
Taxes: Life tenant is liable for these (income) (in an amount up to the annual value of the land)
Repairs: for the property preservation of the building shall be paid for by capital. Anything else is paid by income. There is no duty to
repair (unless there are permissive waste obligations in the settlement)
Heating: generally, the cost of heating a property will be borne by the life tenant. There is no obligation on the executor to pay
heating costs out of the capital of the estate.
Trusts: giving trustee the power to manage property, includes placing the legal title in the hands of the trustees, who then hold the
property in trust for the life tenant and those who own the remainder. The responsibility for making payments can be delegated to
the trustees; specific instructions for allocating expenses may also be given.
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Powers v. Powers Estate (who pays for what)
Cost Allocation btw Life Tenant & Remainderer Taxes and Mortgages (recurring payments) - Discretion to encroach for property
expenses - trustee involved
Facts: Deceased gives mother an equitable life estate, with power to encroach on income and capital of estate to pay for
maintenance expenses of any property which she may reside. When mother dies, Plaintiff has life estate and has ability to encroach
for purposes of maintenance of the property only, not maintenance of the plaintiff. Defendant then received gift over of residue on
death of brother.
Reasons: At discretion of executor, to encroach upon asset for the estate for the limited purpose of maintaining and providing
services to the property. Encroachment (spend capital) upon the estate for the general purpose of maintaining the plaintiff is not
permitted by the will.
Heating - Born by life tenant out of the income
Repairs- if necessary for preservation of building- pay out of capital
o Replacement of furnace, fences, etc- all maintain property, so are capital
Repairs- if recurrent or periodical- paid for out of income> general upkeep
o Lawn care, interior painting (unless for preservation)- paid by life tenant
Insurance- starting point is to pay from income > but generally depends on purpose of insurance involved
o Furnace insurance- if not required for preservation but it is insurance to cover cost of repairs, it is present expense
and should be borne by income
o - if insurance is for benefit of remainderman, for preservation of building if malfunction, cost of premiums should
be borne by capital
o Previously, there was generally no obligation on life tenants to insure, so insurance is capital outlay
 Canadian and American jurisprudence- 3 opinions on insurance payments:
 American- Premiums are like repairs, taxes and mortgage interests- income
 Canadian- most common- no obligation to insure, so capital outlay
 Canadian- apportion premiums equitably between life tenant and reversioner
 Since enactment of Trustee Act, Canadian law has developed to require trustees to insure against
loss by fire- premiums come out of income
Mortgage payments- interest portion comes out of income, but the principal portion should be paid out of capital; life
tenant can seek disbursement from owners of the remainder for any principal paid on their behalf
Property taxes- recurring payment- income
Ziff: Insurance generally comes out of income, but court says should come out of capital in some cases (if property is income
producing, insurance from income, if no income, insurance from capital). Why? Can see either way (helps both future or current
owners)
o Premium for fire insurance/ongoing maintenance paid from income
o Depends on the nature of insurance bought, if the insurance is for the benefit of remainderer (ie. Replacement of
ex.furnace) then it ought to be paid out of capital. If it’s for the ongoing benefit of the life tenant then pay from
income
RATIO: absent a clear directive instruction in the trust instrument to do otherwise, the recurring expenses (including insurance
premiums) are to be paid from income so that the capital is preserved.
How to Manage interests of life tenant and remainderman
Create a trust, where the trustee has all responsibilities to set out where the money comes from and who can draw it out as
necessary. Trustee steps into managerial role to assist in effecting the wishes of the testator
What happens if a trustee dies, and is a person (not a Trust Company)?
o To avoid this, create joint trustee- fee simple reverts to other trustee
o If no one steps forward, maxim in equity ensures a trust will not fail for lack of a trustee
(f) General powers of alienation
Wills Act, s. 3- life tenant can sell life estate to another, but the life estate expires on the death of the life estate,
At common law, life estate is alienable. Upon transfer, it becomes an estate pur autre vie.
o Acquisition of a life estate is a risky undertaking – might end tomorrow (inhibits transfer)
o A life estate can be leased at common law, but only lasts for the life tenant (lessor)
Judicature Act, s. 5: part II allows a life tenant to apply to a court to encroach on a life estate (e.g. commit certain types of waste)
Judicature Act s. 6(20) implies that Alberta received Settled Estates Act of 1856 from England. Part 17 allows life tenant to grant a
21 year lease, and the lease can survive the tenant—allowing limited power of encroachment (doesn’t give life tenant right to
mortgage remainder)
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(h) Mortgages
Mortgage payments- interest portion comes out of income, but the principal portion should be paid out of capital; life tenant can
seek disbursement from owners of the remainder for any principal paid on their behalf
 There is a blended payment of interest and principal- Interest Capital dichotomy. The tenant has to pay for this, but should
be able to seek reimbursement for principal sums paid on the owner’s behalf; there is a bit of a fiduciary relationship.
NOTE: a life tenant can only mortgage if: (1) an agreement is made with the remainder person, (b) where a will/deed gives that
power.
(j) Settled estates legislation
Life estate was a constituent element of the strict family settlement in England. Tenant had few freedoms and the system was
inefficient. 1800’s, after English Settled Land Act, more control was given to tenant, giving it powers to lease, mortgage, and sell.
Money would be held under a trust for sale for the benefit of the life tenant as well as for those entitled to the remainder.
Canada - Alberta received the English Settled Estates Act of 1856
o Restricted rights for transfer by sale or lease, but no right of mortgage is conferred, on approval or otherwise
o Only unilateral action permitted is granting of leases of 21 years or less. This power can be precluded by the
settlement
Ziff- These rights are virtually useless.
(j) Valuation
o

One way to do it is to sell the property as a whole, invest the money and pay life tenant the income from the
investment and the corpus would pass on to the remainderer; the alternative to a one time allocation so both the
life tenant and remainderer can use their payout as desired (Aho v Kelly)
Aho v. Kelly (1998)
Common law life estates clearly have some “value.” How do we calculate this?
o If Aho’s life expectancy is 18.7 years, Gov of Canada bonds were at 5.75%, Value of the home is $295,000
o Current value of life interest of 69 year old women is the property in $191,300, and the remainder is $103,700.
o Resulting ratio is 76% to petitioner (life tenant) and 24% to respondent (remainder)
The value of the remainder interest will be equal to the current value of the house in 18.7 years. If we gave the remainder the
money and it grew for 18.7 years, he will have property worth $295,000 (using 5.75% over 18.7 years). But what about inflation?
What about increase valuation of the home over the years? Issue of present v. future value.
 We will give him 103,700 (this is the PV of $295,000 but this doesn’t account for growth/potential cap
gain over the time of the LE) and in 18.7 years, it should equal 295,000, and then the life estate got the
rest that was left
They evaluated it relative to the remainder not life tenant, life state just got the remainder which turned out to be more! give
remainderer $X so that it’ll grow to the PV amount by the time the life tenant dies
o This means this approach wouldn't work in some instances (Re Stojkowich Estate LE would essentially get
everything due to long life expectancy)
o Ziff: shouldn’t be too reliant on Income capital approach, future hike in house price not taken into account
How do we control for inflation?
o Identifies issue of present v. future value
o Income-capital dichotomy is useful, but often looks imperfect. Money tends to lose value over time (consider a
discount value) whereas land tends to increase in value over time, which is hard to predict, and this skews the
analogy
How else may we calculate the valuation of property?
o Focus on the income stream. Allocate the full proceeds of sale to remainderer and order that a sum to be paid to
the life tenant that equates annual income
o Use a projected rental income or expected yield on investments
o Sell land and interest bearing income to life tenant
NEW YORK: Life tenant entitled to receive proceeds from sale as a lump sum unless it would produce unreasonable hardship for
remainderer; life tenant entitled to lump sum payment if the will leaves enough money to restore the capital

4. Life Estate by Operation of Law
(a) common law dower (for widow) and curtesy (for widower)
Ancient principle rule: eldest son would get property, and nothing for widow.
Both Curtesy and Dower were abolished when the Land Title Acts was enacted.
 Why? Because inconsistent with principles of emerging land titles system
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o
o

Impaired freedom of transfer of land
Interests were not disclosed on certificates of title
 Dower would form invisible title and bona fide purchaser for value wouldn’t know

Dower: provided protection to the widow. If husband came into possession of property,
o Before reception of English law, wife had a LE dower right to 1/3 of the husband’s freehold
 Abolished by Law of Property Act, s. 3.
o Designed to provide shelter for widows—conferred on her a life estate in freehold lands of her deceased husband
o Unlike current matrimonial property law, the dower in settlements were not premised on direct or indirect
contributions to the acquisition of property.
o Land sold by a husband during his lifetime remained subject to his wife’s dower interest, unless his wife “barred”
her rights. The Dower Act 1833 abolished dower in land disposed of in the husband’s lifetime or by his will and left
dower effective only on certain intestacies
 After 1833 in England, dower rights could be terminated by an inter vivos gift or a devise
o Modern interpretation: Dower Act imposes a LE to the spouse even with no mention in the Will
o The Dower right runs with the land!!! (Widow can move back into the property after its sold as her Dower right).
This was the case unless the wife agreed to bar her dower.
o The Dower seemed to conflict with the Torrens System. On the same day the current land title system came into
effect in Alberta, the dower and curtesy were abolished
o Common law dower is now a thing of the past – western provinces have dower statutes
Curtesy: provided protection to the husband, a life interest in all lands owned by the wife during the marriage that had not been
disposed of intervivos or by will. When Torrens system was introduced in 1886 (when land was sold, wife had to release the
dower), old system was abolished. Today: Dower Act. (dower applies to both genders)
 Abolished by Law of Property Act, s. 4.
o Widower’s interests in the land of his deceased wife (if left nothing by wife); gave widower life estate in all realty
not displaced by wife at time of her death.
o The right of curtesy conferred upon the widower a life estate in all of the realty undisposed of at the time of the
wife, as long as heritable issues had been born—and heard to cry within the four walls—during the marriage.
o Little evidence that curtesy was of much good to widowers in England.
(b) The origins and rationale of homestead legislation
 In the prairie provinces, common law dower was abolished in the 1880s. in the early 19th century, legislation was passed
which was based on US homestead laws.
o Provides a counterbalance to the free and efficient alienation of lands promoted by modern title system
 After Dower was abolished, there existed a need to protect the matrimonial home from seizure by creditors of the husband
during the 1800’s
o Dominion lands act – granted land to head of household so husbands became sole registered owner of family lands
3 Main Elements of homestead legislation
1) Enabled the non-owning spouse to prevent dispositions of the home
 Land boom – many husbands sold or mortgaged farm
 Even if husband is sole owner in law and equity, wife holds veto
2) Confer a Life estate in the home on that spouse after the death of the owner
 Regardless of will, wife receives life estate by operation of law
3) Measure of protection from creditors* (Now dealt with in the Civil Enforcement Act – don’t need details of this)
a. Husband could sell house and if dower was not barred, she could show up to new owners house and get the house
back
b. SO when you are selling the house, people expected wife to bar her dower rights
(c) Alberta's dower regime  refer to example doc


Dower Act—in class exercise
o B owns Brownacre in fee simple absolute. He agrees to sell it to C. B and his wife, B, are thrilled. However, prior to
the closing, B receives a better offer from A. B want to back out of the deal. Can they? What do you need to know?

o
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Wife may claim they did not consent based on the Dower Act, if a couple wishes to back out of selling the land
to party A (whom the husband agreed to sell to), because they want to sell to party B—must be a homestead.
(s.4(1))



What counts as homestead?
o S. 1(d)—A parcel of land where the home is located
o Lease of premises? Probably not; Act’s intention: fee simple. However, long-term leases may trigger
protection of Act.
o Mobile home? Depends on the land—mobile home is not equivalent to land.
o What if only one spouse lives on the property? S. 10 (1)(b): both spouses don’t need to live on property.
Exceptions: spouse may apply by notice of motion to the Court for an order dispensing with the consent of the
spouse to the proposed disposition (Dower Affidavit) -- See class hand out. Can also state that you are not
married on it.



What are dower rights?
o 1(c) “dower rights” is a “comprehensive definition” which “includes” (a non-exhaustive list):
 (i) the right to prevent disposition of the homestead by withholding consent;
 (ii) the right of action for damages against the married person for wrongful disposition;
 (iii) assurance fund
 (iv) the right of the surviving spouse to a life estate in the homestead of the deceased married
person—common law dower, and
 (v) the right of the surviving spouse to a life estate in the personal property of the deceased
married person that is exempt from seizure under writ proceedings.
NOTE: There are more dower rights….



Does dower apply if the property is co-owned?
o S. 25(1) contemplated a third party
o Types of co-ownership:
 (1) Joint Tenant—if one dies, the other owns absolute
 (2) Tenant in Common—if one dies, the testator’s half goes to his estate.
o S.25 (2) when co-owners are husband and wife—dower rights still apply; dower consent is required.
o Why bother with dower, if both own property?
 If tenant in common, and husband wants to give his half away? Dower Act applies to prevent this
type of situation in essence.
o However, dower doesn’t apply to third party if third party is on the title. S. 25(1): this applies and says no
“homestead”



What is disposition?
o Inter-vivos action
o S.1(b): includes a will
o Leases: anything under 3 years is okay without consent (s.1(b)(ii)(a))



What is the effect of wrongful disposition?
o When must the forms be filled out when selling land?
 At the agreement of sale (s. 6(1))
o If consent is required, any disposition would be void
o What if consent given but no acknowledgment?
 SCC said that acknowledgment is not indispensable (vital), not fatal. If able to satisfactorily prove
consent, then consent will stand.



Generally, what makes a disposition valid?
o S. 1(b)(ii)—agreement for sale; real estate agents should note this; how people weasel out of lower price
o Doing it by the book: consent from spouse and a certificate of acknowledgement (mentioned in Dower
Act). SCC: missing acknowledgment is not fatal—as long as consent is present.
o Single: no consent required, but better to have something signed swearing that you are single.



Is consent always required?
o No, according to s. 10(5), “the court may by order dispense with the consent of the spouse if in the opinion of the
Court if it appears fair and reasonable under the circumstances to do”
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o
o
o

If not a homestead, then of no force or effect
 Short term leases don’t require consent
Can apply to court for order dispensing consent under s. 10 (1)(a-f)
Examine Sections 10(1) & 10(5) to see how to get an order under s. 10
Listed items in 10 (1) will get you into court; it is a necessary, but not sufficient. 10(5) says you have to go
further to meet this requirement
 Court uses reasonableness and fairness to determine whether to make order to dispense with
consent



What is required in order to get an order under s. 10? Examine ss. 10(1) and 10(5)
o Example 1: need order dispensing property, living apart (1), but other spouse says unreasonable, lacking
subsection 5
o Example 2: need order as spouse is unreasonable (5)
o Listed items in (1) gets you into court; it is a necessary condition, but is not sufficient. (5) says you have to go
further and meet this requirement.



How does s. 7 differ from s. 9 (Look at s.10(1)(e))
o Example: husband/wife in matrimonial trouble. Agree, as part of separation, to release dower right. With
agreement husband purports to sell property. Is dower consent required?










1) s. 9 agreements to release dower rights requiring consideration (instrument), and
2) describes affidavit for release of dower rights … necessary release under s. 7. This does the job fully. Take s.
7 release and put on title, which makes property no longer a homestead, then dower rights extinguished.
 Best way to deal with a separation—a release is signed and executed as soon as separation occurs.
 As soon as the divorce is finalized – dower rights are all surrendered.
o How to understand this:
 For s. 9, this is a release of dower rights but it is just a general release of dower rights where you just
agree to not claim dower rights – it will allow you to get an order that applies to a specific piece of
property that you are trying to sell (Note: This just gives you the right to take it to court)
 On its own, not enough to dispense with consent
 Is one of circumstances under s.10(1) that will get you into court to apply for order to
dispense with consent
 Next you must win on reasonableness/fairness for court to issue order
 S. 7 Actual release of dower rights instrument- has to have the specific property listed that you agree
to release your dower rights on
o No requirement for consent
Assuming consent is required, what counts as perfect form?
o S.4 of Dower Act (when agreement of sale is signed, can also be done later)
o When agreement to sale there is a disposition (you have to get dower consent at the time consensus for sale
made)
o Not at land titles office because at moment consensus is reached equitable interest is transferred.
What is the effect of the failure to obtain an acknowledgment?
o Not fatal to the disposition, but without consent, it may be fatal. Torrens System will protect owner. Courts
are not completely rigid with procedure.
o Failure to get consent would lead to the land transfer not going through
o Although it says it in the act, acknowledgment is not essential for validity (SCC case)
o As long as acknowledgment can be shown on part of spouse
What if consent is forged, or false affidavit is sworn?
o When registered to bona fide purchaser, torrens system kicks in to protect buyer
o Disadvantaged spouse has action for damages for wrongful disposition in Dower Act

Spouse can no longer make a claim to the house under this situation when the bona fide purchaser
registers the land title
 Empty remedy – must stay married to sue for damages
 Most of time ppl get divorced, after which damages for wrongful disposition are no longer applicable
What if the consent and acknowledgment were obtained under duress?
o In contract law, duress can be reason to void contract.
Does the surviving spouse get an empty house?

o
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Dower rights to get house/land: Alberta Dower Act creates a life estate in personal property as well to some
degree- do get possessions as well, as per s. 23, but not ALL personal property- use the category created for
seizure of property when owe money à Would get all that the sheriff cannot seize (i.e. wouldn’t be able to take
shirt off your back, etc – the untouchables). 12 months worth of food, clothing, household furnishings and
appliances, 1 motor vehicle (up to limit of value), medical and dental aids…

Can there be more than one homestead?
o Example: Husband and wife live in Blackacre and decides to move to Whiteacre; keeps Blackacre as income
property. Both properties are homesteads.
o But must choose 1
Example: H owns Blackacre. H changes the locks, excluding his wife. H’s roommate moves in. Dower to the rescue?
 Matrimonial Act: part 2 allows one spouse to seek to exclude other spouse (even non-owning), re:
temporary occupation rights.
 Dower Act is small part of matrimonial property rights
 Roommate does not get an interest in the property, even if the room is leased to the roommate.



ON central and eastern Canada: Dower abolished common law dower in 1978. No common law dower anywhere
in Canada, although in western Canada there are homestead-esque statutes (still have veto powers for sale
during marriage which was adopted from dower).
o If you did away with right of non-owning spouse to veto a sale then rights like occupation become more
fragile



Several Things May Happen upon Death of Spouse:
o 1) everything left to the surviving spouse
o 2) equitable doctrine to share house even if the surviving spouse is not on the title
o 3) even if no will the widow is #1 on the list, before the kids
o 4) family relief
o 5) matrimonial property legislation
o 6) life insurance
What if the owner is not married?
o Does Dower apply to non-married cohabitants?
o If it does apply, does it trump wills? (like the sheet we are given)
o The new alberta statute talks about non married people, and applied to same-sex as well
 Give rights to common law couples, and introduced that term in all the relevant statutes
 BUT NOT IN THE DOWER ACT
 These relationships are not under the dower act, by province of Alberta, same thing with matrimonial
property act!!
 They made a conscious decision to extend the common law rights to a lot of different acts,
but not in here



Bryce Ziff owns Brownacre in fee simple absolute. He agrees to sell it to Christine Konnidis. Bryce and his wife, Barb, are thrilled.
However, prior to closing, Bryce receives a better offer from Adele Cassan. Bryce and Barb try to back out of the deal. Can they?
What do you need to know?
What counts as a homestead?
If no consent from wife then could go back.
Lease of premises: probably included but not intended. Definitions: 1(bi: means a disposition by act inter vivos that is
required to be executed by the owner of the land disposed of.
o Leasehold owner or freehold owner?
Mobile Home: No, the Act only relates to the parcel of land not on the construction they are living in.
What if non-owning spouse has never lived on the property? It only matter if its resided in by the owner, so if the husband
lived there but the wife has never lived the it still qualifies. Husband would have to get a court order disposing of her
consent on the grounds that she has never lived on the homestead.
How many dower rights are there? At least 5
Does dower apply if the property is co-owned? S.25. Dower act still applies if both on deed, joint tenancy simply fulfills the
requirement of spousal consent.
o When third party is on title (other than husband and wife) then Dower Act doesn’t apply.
What is a disposition? Means disposition by act inter vivos, can include a will.

-

-
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What if the property is used by the spouses as rental property?
Just because you acquire a second home, doesn’t mean your first house is not considered a homestead, you can die with
multiple homesteads as defined under Dower Act
o But once spouse dies you have to elect one of multiple homesteads to get a LE in
Unmarried cohabitants do not trigger the Dower Act of Matrimonial Property Act
What is required in order to get an order under s.10? (Examine section carefully, especially subs 10(1,5)
o 2 homesteads but wife unwilling to consent: can go to court, still has to be reasonable
s.7 can release dower consent on the deed
s.9 making settlement with hope of eventual divorce, agree not to use dower rights. Wife tries to sell and husband says no
consent. S.10e will make it a grounds to go to court to get consent. Only gets you to court and would still have to show its
reasonable.

5. Estate in Personalty
Many testators bequeath chattels by way of successive interests heirlooms and other such valuable chattels for purpose of keeping
these, but not always, within the family
Common Law Rules
 Doctrine of estates is inapplicable to personalty/chattels; at CL, an inter vivos gift of a chattel for any amount of time is in
theory, absolute and forever
Common law has no general concept of limited ownership in chattel1) Interests of trade and commerce in goods
2) Due to inherently perishable nature of chattels; and
3) Discouragement in litigation
Common law is subject to several substantial qualifications:
1) Statute can create shorter estates
2) It’s possible to grant a temporary interest in a chattel – a bailment (eg. Borrowing a book from a library)
3) Equity will recognize time-limited gifts of personalty contained in a trust (eg. Stocks held in trust for beneficiaries)
4) Dividing up of the legal title of personalty under a will (devise) is valid
o A sum of money “to A for life, then to B absolutely”
2) 3 theories to explain consecutive rights
i.
the title vests immediately with B, with a usufructuary right in A for life
ii.
A becomes the absolute owner, with an executor gift over to B
iii.
A takes the property subject to a trust in favor of B, with either the executor of the estate or the
life tenant serving as the trustee Statute
 Life Estate interest in personalty can be introduced through statute (Dower Act). In AB, the Dower Act also allows a widowed
spouse may acquire a dower right in some of the personal property of the deceased
 When the owner of personalty dies with no heirs, such property becomes vested in the Crown (bona vacantia)  look like
escheat of land!
 Estates cannot be created over consumable items
4 possible modes of trust bequeaths:
1. Executory bequest mode- Entire ownership of chattel is given immediately by the will to L, R having merely executory interest,
which is not a form of property itself but which is analogous to an excitatory interest in land
2. Usufruct mode- Entire ownership is given immediately to R, L having possession of the chattel, for the purpose of use and
enjoyment for life- L’s interest is titled “usufruct”; from Roman Law
3. Life tenant- trustee mode- Even though L is not made an express trustee by the will, she might be required in equity as a trustee
by operation of law for life and then for R
4. Executor-trustee mode- Although again there is no express trust, testator’s personal representative might be regarded as
trustee by operation of law for L for life, and then for R
o Non-trust disposition by will of chattel in successive interest creates a sui generis regime, typically interpreted
by court as either executor bequest or usufructory interest

6. Aboriginal Title
Introduction

-
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When British sovereignty was established, there existed Aboriginal rule-systems of various kinds. Under common law,
these land rights can be recognized and enforced.
Until the 1970’s, the relationship between Aboriginal claims over ancestral land and British Sovereignty was unclear. A
variety of litigation would change this dramatically.
o Calder- Before this, Trudeau’s White Paper viewed aboriginal claims as old claims we shouldn’t be concerned with.
This recognized, in principle, the existence of extant Aboriginal land rights in Canada.
o Sparrow- 1990- Interprets Aboriginal rights protected in s. 35 of Constitution Act, 1982
o Delgmuukw- (1997)- elements of Ab. Title, rules at common law, recognizes Ab. Title and content, and touches
upon how government can affect title
o Hailda- (2004)- helps interpret Delgmuukw

Nature of Aboriginal title
When speaking of Aboriginal title, a right to exclusive possession is contemplated (i.e., not usufructury, or use-related, as
originally thought) but it is short of a fee simple
Aboriginal title remains sui generis. It’s unwise to assume it takes on any particular rule of property law, including unlike
any rule of property found in other aboriginal systems.
Several features of Aboriginal land identified by the SCC include:
o Inalienable except to the Crown- cannot be sold, transferred, or surrendered to any other party
 May lead to inefficient uses of land (cannot use it to mortgage capital) this restriction on transfer may on
verge of elimination
o Title is held communally by all members of an Aboriginal Nation
o Title pre-dates assertion of colonial Sovereignty- exists before, and not because of sovereignty
o Use of lands- not limited to traditional Aboriginal practices, but land use must not be irreconcilable with the nature
of the claim to the land (e.g. mining not consistent).
 Loose analogy to equitable doctrine of equitable waste (p414)
 (Ziff thinks more like voluntary waste, since usually no ill intention- may have been bad analogyremember it’s sui generis though)
 Equitable waste would be that they don’t believe land is spiritually significant so want to destroy the land
(equitable waste is an extreme category)
Aboriginal ownership rules essentially take little pockets of territory in Canada within which the English concepts of estates,
tenures, etc, do not apply
Rules of recognition
Lands must have been exclusively occupied prior to British sovereignty
o Continuity between British sovereignty and present must be shown (flexible)
o Does not need to be an unbroken chain—however, must establish a connection with the land was maintained
exclusive. Adverse possession does not apply (might have been forced off their land)
o If present occupation is proof for prior occupation, don’t need continuity of claim, just proof of maintaining a
substantial connection with the land
Occupation must be exclusive- justified on two grounds:
o Proof of title must be consistent with property interest acquired
o Prevents chance of conflicting and adverse Aboriginal community claims
Rules of proof of occupancy must be grounded in both Common law and Aboriginal concepts. Therefore laws of exclusive
occupation should be applied with caution
o If no other Aboriginal claimants- minimal control of territory should be demanded. Once actual possession is
enjoyed, a significant physical presence need not be shown for the group to retain their rights.
o Form of control should reflect the practices of the Tribes involved
 Hunts and gatherers- occupied via settled villages or cultivated fields
For possession, why not just use rules of adverse possession?
o What we ask of the squatter is more onerous than what we ask of true owner
o Who is the squatter and who is true owner? Different standards are created on this decision. Plus recall sui
generis nature of Aboriginal law. Part possession? Ab. Claimants should then get the rest, but what is the “rest” ?
Exclusive- need not mean others are barred from entry
o Presence of others can reinforce claims of exclusion- shows others were allowed on land subject to your approval
o Treaties may indicate occupation is claimed, particularly if granting right of access, as could legal conception of
trespass
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Shared arrangements will also satisfy exclusivity- No one may unilaterally exclude the other, but “title” is good
against rest of the world
Ultimately, test for recognition boils down to possession, which may be elusive.

Test for Aboriginal title: claimants must prove exclusive pre-sovereignty occupation of the land by their forebears (R v
Marshall; R v Bernard)
1. Land must have been occupied prior to sovereignty onus on claimant]
 Title arises out of relationship between common law and pre-existing systems of aboriginal law – this
relationship crystallized upon sovereignty of the Crown
 Regular use of land- “a degree of physical occupation or use equivalent to common law title that has been
made out” (para 66)
 For nomadic peoples, they will not able to get title under this, BUT they can have site specific aboriginal
rights (based on Van der Peet)
2. Must be a continuity between present and pre-sovereignty occupation
 No need to establish an “unbroken chain of continuity”, just must be a maintenance of the substantial
connection
3. At sovereignty, occupation must have been exclusive
 Effective control- “the intention and capacity to control” it’s the ability that matters, not very strict (you
could kick them out, but you just let them be) (Marshall/bernard)
o One way of showing it is that “we kept other ppl out”
 Joint title can arise from shared exclusivity
 Means that there must have been some intention and capacity to control or restrict access to the land
4. Must prove that the right has not been extinguished or justifiably infringed  Sparrow test
 Infringement can be justified by a broad array of social, economic, and political aims (non-exhaustive list
outlined in Delgamuuk)
 duty to consult (Delgamuuk spectrum) grounded in honour of the Crown and the fiduciary relationship

Xeni Gwet'in First Nations v. British Columbia
-

-

Tangible example of recognition of title.
Prof McNiel cited finds analogue in common law accepted in this case. Concept of general occupancy, went back to
fundamental principles of real property in England. Common law in pur autre vie if the occupant died before measuring life
ended then first occupant would have it. This appeals in this case because it lies between minimal occupation which would
allow true owner to sue on trespass and that which is required to ground title by adverse possession
o However very difficult to see what general occupant needed to do for title.
o All of these analogue concepts presuppose that there is an existing boundary that the general occupant is moving
into or the adverse possessor is taking over. These rules do not create in common law the original boundary
(doesn’t help us figure out the region that’s being claimed).
Does it mark a change in abo title? Except for subtle nuisances they are trying to apply Delgamuuv and only difference is on
the point of occupancy. They’ve attempted to refine further what very open ended concept is of occupancy on the common
law side of things.

Loss or alteration
Many of these rights have been truncated or infringed over time by 2 (possibly 3) ways:
1. Valid, yet unilateral act of extinguishment- Parliament’s intention to produce that outcome must be “plain and clear”
a. Onus is on Crown to show intention to invoke this right
b. Clear and plain intent can be by necessary implication- purpose must be explicit (Sappier)
c. Never been an appropriate unilateral extinction (using the above test)
d. Australia- grant in fee simple, true leases, and other disposition inconsistent with continuance of native title
extinguish title
e. Crown remains able to alter beneficial entitlements as long as they don’t on their own destroy existing land rights.
2. Surrender under treaty
Numbered treaties cover alberta
Primary basis for saying that no aboriginal title is that because the claims have been surrendered by treaty
Chippewa v. Sarnia- invalid act of surrender in 1860’s- Band tries to claim land in 1990’s, but Ont. CA claimed land had
changed many times through bona fide purchasers for valid and acquiescence by the Chippewas, so they refused to return
the land.
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Idle No More
Concern with Bill C45 which has been enacted
Connected to the bill is a question that has been placed on the table
o Aboriginal reserve land and aboriginal titles are inalienable except to the Crown
o Should this change? Should reserve lands or title lands be granted or released from the restriction?
First nations wants property rights on their own terms
o One idea – Peruvian economist Fernando Dusodo has ideas about third world development
 Third world nations are wealthy – have all this land and sources of wealth, but locked because cant use it
as commodities of exchange
 If we recognize squatter rights and give them title – similar to giving aboriginal individual title, it can be
used as collateral for loans to maximize the efficient and economic use of their property
 Unlock the holdings –as many things that can be tradable should be, this will increase availability
of capital
 Capitulating squatters has been done in autralia
o But – their deep connection to the land rests in the values of the aboriginal nation as a community – the
community has the sense of important connection
o Could create a regime that still allows for private title but more protective than fee simple
o The rational for establishing title in the first place would be negated if they are allowed to sell it – it has to do with
their connection to the land
What Constitutional constraints exist on the extinguishment of Aboriginal claims?
Federalism
S. 35, Constitution Act, 1982. The notwithstanding clause (s. 33) does not apply to Ab. Claims, nor does a section 1 analysis
of the Charter.
o “the existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed”does not create, only affirms rights
o Rights include more than those just existing at time of colonization
o Aboriginal title is part of broader recognition of aboriginal rights; title arises when connection of a group with a
particular piece of land is of central significance to their culture
 This explains why rights vary with connection to the land
o Provincial law cannot extinguish aboriginal rights, but they can infringe
R. v. Van der Peet- s. 35(1) prevents extinguishment of Aboriginal rights (since 1982)
o Abo rights cannot be extinguished and only regulated.
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Test for Justification of an Infringement (similar to Oakes test- established in Sparrow)
1. Infringement must further substantial and compelling legislative objective- must balance Aboriginal interests against
needs of other communities,
2. Is infringement consistent with Crown’s fiduciary duty?
a. Aboriginal interests come first, but don’t always take priority.
b. Scrutiny of fiduciary duty owed varies with degree of infringement as well as strength of claim
i. Stronger claim of great significant, coupled with potentially severe impact, requires extensive
consultation to craft interim solution.
ii. Weak claim- may only required notice, disclosure, and dialogue
iii. Broader the right, the less scrutinized the legislation is. Must have greater consultation, but low
threshold for substantive infringement.
c. Commercial activity- government must take those rights into account and allocate resources in respectful manner
d. Overarching theme- honor of the Crown must be maintained.
Sparrow S 35 Justification Process –from Constitutional
0) Is there an existing Ab right?
 Existing = not extinguished by leg before 1982 nor by treaty
o Existing = not extinguished = must have not been extinguished thru “Clear and plain” intention/language
either in treaties (anytime) or in legislation (prior to 1982) (after 1982, Ab rights were constitutionalized
under s35, any changes would require a constitutional amendment!) or by treaty
o Regulation ≠ extinguishment
1) Does legislation have the effect of interfering with an aboriginal right? [Onus on claimant]
o Is the limitation unreasonable?
o Does the regulation impose an undue hardship?
o Does the regulation deny the rights holders their preferred means of exercising that right?
2) Is the interference justified [onus on government]?
o Is there a valid legislative objective? (Conservation, health and safety, environmental protection, public safety or other
compelling and substantial objective);
 Eg. Hunting rights shouldn’t extend to downtown
o Is the limitation consistent with the fiduciary nature of the relationship and “the Honor of the Crown”? (Guerin)
o Other Potential factors:
 Minimal infringement (Are there less invasive methods of regulation)? Consultation (possible
consensus as to how to regulate)? Priority Allocation (Sparrow: where the resources are scarce
[concern for conservation], then Aboriginal peoples have the right of first priority over commercial
groups)? Fair compensation?
Fiduciary Duty of the Crown
Range of legislative functions that justify infringement is very broad.
Since fiduciary duty requires aboriginal title is given priority, the Government must prove the process of resource allocation
and actual allocation reflects interests of holders of ab. Title on the land.
Range of consultation required depends on infringement of rights v. infringement of title. Consultation with aboriginal
groups goes a long way in establishing their fiduciary duty is met.
If infringing title in particular, fair compensation generally must be paid for economic loss
Infringement is generally justified on grounds that since Aboriginal ownership is viewed as collective and rights are nontransferable, the Crown is able to perform roles that Aboriginals cannot, and put the land to better use. Therefore proper
consultation and compensation indicate proper consideration. Question arises as to whether this should be allowed, given
the unique constitutional protection of lands (see Falagan article)
Australian Legal Claims
1992- Mabo v. Queensland- recognized Aboriginal land rights In the common law for the first time.
o Refusal to recognize the rights of aboriginals “is an unjust and discriminatory doctrine which can not longer be
accepted” the common law would “perpetuate injustice if it were to continue to embrace the enlarged notion of
terra nullis to persist in characterizing the indigenous inhabitants.
Before Mabo, is was claimed the land was terra nullius (owned by no one)
Canadian Legal Claims
Generally take many years to solve
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Many treaty negotiations continue to take place in the shadow of presently understood property law concepts.

Rights short of title
Requirement of occupation applies only to assertion of native title
Other kinds of rights are amenable to legal recognition based on spectrum of degree of connection with the land
Non-possessory, site-specific rights (such as using right to hunt/fish in a specific locale) does not require exclusivity.
Such rights are very similar (not identical) to profit a prendre (incorporeal hereditaments)
Rules of recognition for these rights include: Must have integral rights, customs, and traditions that are really important
constituted elements of the band’s culture.
Legislative rights
Delgamuukw v. British Columbia (1997)
(Nature of Aboriginal title to land)
Facts: Two native groups made claims over aboriginal title to separate portions of land in BC. Province claims the title to the land
has been extinguished.
Issues: What is content of Aboriginal title? What protections does Constitution Act protect?
Note: Most of this case is contained in reference to the above sections.
Reasons:
Crown sovereignty doesn’t obliterate all previously existing legal systems.
What can aboriginals do with their land? Cannot use land in way that is irreconcilable with the connection to the land, but
don’t’ need to restrict use to traditional uses only.
To determine occupation for nomadic peoples, cannot apply adverse possession rules.
Provincial rights can infringe, but not extinguish Ab. Rights.
Since Constitution Act, 1982, Federal government cannot infringe Ab. Rights either.
Infringement of Ab. Rights must meet two part test from Sparrow
R v. Bernard; R v. Marshall
Facts: First nations members were accused of cutting down logs they claimed came with Aboriginal title to the lands, and therefore
required no authorization.
Issue: What standard of occupation is appropriate to determine title?
Reasons:
Must consider pre-sovereignty Ab. Rights and translate that practice into a modern legal right- must determine from both
perspective of aboriginals and European perspective
Cannot impose a European template- must consider Ab. Way of life as well
Different ab. Practices correspond to different modern rights.
Exploiting land for resources may translate to title, but more typically translates merely to ab. Right, particularly if use is
intermittent enough to allow others to use land (i.e., no exclusivity)
Must consider both possession and exclusivity, just as Delgamuukw
Haida Nation v. BC (Minister of Forests)
Facts: Haida has land claim, and in the meantime, BC has entered into agreement to harvest trees in the land contested by Haida.
Haida claims Crown owes them duty to consult.
Issue: When does a duty to negotiate with aboriginals exist? When claim is launched, or only after title is established?
Reasons:
Honor of the Crown requires them to consult and reasonably accommodate Aboriginal interest pending resolution of the claim
Consultation is a process flowing from s. 35(1) of Constitution Act, 1982
Duty to consult begins with Crown has real or constructive knowledge of potential Aboriginal right and contemplates conduct
might interfere with that right; otherwise it creates risk that land will be destructively changed before claim is finally settled.
Crown can come to idea as to strength of claims to determine content of the duty.
Crown must always act in good faith during consultations, but scope of duty is proportionate to preliminary assessment over the
strength of the claim.
Crown need not agree with parties, but must accommodate any concerns issues. Aboriginal claimants likewise must make
reasonable claims and not thwart Crown attempts.
Kinds of duties- minor infringements = duty of notice, disclosure, discuss issues raise.
Kinds of duties- strong case/high risk of infringement- deep consultation aimed at finding solution, formal considerations,
formal written communication and consideration on the Aboriginal impact.
Kinds of duties- balance honor of Crown with reconciliation of Crown and Ab. Rights.
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Reserves
Entitlements to land may be granted to individual band members by Band Council, with approval of Federal Minister (right held
under Certificate of Possession)
Act similar to fee simple- can be transferred and devised, with permission of Minister, so long as potential recipients are
restricted to band members
May also receive Certificate of Occupation for 2 years (subject to renewal) of occupation
Must remain on reserve, otherwise land must be transferred to another band member within 6 months or it reverts to Band
(with compensation being paid)
Example
Assume we are dealing with land in NWT, not subject to any treaty, but which there is a valid claim to aboriginal title. The
federal government validly decides to legislate over environmentally sensitive areas. They enact these regulations so that
Sparrow conditions would be met, but rights are severely restricted, though not extinguished. Could it be argued that what
presents itself as an infringement adds up to an extinguishment?
Same continuum from takings law. How much infringement before it’s de facto taking?
What would be an appropriate test to determine whether an infringement goes too far, so it is essentially extinction?
o Per se, ad hoc (Penn Central), De Facto
o Perhaps Sui Generis- will have to be unique test drawn from the others.
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Topic #6

The Origins and Nature of Equitable Interests

1. The Position in Early Equity (Butt)
(a) the development of equity
 Equity – a separate body of law meant to soften the rigid effects of common law. Equity emerged as a way of moderating
sometimes harsh results of common law principles
(i) the need for a new system
 Chancellor entered writs for new causes of action, but by the end of the 13 th century, the ability to devise new
writs became restricted, so special petitions were increased in number, such that Chancellor became regarded as
court of conscience
 By 15th Century, Chancellor became known for curing the rigid harshness of the common law, but it wasn’t until
the 16th century that ‘equity’ became a body of fixed rules and precedent rather than a matter of pure discretion.
 Equity has always been regarded for flexibility
 Equitable remedies are always discretionary
o John Seldon: equity ranges with the length of the Chancellors foot
 Now – there is a notion that there has been a fusion at a substantive level of law and equity – but principles still
remain distinct.
 Analyze them differently as if they were 2 court systems
 Fusion of the two was administrative only
 Trust is equity’s greatest contribution
 To qualify for equity, you must have clean hands yourself. Ought that what ought to be done.
(ii) Conflicts between law and equity
 Equity was always designed to improve and supplement, not supplant the law
 When equity and law conflict, equity prevails. This remains in effect today.
o Judicature Act, s. 15 (equity trumps law), s. 16(1) (allows for equitable relief)
 From 17th-19th centuries, equity lost much of its elasticity and became more predictable, while maintaining some
pliability, becoming very similar to law, with different remedies
 Administrative fusion of justice- The high court become both a common law court and equitable court. Gave legal
and equitable remedies
o Court of QB is a court of both
 The injunction and specific performance are equitable remedies (fulfillment of obligations) and damages too.
These two were the real special ones
 Although the principles of law and equity have been consolidated for administrative purposes, they remain
distinct. Fusion fallacy. Principles of common law and principles of equity are different. Sometimes law gets
modified to merge these, but the fusion of law and equity was admin only
(iii) The mortgage example
 Mortgage is a conveyance of legal title to the bank in return for $$
 Mortgagor (debtor) transfers legal title to the mortgagee (creditor/bank). Under the original agreement the
mortgagee agreed to re-convey legal title to the original owner if the money was paid back on time.
 Common law said that if you missed even by minute and didn’t make law-day (conveyance upon payment) then
don’t get title back.
 The mortgagor was able to sue if the mortgagee failed to re-convey the land title because the mortgagor
maintained equitable title in the land. Even if late payment after law-day has passed, allowing mortgagor to
redeem the property (equity of redemption).
 If law-day isn’t day of no return and can still seek redemption after day for payment has passed question became
how long will equity allow you to be in default and still permit you to redeem. Answer is quite a long time but not
forever, eventually lendor can say it’s way too late. Foreclosure is end to equity right to reconveyance.
(iv) Having a Trustee
o Help avoid tax and dower/curtesy
o In order to avoid the triggering of the feudal incident back then, “I give title to X, Y, Z to hold for A” you can keep adding
joint tenants (X,Y,Z.)
Property was given to X (fee simple absolute) to hold for Y
 Common law would view this as fee simple absolute to X and Y is left alone. X is sole owner, Y screwed over
 Equity viewed much different. X does have legal title, BUT there is an obligation on X to think about Y’s interests. This is
what we see now in society. Therefore, trusts are possible. Equity does not deny X is the owner.
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if X sells blackacre to Z, and hiding that land is in trust to Y, and Z had no idea, and was not expected to discover it. Z has
legal title, and Y comes out of nowhere and says this land is on trust for me! Who wins?? Z wins!! How can Z prevail? -->
because equity says so. In this scenario, Z will be preferred, if Z was a bonafide purchaser, for valuable consideration,
without notice of the prior equitable interest of Y. Because equity said so.
 Equity works on the conscious of wrong doers. Its in personam, against bad people. Z
didn’t really know about the trust
Bonafide purchaser has priority even over the equitable owner who has priority over the legal owner (trustee)


2. The concept of a 'use'  A way of holding land
o The death duties of incidence of tenure could be bypassed by “uses”
 Modern trust arose out the “use” – feudal concept help avoid feudal obligations (paying the feudal lord). This is done
by adding joint tenants as the feoffee so the tax triggering event could be postponed indefinitely since when one feoffee
dies, the interest merges with other joint tenants
 “Use” is a devise under which legal title was granted to one person to hold for the benefit of another.
 Land transfer by A to B to be held for the benefit of C. Goal was to place legal title in B who was to hold it for uses
destined to serve C (separate legal title from the beneficial ownership of property). C was thought to have an “equitable”
interest in land – Bs legal interest was seen as merely managerial in nature. Bs title included obligations in favor of C,
which were considered paramount
 At first, C has no legally enforceable claim in the land, later the chancery began to recognize Cs rights, enforcement of
uses became a central function of the Chancery
 Dower and curtesy are only attached to the legal title
'use' terminology
O goes to fight the crusades and wants to leave the property in safe hands for his heirs
O: “to X [in fee simple (and his heirs)], to the use of Y [in fee simple]”
feoffor = O (grantor); feoffee = X (grantee/legal title holder for Y’s use); cestui que use = Y (beneficiary)
Old days, Y did not have an equitable interest in property at common law. The grant “to X, to the use of Y” was nonsensical
(repugnant gift-over; so X could go to court and take everything from Y). Equity eventually recognized legal title in X and equitable
rights in Y.
(d) The value of the use in feudal England
Conveying land to uses had 3 main advantages:
1. Feudal burdens could be evaded
a. Only legal owners were subject to tenurial incidents, including inheritance.
b. Tenurial ‘taxes’ were only due when passing to heirs, so if assigning land to two or more feoffees, and one died, the
title went to other feofee, which could be assigned indefinitely thus posting payment
c. This was a major source of taxes for Royalty which was being avoided
2. Uses could be disposed of by will, avoiding common law prohibitions against devises of land
3. Overcame many of the rigid rules of common law conveyance
Other uses advantages included:
o Dowers- Equitable title did not pass under dower Act
 Husband could avoid his wife’s dower rights (dower rights only attached to legal not equitable interests)
 Dower: also, the common law would attach only to legal estates owned by the husband. Hence, property
given to B for the use of C (a husband), who would hold in equity, was not affected by the wife’s dower.
o Allowed property to be enjoyed by married women, free from her husband’s control
 Property of a married woman fell under the husbands control if it was a legal interest
Incidence of tenure: avoiding feudal burdens/obligations (e.g. tax: “To X1, X2, X3 and joint tenants” benefit intended for D and her
heirs)
o When the land would pass from the owner to heirs, it would trigger taxes owed to the feudal lord. BUT… taxes would only
be charged when the legal title was transferred. If you granted your land to joint tenants for the use of your heirs the
land couldn’t be taxed from heir to heir. In order to maintain this tax umbrella the joint tenants would have to be added to
as they died. You could grant land to continually replenishing joint tenants instructed to hold the land for the benefit of
your heirs and thus avoid incidents of feud.
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***1535 – since Crown was effectively getting f’ed in the process, there were major reforms to inhibit the use of uses.

3. The Statute of Uses (1535) —Henry the Eighth legislated this—closed tax loophole.
Note:
When starting with a statute of uses problem, first ask whether pre or post 1535
Then determine what estates we are dealing with, figure out where legal and equitable entitlements are, then describe estate
fully (presume the largest interest unless contrary indication is found)
If person with equitable life estate dies, it goes back to the grantor/settlor
The statute does not apply to personalty
(a) The rationale of state action
 Tenurial incidents were enormous sources of revenue for the state. They therefore sought to eliminate this tax loophole,
particularly when large landowners began to use them.
 Designed to destroy “uses”
(b) The focal provision
 The basic idea was to merge the legal and equitable title and not allow them to be divided in uses. The main provision of
the statute was to “execute the use,” which expropriated the legal title from the feoffee and gave it to the cestui que use
(i.e. beneficiary)
 S.2 – (modern language) where one person is seized to the use, confidence, or trust of another person (including a
corporation), the legal interest of the person seized will be expropriated, and that interest will be given to that other
person, but in all other respects that second person will hold the same entitlements as that person would have enjoyed
under the use, confidence or trust as originally granted.
Before the statute of uses – to A and his heirs, to the use of B and his heirs – created a separation of legal title (held by A) from the
equitable title (held by B). After the Statute of Uses- A was deprived of legal title – the estate was given to B (the cestui que use)
who then held both legal and equitable interest in the land.
(c) The basic operation of the Statute
Siesonthe possession of a freeholderA lease land to B for a year, A is still siesed, B is a leaseholder
“To X [in fee simple] to the use of Y [in fee simple]
Pre-Statute
X
X gets legal title
Y
Equitable title

Post-Statute
X is executed out
Y holds both legal and equitable title in fee
simple
**Better to have equitable title if there is a conflict between them…
1) Remainders “To X [in fee simple] to the use of Y for life, then to the use of Z [in fee simple]
Pre-Statute
Post-Statute
X
X holds legal title
X is executed out
Y
Equitable Life Estate
Legal & Equitable Life Estate
Z
Equitable fee Simple
Legal & Equitable Fee Simple
2) Resulting Uses “A grants Blackacre to X and his heirs to the use of Y for life”
Pre-Statute
Post-Statute
X
Whole estate to X
Nothing to X
Y
Part of the Equitable Life Estate to Y
Legal & Equitable Life Estate
Conveyer (A) gets remainder fee simple
Why remove X? Just a managerial role – Y and Z intended to benefit only
Crown wanted to consolidate legal and equitable estates, close the mechanisms to avoid various incidents of tenure
3. Active Uses- Statute did not apply where feofee had active duties to perform. Therefore “To F and his heirs to the use that F
should collect the rents and profits and pay them to A and her heirs”
o Legal fee simple remains in F, and A gets equitable fee simple only
o Statute of Uses only conveys what could have been lawfully transferred before the statute. As long as some
obligations (duties) remain, estate cannot legally be transferred under the terms F originally held the land for.
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4.

Feofee must be seised- “To F for 999 years to the use of A and his heirs”
o Statute did not execute- F is not “seised” of land.

5.

Seized to his own use- “To F and his heirs to the use of F and his heirs”
o F- legal fee simple by common law, not statue (Statute of uses does not apply)

6.

Use Upon a Use- “To F and his heirs to the use of A and her heirs to the use of B and her heirs.”
o Originally, statute did not apply in this case. Second use was repugnant to the first, so F takes fee
simple, A gets equitable fee simple, and B get nothing.
o 1660- Tenure Abolition Act- eliminates incidents of tenure, so Chancellors began to enforce a use
upon a use
 F gets nothing, A gets legal fee simple, and B gets equitable fee simple
1660, incidence of tenure was abolished, so the Statutes of Uses’ function to close the tax loopholes diminished
Avoiding the statute:
Today, it is still possible to separate legal and equitable titles through trusts (Post-Statute uses). This is because the Statute of Uses
is thought to be received into Alberta law and has never been repealed
o Post-statute uses = trusts
1) Avoidance – creating a limitation that does not fit within the 4 corners of legislation
a. Statute applies where person is seised to the use of trust of another person or corporation, therefore if not dealing
with a “person” or if land is not seised (ie. trustee holding leasehold estate), exceptions begin to come about.
b. So there are 4 ways to get around this
2) Exhaustion – statute of uses was capable of executing only one fee simple of uses. Therefore conveyancers could create
instruments that triggers the Statute, but also contemplated uses that the legislation was unable to execute.
1. Avoiding the Statute of Uses
To construct a limitation [Play on the language used in the statute (eg. Statute says you cant do X, okay, we’ll do X -1)] on a grant
that does not fit within the four corners of the legislation. The statute does not affect all transfers; constructing a transfer that is
not pinpointed by the statute can produce a purely equitable interest.
A) Property held by a corporation: “To X Company [in fee simple] to the use of Y [in fee simple]”
 Corporation can hold property for an individual w/o executing statute, not vice versa.
B) Grant of a lease: “To X for 999 year to hold for the use of Y”
o You had to be siesed of land for the statute to operate. This is a lease. Leasehold is not a siese. You have a trust in a
long term lease
 X not siesed, it’s a leasehold
C) The imposition of active duties on the trustee: “To X [in fee simple] to hold the property, and to manage it, and pay the rents
and profits to the use of Y [in fee simple]”
o Can’t be fully given to the beneficiary
o Court concluded that this was not the kind of use that the statute was aimed at. They (statute) were trying to
prevent dry uses (a shell) where it was just sidestepping/ bypassing taxes and other cost (incidence of tenure), and
no actual duty is to be performed.
 Statute is not trying to execute these kinds, where X actually has duties to perform
o Legal fee simple remained in X (feoffee); Y gets equitable fee simple only.
D) Being seized to one's own use “To X for the use of X” (X as feoffee gets nothing, but X as cestui que use gets legal and equitable
fee simple).
 (PRODUCES SAME RESULT IF STAT HAD BEEN ENVOKED)
 The statute is executed only when one is seized to the use of another. This means that the statute is not executed when
one is seized to the use of oneself. Still, this limitation produces the same result as if the statute had been invoked
2. Exhausting the Statute of Uses
(a) the use upon/after a use
 It was eventually decided that the Statute of Uses was only capable of executing one fee simple of uses. Therefore,
conveyancers were able to strategically trigger the statute with the main purposes of the conveyance in mind.
o e.g. “To X in fee simple to the use of Y [in fee simple] to the use of Z [in fee simple].”
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X’s interest is executed by the statute and given to Y. Although Y is seised to the use of Z, the Statute will
not execute this use
The catch: the second use between Y and Z was considered void by Tyrrel’s Case (1577). However, by 1635 the attitude of
the courts changed. Definitely by 1660, with the Statute of Tenures and the end of the incidents of tenure, the courts
began allowing uses upon uses. Tenure Abolition Act- eliminates incidents of tenure that prompted the intro of the Statute
of Uses in the first place




TODAY:
“To X in fee simple to the use of Y [in fee simple] to the use of Z [in fee simple]” creates a legal trust.
 The court today will execute the first use, but will allow the second use to stand.
 X executed out, title goes to Y, and then Y would hold for Z. (Sambach v Dalston)
 This creates a trustee relationship (Y is trustee, Z is beneficiary)
The various word formulas also exhaust statute (use=trust)
1. To X in fee simple to the use of X [in fee simple], to the use of Y [in fee simple]
2. Unto and to the use of X [in fee simple] to the use of Y [in fee simple] (this is the truncated form of “to X for the
use of X, to the use of (or in trust for) Y”)
3. Unto and to the use of X in trust for Y
 NOT: “To X in trust for Z” (pushing it too far and should trigger the statute of uses)
The following transfers will invoke the statute of uses and will not produce a separation of legal and equitable title
To B to the use of C
To B to the use of C ltd.
To B in trust for C
To B in trust for C for life, then in trust for D in fee simple
Recall: Statute applies when a person is seised to the use, confidence, or trust of another
(d) "Trust" as a documentary term or a legal conclusion: substance over form
 Example: “to X in trust for Y”
 Q: Is this caught by the statute? Is this the same as above?
 A: Yes, Statute uses both terms “use”, “confidence” and “trust”, calling something a trust does not make it a trust
(substance over form).
 It is likely the Statute was received in Alberta in 1870, but there have been no cases which have clearly established this fact.
o In AB, legal title to a freehold estate cannot pass without the registration of the transfer
Some Incidental Effects of the Statute of Uses
 Modification of certain grants giving future interests. Prior to the statute, there were pretty strict rules for future interests.
Now after the statute, there were more flexible ways.
(a) Conveyance
Old requirement of a live ceremony to convey legal title to a freehold estate was no longer necessary. The statute allowed for
title to be transferred between A and B, eliminating the need for “livery” (ceremony).
This was replaced by bargain and sale (modern transfer system)
(b) Wills
 Prior to the Statute of Uses, uses were a way of transferring land upon death, a form of will. When Statute of Uses was
enacted, this transfer was no longer possible (no more testamentary gift), and people protested. As a response, in 1540 a
Wills Act was established, which provided the basis for our current-day Wills Act. The Statutes of Uses caused the need for
the enactment of the Statute of Wills, from which modern wills stems.
(c) Executory interests
 The Statute, in fusing legal and equitable title, created a hybrid form of property, known as a “legal executor interest.”
(Explored further in unit 7)

4. Trust: The Nature of Modern Equitable Interests
(a) Modern terminology
settlor: the one who makes the grant; trustee: the “feofee” or legal title holder; cestui que trust (or beneficiary) beneficiary or
equitable title holder
(b) Express trusts
Express trusts are those which are expressly created, and are subject to all the formalities discussed above.
Trustees directed to hold interest for the benefit of others
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These are regulated by vast battery of principles, most of which are beyond the scope of this course.

Modern use of the express trust
Trusts for wealthy, maintenance of season tickets and other daily transactions.
Generally, trusts are used in wills, to donate money to charities, mutual fund investments, debt security, and other financial
ventures.
Trusts can allow property to be held for the benefit of minor children, or other dependents
Protective trusts can be established to allow a person to enjoy the benefit of trust income while preventing the beneficiary from
having full control
Trusts can be used in testamentary context to allow for management of estate
Trust can be used in tax planning to minimize tax liability
2 Major types of trusts that aren’t formed from the settlor’s intent to set the regime: Resulting trusts + Constructive trusts

4(a) Resulting trusts and the presumption of advancement (Pecore v. Pecore)
May arise in 3 circumstances:
1. Incomplete disposal - Trust document fails to dispose fully of all beneficial rights
 i.e., condition precedent of children turning 18 never comes about, so gift can never properly be conferred
2. Gratuitous transfers- presume if A purchases property to go in B’s name, A retains equitable title, unless a intention of a gift can
be shown
3. Common intention- parties want property held in name of A to be shared by A and B, such as wife making inherent contribution
to husband’s property
Type #1: Incomplete disposal of equitable entitlements
If, in a grant of property on trust, some element of the beneficial interest is not fully or properly transferred, it will result back to
the settlor
Ex.1: “To Acme Trust in trust for A for life”
o Statute of Uses would not apply… in this case only an equity life estate was transferred to A. The settler would
maintain the equity fee simple.
 If A dies, equitable holding reverts back to settlor (resulting trust), or, if settlor is dead, to settlor’s estate. (if no heirs it can
escheat)
 Acme merely performs function, so unless expressly indicated, they won’t get full title
 Acme has legal fee simple (trustee), A has equitable life estate
 Statute of Uses was bypassed b/c it’s given to a corporation
 The remainder equitable interest is maintained by the settlor
 Equity: that you haven’t given away, you retain
 Court presumes resulting trust back to settlor since full equitable interest is not disposed of

Ex.2: “To Acme Trust in trust for A for life, remainder in trust for B if and when B marries”
o Q: What if B dies without having married?
o A: It “results” (i.e. goes) back to A (settlor), and never leave the estate
o The trust estate, in this example exists in 3 parts:
 Equitable Life estate to A
 Remainder to B with “conditions” (equitable future interest)
 If he doesn’t marry or dies, then... he gets nothing
 B has a contingent remainder, contingent on him marrying
 Resulting trust to Settlor or Settlor’s Estate.
o B gets equitable title once he marries, but still has to wait until after A’s life estate
 Entitled to equitable title right away but not to possession or enjoyment until A’s life estate is over
 B can ask for legal title to be conveyed to him right after marriage
o Acme Trust has the legal holding. (where it’s a corporation, the statute of uses is avoided, so they do have a legal
interest)
Ex. 3: A says “for my first child to turn 21 years of age.”

o

o
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Until the age is met the beneficial interest remains in the settlor. The settlor’s child has a contingent equitable future
interest. Until age condition is met, equitable title cannot pass to child. If condition is never met, beneficial interest
remain/revert back to settlor (it “results” back to settlor)
If the condition precedent is met, we describe this as the trust “springing” forward

EX. 4 A resulting trust may also arise if a deed of trust is somehow ineffective such that it fails (totally or
partially. This may happen if the trust is fund to violate public policy (I.E. THAT DISCRIMINATORY SCHOLARSHIP), etc.
Type #2 Gratuitous transfers:
Presumption of Resulting Trust
Generally, if A grants land (already owned) to B, or A purchases land in the name of B, A maintains the equitable title in the land, and
B gets the legal title (i.e. presume a resulting trust in B in favor of A). However, the presumption of a resulting trust can be rebutted
if it can be shown that a gift was truly intended by the grantor
o Legal title is in B, and B may be registered owner, however, Equity treats the legal title as subordinate to the resulting
trust, on the maxim that equity prefers bargains and not gifts
o The equitable title is preferred over the legal title. If B sells to C, then C’s bona fide buyer purchase title will trump A’s
equitable title.
 This is a gratuitous transfer and B is a volunteer – paid no value
 Equity presumes that no gift was intended especially when the 2 parties are unaffiliated, therefore equity
presumes there is a resulting trust back to A
 This is a protective function
 The resulting trust is a rebuttable presumption- must be shown gift was intended
 If this is proved, then B holds equitable and legal title
A purchases property and directs that title be taken in the name of B (Pecore v. Pecore)
Presumption of Advancement (can be called presumption of gift)
In some cases the presumption is reversed depending on the nature of the relationship of the parties
Parents - children
o If parent makes gratuitous transfer to a minor child (limited to minors in Pecore)
 between parents and adult independent children, presume resulting trust (Pecore).
 rebuttable presumption of resulting trust as child is holding assets in trust in order to facilitate free
and efficient management of parent’s affairs
 If there is a dispute over a transfer between parents and “dependent” adult child, that child can bring
evidence to rebut presumption of resulting trust (Pecore)
 Rothstein makes it clear that the presumption of advancement from father to child applies also to a gift
from mother to child (Pecore)
 If you have an adult child we presume resulting trust. You might say to child that I am putting everything a
joint bank account, and presume that it is not a gift because you might just want the child to manage the
property.
 So even if it was just the daughter on title, it assumes that equitable title still holds with the giving
parent.
 They find a gift nonetheless in Pecore, which demonstrates how a presumption can be overcome.
 If you are determining whether a gift was intended or not, the critical time of inquiry is when the purported
gift is made
 Present gift of the right of survivorship was given.
Husband - wife
o If husband transfers title to wife, there is presumption of advancement.
 NOTE: Traditionally this was not a reciprocal presumption. If W transferred land to H there was a
presumption of a resulting trust in favor of W. (gender asymmetry)
in this case, the burden will fall on the party challenging the transfer to rebut the presumption of a gift
Note: AB Matrimonial Property Act s. 36- for a division of property, the presumption of resulting trust generally applies to transfers
made between spouses, except for assets that are purchased by the spouses as joint owners [s.36(2)(b)]
o Exception- If joint owners, this is proof that beneficial interest is intended

o
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Exception - If we were not under the act, it would be a presumption of advancement when husband purchased in the
wife’s name. But this answer is still clouded by Dickson’s SCC approach and may not hold strong (The SCC has called
into question the validity of the presumption of advancement between spouses. It now seems easier than ever to rebut
the presumption of a gift/advancement than ever before)

Note: Courts in Rathwell indicate presumption of advancement in spouses may no longer be the case; other courts have interpreted
the presumption merely being weaker
Ziff- prefers gender-neutral rule that presumes an advancement
When there’s a conflict, the equitable interest will trump the legal interest (Conflict Rule)
o BUT: If H has legal title, W has equitable title, H sells to A. Alegal; Wequity, does equity win? NO, A would win b/c
A is a bona fide purchaser who didn’t know about the prior equitable interest.
 BONA FIDE RULE is a product of equity (will not punish those who did not know, A came to the deal with “clean
hands”)
o Notice is critical here, if A knew about W’s equitable title, then no
o A could get around this by filing a caveat, in which case that would show up on the title, so then C would
have notice of this interest in the property.
Pecore v. Pecore (SCC, 2007 – CB 448)
 she gets it all in Pecore because there was sufficient evidence of a gift.
Facts: H dies, indicating in his will that his daughter, Paila receive certain things, and her husband Michael. The dad had always taken
care of paula, who received most of his estate. Mike is now divorcing Paula, and suing for half of the interest of the remaining
estate. The main issue is the bank account which is held jointly btw dad and daughter. Dad was the only one putting money into the
joint account, so this raises questions about whether dad intended the funds in the Joint account to be a gratuitous transfer with
presumption of advancement for his daughter, or if there was a presumption of resulting trust which would retain the equitable
interest with dad and be distributed according to his estate. If it was part of estate, Paula would inherit it and Mike would be
entitled to some based on matrimonial property division. If it was a gratuitous transfer, Paula gets all of it.
No doubt that Paula took legal ownership of balance in the accounts through right of survivorship
But we are concerned with who retained beneficial/equitable ownership
Issue: Did the father intend a gratuitous transfer to his daughter at the time of the transfer?
Michael’s argument:
 Presumption of resulting trust for gratuitous transfer back to dad, which when he dies flows back to his estate, and Michael
and Paula are each entitled to half of his estate, they are residuary beneficiaries
Paula’s argument
 Presumption was an advancement, thus no longer a part of the residuary estate of the father
 Paula and father had a joined bank account, when dad dies, the account passes to Paula on the basis of survivorship (this
only works for legal title, not necessarily for equitable title) Paula says equitable and legal title flows to her
Held: H intended a gift, so Paula retains assets in the account.
Reasons:
1) Begin with ascertaining the intent of the deceased person regarding the state of the joint account on death
o Resulting trust will arise when title is in one party’s name but that party, bc he or she is a fiduciary or gave no value for
property, is under an obligation to return it to the original title owner
o Presumption of advancement applies if btw parent and child
i. court thinks its dangerous to assume elderly parent is making a gift each time he or she puts the name of an
assisting child on an asset
ii. this merely promoting free and efficient management of the parent’s affairs
2) Should presumption of advancement apply to adult dependent children?
o Court limited presumption of advancement only btw parents and minor children
o So there is a presumption of resulting trust in gratuitous transfers btw parents to all adult children
i. In the case of a “dependent” child (note court does not want dependency to be the basis to apply the
presumption of advancement so that’s why its limited to minors)
ii. Child can bring evidence as to the degree of dependency of an adult transferee child – which may provide
strong evidence to rebut presumption of resulting trust (BOP)
3) Must clearly demonstrate Intention of the parent to rebut presumption of resulting trust
o Must use the time of the gift to determine which presumption to use- statements after the fact may be probative, but
not determinative by themselves.
o Financial dependency of adult child can be a strong factor

-

-
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o Parents concern for child’s financial stability after death can be a factor
On facts- presumption of resulting trust is rebutted given the close relationship of H and his daughter. Her right of survivorship
is consistent with her reliance on his support, and his failure to explicitly divide up the accounts in question on his actual will.
o There’s evidence that Paula and Michael were dependent on Dad  not aging parent argument
o Although dad wrote letter stating all the asset were his, this was done to avoid taxes
o Gave Paula control of his asset during his lifetime, and intended it to be a gift after his death (gift only for the right of
survivorship) (looks like no gift until death  so it’s a testamentary gift must abide by the Wills Act ie.2 witness
signatures but it’s not the case here!)
o But here, it’s a immediate gift rather than a testamentary gift although it can’t be enjoyed right away (postponed
enjoyment)
Gift was survivorship- Paula is entitled to account, whatever the balance, because of the gift and not the will. This is a “present”
right to a future enjoyment.
Joint account T1 when intention was made, T2 statements made were probative of what he initially intended.

Madsen Estate v. Saylor
Facts: Father’s (F) joint account is contested by daughters (D)’s siblings. No evidence of gift, so money is passed along with will. SCC
holds presumption of resulting trust, since daughter was an adult. SCC felt this presumption was not rebutted on the facts.
Problem: Case had almost identical facts as Pecore.
Main difference: The SCC found in Pecore that the father intended to make a gift to his daughter of the Right of survivorship, and
found in Madsen Estate that the father did not intend to make such a gift. According to Ziff the salient distinction between the facts
of the two cases is that in Pecore the other siblings supported the daughter’s claim of beneficial ownership against her former
husband who was contesting it; in Madsen Estates the other siblings contested their sister’s claim to beneficial ownership.
These cases illustrate clarity only as to when presumptions apply, not the outcomes that result when applying the
Type #3: Common Intention (Ziff says no longer law in Canada)
 This has been found from time to time in which it is shown that the party on title intended some other person to share
beneficial ownership—usually a spouse. This is often triggered by an agreement, often only implicitly, that the non-titled
spouse should acquire some proprietary right, owing to that person’s contributions to the acquisition, preservation or
enhancement of the property.
 This has been overtaken by the later developed, and more powerful, doctrines of unjust enrichment and remedial
constructive trusts.
Status of Common law couples under Matrimonial prop act. Probably not covered. But what happens when these relationships fall
apart and there are property issues. Technically the “separate” property issues apply. One of the main things that fall within
“separate” property is the remedial constructive trust.
If you meddle with trust property knowingly, you yourself will be considered a trusty due to your wrong. A constructive trustee.
H & W hold property. H kills W and says that he owns all the property now under Survivorship. Equity says that W’s property would
be held under trust for W’s heirs.
What right do purchasers have to land prior to the closing (selling land)? Is there an interest? Land titles act says no interest passes
until registration (until you have legal title). But in the mean time you have and equitable interest in land if equity would grant you
specific performance.
If you want to protect your interest in land by virtue of the agreement for sale to protect from sale to 3 rd party you could file a
caveat and then the seller would have a constructive trust pending the closing.

4(b) Constructive Trusts
A constructive trust is an equitable remedy resembling a trust imposed by a court to benefit a party that has been wrongfully
deprived of its rights due to either a person obtaining or holding legal right to property which they should not possess due to unjust
enrichment or interference. A constructive trust through equity is needed when damages at law will not make the innocent party
whole
 Certain circumstances where property is subjected to trust by operation of law
o Unlike an expressly declared trust, it does not come into being only by consequence of settlor
o Unlike resulting trust, it is not by implied intention
 A constructive trust comes about whether or not settlor intended it
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2 kinds of constructive trusts:
o Institutional/traditional CT
o Remedial CT
1. Institutional Constructive trusts (immediate)
 A trust arising in discrete circumstances where equity wishes to respond to various modes of unconscionable conduct
Arises when:
 An express trustee wrongfully obtains profits from their position – those profits will be held under constructive trust for
beneficiaries
 Ex.1: “To Acme Trust in trust for B” - funds diverted to C, equity will say that the funds are held for B by C. Equity
acts in personam


A person unlawfully meddles with trust property when they know or ought to have known it was under a trust is treated as
a constructive trustee ‘de son tort’. Bona fide purchasers with notice of equitable interest, the non-innocent purchasers are
now constructive trustees
 Ex.2: “… To A (trustee) in trust for B” – A sells (conveys legal title) Blackacre to C, if C is aware of the trust, then C
will not be able to take the property that is held in trust. However, if C is unaware of the trust, then there is a
conflict between B (equitable beneficial interest) and C (legal title). Ziff: Do not take view that based on Judicature
Act that equity prevails. In this case, C prevails at common law because equity says C prevails; equity acts in
personam, focuses on the conscience of the parties – C has a clear conscience (innocent, bona fide purchaser)
 Best to have an equitable interest, as between legal and equitable, however, equitable interest can be frail.



Constructive trust will prevent wrongdoer from profiting from a crime
 Ex.3: Husband and wife own land as joint tenants. If H kills W, at law survivorship suggests H gets land. H takes
legal title by survivorship but court will impose a constructive trust on half of the property for the deceased’s heirs
(equity principle). Equity imposes constructive trust on victim’s share



Ex.4 What rights does a purchaser to a home have until the deal closes? (ROB AND JUNE MOMENT)
 At an agreement for sale of land  equitable interest in the land is transferred to the buyer and the legal interest
remains with the seller until closing date. The vendor is a constructive trustee and the purchaser is the beneficiary,
unless equity asks for the deal to be done in specific performance. If the seller tries to back out of the sale, the
buyer can sue them and in equity, buyer can get specific performance. The equitable interest before closing date is
based on the court’s willingness to enforce specific performance (equity), must show why damages isn’t good
enough, for many years it was said money will not do in place of land (until Sopinka)
 It’s an institutional constructive trust.
 Buyer can file a caveat to prevent the property being sold to another purchaser. To do this you
must have an interest in land you have a equitable interest. The caveat serves as notice to
potential purchaser!
 BUT Sopinka: Smelhago 1996 said in OBITER that the court will not automatically make specific performance
remedy unless the property is unique. Show us that damages are unsuitable then we’ll allow specific
performance. You have to show that you’re entitled to the property rather than monetary damages
 Unique is subj? Not unique if there are readily available substitutes, uniquespecific
performance
 Cross Creek: order of specific performance. Cited Smelhago: Cannot always assume that specific
performance will always be granted by equity. Must be shown that damages are not adequate as
a remedy.
 Ziff still like presumptive right to specific performance! Alberta reform overturned Smelhago
and restores the old rule allowing for specific performance on sale of land transactions.

Overarching theme is one of “good conscience” acts, but categories of discrete constructive trusts are not closed
 list of inst. Constructive trusts is not exhaustive, new ones can be recognized when notion of “good conscience” requires it”
 Ziff says that the absence of a unifying or explanatory theory has been troublesome feature of the law in this area; suggests
that the idea of good conscience may be the best overarching description of institutional constructive trusts.
 Ziff says he prefers specific performance over damages. People prefer the thing.
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Aboriginal rights cultural appropriation (Bulun Bulun v. R & T Textiles (1998 Australia – CB 476)
FACTS:
Aboriginal artwork copyright infringement. AB band gave Bulun permission to use a cultural symbol as part of his art. Bulun obtained
copyright to his work. Copyright is equitably owned by the band, and legally held by Bulun. Aboriginal rights to ritual knowledge and
particular artwork are not currently protected in Australia. 3rd party (textile company) ripped off the symbol and began using it on
printed textiles. 3rd party conceded that it had illegally used the artistic work. Band sought to establish its equitable interest in the
symbol.
ISSUE: do the circumstances give rise to equitable interest for the band?
DECISION: court found that Band had no proprietary interest in the symbol. Also, Bulun had discharged his fiduciary duty to take
reasonable steps to enforce the copyright, but Band would have been able to sue had Bulun failed to sue.
Reasoning
Bulun had legal interest in the symbol because he registered a copyright in the symbol. The court found that the band had no legal
proprietary interest in the symbol. The court found that there was a fiduciary relationship between Bulun and the band, since
Bulun sought and was granted their permission to use the symbol—court importuned the band’s concept of law to help define the
obligations in this relationship—relationship was in personam.
o Property right of the band was not recognized by the Australian court. There is no concept of property in
Australian (and Canadian) law which recognizes a common ownership of a cultural symbol.
o If Bulun failed to enforce copyright, then an equitable remedy may be made—impose a constructive trust,
creating an equitable interest in the copyright for the Band. Where copyright law might fall short of protecting
interests, equity may step in.
o Obligation owed by Bulun to take reasonable steps to protect the copyright. At the need of the case the court
considered the possibility of creating a constructive trust to allow the band to gain standing to sue a 3rd party if
Bulun failed to enforce their copyright.
Legal titlebulun; no express trust, no constructive trust, only fiduciary duty
Argument is that Band controls customs regulating use of this image, placing Bulun in position of fiduciary duty either by (a) express
trust or (b) constructive trust
a) Express Trust: requires intention of express trust and for creator to diverse himself from beneficial interest in property.
Bulun kept proceeds from previous sales, so does not exist on facts. Not a customary practice to create such a trust, and
likely fails to want of certainty as to who the trust applies (i.e., all band members? Select members, etc)
b) Constructive trust- will not be imposed merely on establishment of fiduciary duty. Only will happen to prevent fiduciary
from obtaining unconscionable benefit such as if they refused to protect copyright from infringement. Not true on facts, so
no remedy.
Fiduciary Duty
 B uses image acting on behalf of the Band affecting their legal interest. B is a fiduciary. B is therefore bound to exercise this
power of legal title with caution as to effects on Band. He had a fiduciary duty to protect the culture. Use of image
therefore would need to be within customs of law of tribe, and would not fall directly under Australian law.
o Given fiduciary duty is established, this is interest worth protecting by Australian system.
i. B must not exploit image in way contrary to band’s rituals,
ii. and if there is such an infringement, B must take reasonable and appropriate action to restrain and
contain the infringement.
 Only Bulun Bulun is subject to the customary law b/c only he is a fiduciary. The fiduciary duty is in personam not in rem
o Rmb Moe’s cell line, your primary right is in personam against the wrongdoer
o If the fiduciary fails to enforce the copyright, there may be an equitable interest to create a constructive trust on
behalf of the tribe and the fiduciary is a trustee to allow the tribe (beneficiary) to enforce the copyright on behalf
of the constructive trustee (Bulun Bulun) against third party infringers
 B satisfied both of the criteria above – did use art in a way that was consistent with customary law, and then he sued the
fabric company (took action against third party who was using the cultural representation in a way that was offensive to the
culture)
 This does not create equitable interest in ownership of copyright by the Band. Their only recourse is to bring action against
B, but he likely took reasonable steps, so no action exists.
 Band has a right in personam against the fiduciary to enforce the obligation
But as equity is flexible and responsible, there are times where the court would be willing to impose a constructive trust if necessary
to extend the remedies if there was a breach
 Equity can impose a constructive trust on legal holder of copyright for beneficial owners
 If constructive trust is imposed on property (copyright), it will bind a third party dealing with the copyright – this
proprietary rights affects the rights of all third parties (is aware our ought to be aware), this 3rd party is part of
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the trust. An equitable interest in form of constructive trust attaching to copyright and providing protection
against 3rd party, non-members of the nation.
 This right in rem can be used to sue anyone who uses the property except a bona fide purchaser of legal interest
without notice
Ziff: extended the principles of this case. Note: the court would not create a constructive trust if the third party legally acquired
the copyrights from Bulun—it is the case that the law of equity will not impose itself against a bona fide purchaser.
In Canada we may be able to recognize a short of title abo right. Under Vanderpiet.
2. Remedial constructive trust primarily to respond to unjust enrichment
 Where injustice arises without a legal remedy, equity finds a roleessentially what remedial CT is, it’s to protect couples
who aren’t protected under the statutory scheme
(i) Equity (and law) and issues affecting gender (Conway), “Equity’s Darling”
 “Equity’s Darling”
o Rights of women were greater as single women than married women; had legal capacity (which was lost
when married)
o Legislation in the 19th century dealt with many inequalities against women. Married Women’s Property
Acts and civil divorce in 1857; Settled Lands Act, 1882
o Equity oddly enough, was sometimes used as the mechanism to postpone or eliminate women’s rights.
 Inheritance
o Common law rules of inheritance were not totally fair, but they still included women as potential heirs
o Under law, females could inherit if no male heirs were found
o Equity- strict settlement- created only life interests to be forfeited, making female inheritance a rare thing
 Land passed to sons over daughters, and even though strict settlement was a choice, equity
enforced landowners wills defeating law’s rights to daughters inheritance
 Marriage
o Dower could not be attached to property held in trust—again equity begin used as a tool against women’s
rights.
o Women were considered completely dependent upon their husbands and were not even able to contract
on their accord—but rather contracted as agents for their husbands. All of the woman’s personal property
(except for her personal clothes and ornaments brought to the marriage) belonged absolutely to the
husband.
 This could have been protected against by the trust, but rather the control and management of
the property became that of the trustee and not of the wife.
 Problem was that the husband sometimes would compel wife to draw upon that money or
property in trust and defeat the purpose
 Equity could disable the wife from requesting certain type of prop or funds


Separation & Divorce
o Women lost all rights upon a divorce, including the ability to see their children, and received only a small
allowance
o Automatically separated from their children, unless otherwise allowed by the man, and deprive of all
monies except a small allowance
o Separation agreements (before divorce) often included, in exchange for a small allowance, freedom for
the husband from responsibility of the wife’s future debts. These agreements came to be held in trusts.
o Unbalanced rights between husbands and wives; equity did little to protect the rights of divorced or
separated women.
o Marriage began changing from a “status” to a “contract.” However, this availed women precious little
because fairness of contract is based upon the assumption that the parties have equal power to contract.
o The removal of disabilities to women was not brought about by equity but by statutory reforms in the late
19th century. Married Women’s Property Act- 1870- permitted wives to keep own earning and property
acquired through marriage

Equity favored some women—but those women belonged to a limited class who did not need equity’s helping hand. Those
women who truly needed equity were not helped by it-married women.
Current Matrimonial Property Act
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Now s. 36, Matrimonial Property Act
o Maintains property is split 50/50 upon marriage breakdown
o First, they determine “who owns what” so they know how to distribute the property
o Reads: “in applyin, the courts shall not apply presumption of advancement”
o Instead, they apply a RESULTING TRUST
o NOTE: s. 22 creates an exception to this: read it over, also read the rules governing children
o Therefore, (1) assume gender neutrality; and (2) assume it is not a gift unless specified.
Murdoch v Murdoch (the Canadian experience)
Wife, Irene Murdoch, maintained much of the family ranch while husband was often away. Seeks a divorce, in the proceedings,
Irene seeks some of the property/ranch in addition to support. Ranch was in H’s name alone
There was some evidence that she’d contributed some money to the purchase of the land, but it was not admitted into court. There
was no Matrimonial Property Act then and The Federal Divorce Act does not deal with matrimonial property
 SCC decided Irene is not entitled to any property; her claim fails. There are no equitable remedy other than a trust
 The situation of Irene Murdoch motivated law reform about matrimonial property division. Equity found a way
to protect the “Mrs. Murdochs” in constructive trusts.
After Murdoch: Unjust enrichment application
Eventually, years after the Murdoch case, the court said: equity has an answer for this, unjust enrichment
 If you can prove unjust enrichment, you can get a remedy of constructive trust (remedial constructive trust)
o If the Murdoch case was litigated a few years later, Irene would have gotten a remedial constructive trust for half
the ranch for the work she did
o Then there was the Petcas v Becker 6 yrs later which refined the concept further and also regarding doctrine of
unjust enrichment.
Rathwell v. Rathwell- 1978 SCC
On nearly identical facts as Murdoch, SCC found a resulting trust based on common intention
Minority went further- Also laid out unjust enrichment requiring (1) enrichment, (2) corresponding deprivation, and (3) no
juristic reason for the enrichment. One way to remedy this unjust enrichment is to treat legal owner as holding legal title on
constructive trust for party suffering deprivation.
Petkus v. Becker- 1980 SCC
 adopted Rathwell minority
Peter v Beblow
 SCC sustained a claim of unjust enrichment based on conventional domestic labor, no longer need some
additional/monumental contribution to the material well-being of the parties
 Separation of 12 year common law relationship, wife sued husband for services during the relationship
 Benefit flows both ways, she also had a place to live (think what is equitable!! 50/50 is about right here)
Unjust enrichment:
1. Enrichment- B received benefit of services
 Has there been a benefit? Show enriched party has received true benefit. Was there free acceptance? Or
incontrovertible benefit
2. Corresponding deprivation- P provided services for no compensation
3. No juristic reason- No marriage and not her kids- no obligation for these services for a common law spouse. No
public policy argument to support enrichment- not part of love and affection- no logical reason to distinguish these
contributions from other contributions as it demeans women’s additions.
Equity (and unjust enrichment) is there to fill in the gaps that common law leaves by excluding non-married couples from
interests in matrimonial assets.
Once UE is established, constructive trust is imposed only if damages are inadequate and there is an established link
between the contribution and the property for which the trust is claimed
Criteria (Pettkus v. Becker): Applies to all relationships in Canada
1) The pl must show an enrichment of the def by the pl (benefit accrued to one party)
2) Corresponding Deprivation -to the pl (while there was a corresponding detriment to other)
3) No Juristic Reason (common law or statute that would bar recovery)
 This last element means that there are no grounds, in either law or justice, for the defendant to retain the
benefit conferred by the plaintiff and takes into consideration the legitimate expectations of both parties.
 Plaintiff is required to prove a “negative” (ie. I haven’t been to the north pole)
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o Pl must show no juristic reason from an established category (a contract, a disposition of law,
donative intent, other valid equitable or statutory obligations) that exists to deny recovery then the
burden shift to the defendant to come up with a new juristic reason

Court will either: i) create new category of juristic reason; or ii) accept special reason
but no new category or iii) def failed to rebut presumption of entitlement raised by
plaintiff
Relationship btw UE and remedial constructive trust
CT is the remedy for an unjust enrichment (hence remedial)
o unjust enrichmentremedial CTJFV = value survived; otherwise value received
o Murdoch: no institutional constructive trust that fit the situation to help Mrs. Murdoch. New conception of
constructive trust emerged after that case—broad and open-ended remedial constructive trust (RCT):
o Remedial bc it deals with antecedent conventional constructive trust
What’s next, after proving unjust enrichment, in the process of getting a remedial constructive trust? When should the remedy be
a property award?
 Unjust enrichment doesn't automatically mean remedial CT (remedy that gives the claimant an interest in property). After
you prove unjust enrichment you are entitled to monetary damages (court default), if damage is insufficient then you get
CT.
 In order for a constructive trust to be found, the claimant must demonstrate i) a causal connection between his or her
contributions and the acquisition, preservation, maintenance or improvement of the disputed property, and ii) that a
monetary award would be insufficient
Remedial constructive trust can arise when
 Gratuitous transfer from one partner to the other
 Joint contribution to acquisition where title is only held in one of them
Now you have to quantify the unjust enrichment claims based on the contribution that non-title holding spouses make to the
accumulation of assets during the relationship
2 fundamental ways to calculated the amount of the reward:
Value survived vs value received (fee-for-services) – from Kerr v Barinow
1) Value received: if all you did was just domestic work, it’s still good enough and it’s still a contribution
 Calculation: if you had to hire someone to do all the work, how much would it cost?
2) Value survived: how does the contribution affect the current net worth (usually a larger number than value received but it
depends on value of property) use this for a Joint Family Venture (JFV)
 Used to be “quantum meruit” (value received) basis. Claims were calculated based on a fee-for-services approach which
treated the spouse, as hired help. (how much is it worth on the market). Left the title-holding spouse with a
disproportionately high share of the assets, and women were disenfranchised.

“where both parties have worked together for the common good with each making extensive, but different, contributions
to the welfare of the other and, as a result, have accumulated assets, the money remedy for unjust enrichment should
reflect that reality.”
o If court finds a JFV, it will now use Value Surviving approach: takes into account how a spouse’s contribution
increased the overall value of the property/the enhancement to the other person’s wealth.
How to treat a mutual conferral of benefits in the relationship in unjust enrichment cases?
 The fact that there are mutual or reciprocal benefits will not be considered when determining whether the claimant
enriched the other person and suffered a corresponding deprivation. Mutual benefits should not generally be considered a
"juristic reason" which would prevent the claimant from maintaining an unjust enrichment claim. Instead, analysis of
mutual benefits should be considered mainly at the defence and/or remedy stage, by setting off the value of benefits
received against benefits conferred. (not the benefit/detriment stage)
o Baranow was therefore able to argue by way of defence or counterclaim that Kerr was unjustly enriched by the
domestic and personal care services he provided after she suffered a serious stroke. However, he was precluded
from arguing that his enrichment by Kerr due to her contributions toward the home, household expenses, and
domestic work was effectively cancelled by the reciprocal benefit he provided to her.
 Ends the practice in certain provinces where unjust enrichment claims have been dismissed outright by off setting
competing claims against each other only part way through the analysis
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Reasonable expectation of the parties
The parties’ reasonable or legitimate expectations have a role to play at the second step of the juristic reason analysis, that is, where
the defendant bears the burden of establishing that there is a juristic reason for retaining the benefit which does not fall within the
existing categories. It is the mutual or legitimate expectations of both parties that must be considered, and not simply the
expectations of either the claimant or the defendant.
 There are two steps to the juristic reason analysis. First, the established categories of juristic reason must be considered,
which could include benefits conferred by way of gift or pursuant to a legal obligation. In their absence, the second step
permits consideration of the reasonable expectations of the parties and public policy considerations to assess whether
particular enrichments are unjust.
Kerr v Barinow (remedial CT + JFV)
Facts: K and B were in common law relationship for more than 25 years. K was partially paralyzed and B cared for her for the last
decade and a half. B held title to home they lived in during relationship. After they broke up K claimed that B held part of title to the
home in trust for her and that B would be unjustly enriched if he were able to keep entire home for himself. B counterclaimed that K
had been unjustly enriched by his housekeeping and personal care services provided to her over the time she was partially
paralyzed.
 SCC clarified the law for unmarried persons in domestic relationships in the common law provinces of Canada specifically
with respect to constructive and resulting trusts and unjust enrichment
 Non-title owner got 25% payout of the estate based on value survived, but kept their own individual savings to themselves
o kept their finances separate and any resolution should reflect that. But does keeping their finances separate
contradict a JFV (ie. Integration) although the accounts were separate, they had mutual power of attorney
SCC came up with the term “Joint Family Venture” as a more equitable approach to valuing partner contributions. Where the unjust
enrichment was most realistically characterized as one party retaining a disproportionate share of assets resulting from a JFV, and a
monetary award was appropriate, it should be calculated on the basis of the share of those assets proportionate to the claimant's
contributions.
If you can show a JFV, it establishes a value-survived approach (measured by not what goes in but what comes out)
Criteria for JFV:
1. The couple made mutual efforts, working collaboratively towards common goals
a. Did the parties work collaboratively to common goals?
b. Did the couple have children?
c. How long was the relationship?
2. The extent to which their financial affairs were integrated
a. Did they have any joint assets?
b. Did they share expenses and accumulate common savings?
c. Basic expense sharing only evidence of cohabitation.
3. Their actual intentions to share (or not to share)
a. What did the parties intend to do?
b. Was it always intended that each would keep their own portion?
c. How to determine intentions:
i. Jointly owned property probably suggests an intention to share
ii. Remembering your common law partner in your will
iii. How much attention was paid to who paid for what and when? If there was little attention paid, that is
strong evidence that they intended to share.
d. What if the party’s intentions are not the same?
i.
Parties ought to have known of the other's intention to share.
4. The priority they gave to the family in their decisions.
a. Is the whole greater than the sum of its parts?
b. Did one or both spouses sacrifice something for the sake of the family unit?
i. Includes everything from staying home for a time to raise children, not taking a promotion, accepting
underemployment in order to balance family duties.
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Test for Remedy - One party emerges from relationship with disproportionate share of assets:
In assessing the remedy consider:
1) Is there a JFV (mutual effort, economic integration, actual intent, priority of the family) (if there isn’t – this could lead to
finding of quantum meirut)
2) Mutual efforts of the parties have resulted in an accumulation of wealth
3) Remedy is a share of the wealth proportionate to the claimant’s contributions
o Contributions to the joint family venture, and
o Link between the contribution and the accumulation of wealth
Respective contributions of the parties are taken into account in determining the claimants proportionate share
Remedy can include both value survive and value received as equity is flexible in determining a remedy
How did common intention resulting trust differ from other resulting trusts?
 Common intention was made without even looking at the other 2 points
 does away once and for all with the confusing “common intention” resulting trust, stating that it has no place in family law.
What did Cromwell J say about the presumption of advancement in a transfer from H to W?
 He doesn’t address it. Common law is that h to w is ok, and w to h is not ok. But he barely touched is upon it
What if the value of the property drops, such that the value received is greater than the value survived?
 Ziff thinks equity is flexible, they want fairness, but at the same time, they have to be fair to the defendant, and that you
can claim value received in good times, and value survived in bad times IS NOT equitable. So claiming a JFV might not be
fair.
Soulos v Korkontzilas – Specific performance as remedy for fiduciary duty
Facts: K was real estate broker. S was client. K ended up having his wife buy a property that S hired K to help him buy. K was acting
as S’s agent and relationship of agent and principal is fiduciary in nature so K owned a duty of loyalty to S, and he breached this in
acquiring property for himself.
Issue(s): Can a constructive trust (CT) be imposed in the absence of enrichment of the defendant and a corresponding deprivation of
the plaintiff?
Reasoning:
S wanted property returned to him under equitable doctrine of constructive trust. Unjust enrichment isn’t complete here (property
value went down). So we cannot apply the Kerr v Baranow test. But Mclachlin thinks that a constructive trust may also apply absent
an established loss to condemn a wrongful act and maintain the integrity of the relationships of trust. This is in accord with the
history of constructive trusts because it prevents people from getting property, which “in good conscience” they should not have.
-

Equity seeks to protect good conscience and address fairness between the parties and the larger concern of the courts to
maintain integrity of fiduciary relationships
Constructive trust imposed for breach of fiduciary relationship serves “to do justice btw the parties that good conscience
requires” and “to hold fiduciaries and people in positions of trust to high standards of trust and prohibit that commercial
and other social institutions require if they are to function correctly”
Ratio: constructive trust can be imposed where good conscience so requires.
Good conscience would be impaired where:
1) Property obtained by wrongful act of the D, in breach of fiduciary duty or breach of duty of loyalty, or if
2) D would be unjustly enriched to Ps detriment if he was allowed to keep property
Breach of fiduciary duty of loyalty may lead to the imposition of a constructive trust
1) D was under an equitable obligation in regards to the activities giving rise to him acquiring the assets
2) Assets in the hands of D have been shown to result from deemed or actual agency activities of the D, which breach his
equitable obligation to P
3) P must show legitimate reason for seeking proprietary remedy, either person or related to the need to ensure others
like D remain faithful to his duties; and,
4) Must be no factors which would render imposition of a constructive trust unjust in all the circumstances of the case
(ex. Interests of creditors must be protected too)
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Topic #7

Conditional Transfers and Future Interests

1. Introduction to Future Interests
a) What are future interests?
 Property rights can be used as a means of imposing restrictions by present owners on future ones (e.g. a grant or
testamentary gift or property can involve settling a limit on the future use or ownership of that property.
 A number of policy goals and concerns restrict the freedom of disposition that is otherwise associated with private property
(e.g. market efficiency). There are two tensions: (i) the value of private property vs. (ii) the value of what the grantor wants.
The state sees both of these as deserving of protection. The Law of Property Act shows the lines that the state draws as to
how far an owner can go in granting of property and future interests.
(b) Fundamental concepts
(i) estates: the measuring device of a property interest (simple, life)
(ii) seisin: feudal concept of possession enjoyed by a freedholder
Reversion vs Remainder
reversions: when an owner of an estate in land transfers some lesser estate, the residue retained in reversion.
o If I grant “To A for life,” once A dies, I retain a reversionary right in the fee simple. On death of A, property interest
reverts back to grantor
o known as a present right to future enjoyment (rather than just future interest)
o
remainders: when a partial estate is granted, with the residue to pass to another, the residue passed is a remainder. E.g.
“To A for life, then to B in fee simple.” B gets a remainder.
Best describes a present right to future enjoyment. Also known as successive interests or gift overs.

2. Methods to Control Property Use
Defeasible Estates/Condition subsequent (CLOUD) vs Determinable Estates (FENCE POST)
Defeasible Estate (CLOUD)
Determinable Estate (FENCE POST)
An interest is defeasible if It may be brought to a
o An interest that reaches its “natural end” upon
premature end on the occurrence of a specified event,
the occurrence of some specified event (Like a
the condition subsequent
fence post marking the end of the interest)
Ex “I grant Blackacre to A in fee simple, but should the land
Ex “I grant Blackacre to A in fee simple, until the land is used
ever be used for residential purposes, then my estate may
for residential purposes.” durational distinction
re-enter”
o A receives a “determinable fee simple”
o A gets a “fee simple, subject to a condition subsequent.”
o The estate retains a “possibility of reverter”
o Estate retains a “right of re-entry” – contingent interest
 SO right of reverter is seen as being vested
o The condition is like a “cloud” hanging over the property
o The condition is like a “fence post” marks the natural
o Condition subsequent: A receives the land now, but may
end of the estate
lose it later
o As with the fee simple condition subsequent, A receives
Construction: “but if,” “provide that,” “on condition that,” “if it
the land now, but her rights may determine (end) later
happens that”
Construction: “until,” “while,” “during”, “so long as,” it is
o When Invalid: When you have an invalid condition
usually a determinable interest—words are of a temporal
subsequent (cloud) it becomes an ABSOLUTE fee simple
connotation. Words do not cut short the estate, but rather,
(When the cloud is gone, it’s a beautiful day)
indicate the natural end/boundary of the estate
 Void if it offends the rule against perpetuities
o When invalid: When you have an invalid determinable
limitation (fence post) the ENITRE gift is invalid
 Gift > Condition = use a cloud
Can’t ban marriage
 This will not offend the RAP; but Perpetuities
o If land is sold to bona fide purchaser for value without
Act treats the reversionary interest here the
notice, then b/c of torrens system, purchaser will be
same way as a cloud
protected and new owner will take free. File a caveat
 Gift < Condition = use fence post
o Meant to cut short estate
Can’t ban marriage
- Meant to mark natural end of estate

o

Invalidity result from vagueness or some other reason
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o

Difference is matter of construction and usually turns on grantor intentions, but since this is difficult, often turns on words (as
indicated above)
o i.e. if you give something to your son, and even if the condition is invalid, if you still want him to have the land
anyways – then use a condition subsequent
Transferability
o Reversions, vested remainders and interests that are vested in possession are fully alienable
o Contingent remainders may be passed by will
o Possibility of reverter may be transferable by deed or will
Estates subject to a condition precedent
 An interest in land where vesting is delayed pending the occurrence or a particular event—a condition precedent (i.e. a bridge)
Ex. “I devise Blackacre to A in fee simple, but if, and only if she first obtains a university degree in environmental studies.”
o A gets a fee simple subject to a condition precedent, A does not receive anything until the condition has been
crossed/condition is satisfied.
Where is the fee simple estate then?
o There is a reversion: the full fee simple has not been given away,—not until A fulfills the conditions. Looks like a resulting
trust! (but a resulting trust in only equitable where a reversion is legal and equitable). Estate falls to residual clause in a will
When bridge is invalid (vague):
o FOR LAND, the gift fails. If there is no bridge to cross then you can’t get to your gift.
o FOR PERSONALTIES Different doctrine when personal property is involved (ungar v gason)
RESULTS from INVALIDITY:
 Invalid condition subsequent: absolute gift
 Invalid determinable limitation: gift both fail
 Invalid condition precedent: real property—bridge is removed and gift fails, personal property (Unger)
Non-important ones:
Contractual terms: A contract may be struck between the parties involved in a conveyance that restrains the purchaser from
alienating the property or placing restrictions on usage. Broad range of terms: problem of time limitations overlapping onto next
owner.
Trusts per se: Conditions may be in a trust that state that the beneficiary may only use the gift in a certain manner or must fulfill
certain conditions
Precatory words: Words that express a hope or wish without being legally enforceable (words like “request” or “understanding” A
“precatory trust”). They are toothless tigers that express merely a wish. However, not that a “precatory trust” is not legally
enforceable—this is merely a nickname given to a trust. Mere precatory words have no binding but precatory trust is.
Restrictive covenants: Promises made between a purchaser and a seller with respect to how the property may not be used. Building
restrictions, for example.
Others (including "waste"): A conveyance may specify that certain types of waste will or will not be permitted.
Applicability to freeholds, leaseholds and other interests: Conditional transfers and future interests can apply to freeholds,
leasehold and other interests.
Public (by-laws, legislative prohibitions, etc.)
 In addition to the common law, statutes and other legislative tools can restrict what conditions a grantor may put on lands that
they transfer.

3. Vested and Contingent Interests (Stuartburn (Municipality) v. Kiansky)
Contingent Rights: an interest where vesting is delayed pending the occurrence of some event, a condition precedent (i.e. a
bridge), the happening of which is not inevitable.
o e.g.: “To A if and when A marries” This is a fee simple absolute gift and is subject to a condition precedent
(e.g. before A can get gift, A has to fulfill condition)
Example #1: “I grant Blackacre to A in fee simple, but should the land ever be used for residential purposes, then my estate may reenter.” fee simple subj to conditions subsequent (cloud hanging over)
o A’s Right is vested, but if condition occurs, A gets divested.
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o

Right of re-entry: contingent (on the land being used for residential purposes)
 In Caroline v Roper (contingent (?) subj to divestment)

Example #2: “I grant Blackacre to A in fee simple, until the land is used for residential purposes.” vested in possession
 Determinable fee simple- vested immediately (fence post)
 Possibility (contingent) of reverter in common law is also vested
 Vested in interest b/c the determinable event marks the natural end of the fee
 NOT VIEWED AS CONTINGENT, VIEWED AS VESTED in common law
 S. 19- Perpetuities Act- limitation is treated same as condition subsequent
Difference is when it becomes invalid
Vested Rights: an interest, which is not subject to a condition precedent, or other limitation, rather the gift is given right away.
 (i) in interest: The donee does not have right to possession but there is a present interest, nothing further need
happen other than the natural end of the prior particular estate for possession to pass.
 (ii) in possession: The donee gets possession of the property without any condition or limitation standing in the
way of enjoyment
- “To A for life, remainder to B in fee simple.” Here, A has legal and equitable title for life and is given interest right away
(doesn’t have to fulfill a condition). B has ultimate legal and equitable title.
o No limitation or condition stands in the way of enjoyment
o A life estate is vested (in possession) in A, remainder is vested (in interest) in B
o At common law a possibility of reverter is treated as being vested.
- “To A in fee simple”—Vested interest, A receives it immediately don't need to meet any conditions
- “To A in fee simple, but if and only if…”—A gets nothing now, but must satisfy something later: contingent on the bridge
being crossed (subject to a condition precedent).
Interpretation by the courts – courts are loathe to imply contingencies and favor vesting
o when it is unclear whether gift creates condition precedent, a condition subsequent or a
determinable limitation, courts prefer latter 2 because they lead to immediate vesting of the
interest.
Importance of the distinction
If A holds a fee simple subject to a condition subsequent with B holding the right to re-entry—then A will be immediately vested
but may at some point become divested. B’s right of re-entry is subject to a condition precedent, therefore it is contingent and B
will not be vested until that condition precedent occurs, if at all.
If A holds a determinable fee with B holding a possibility of reverter—then the determining event is considered as the natural
end of A’s estate and not a superadded condition serving as a block to vesting. In this case B is treated as being vested at
common law.
Rule against perpetuities applies only to contingent interests. If an interest is vested, RAP does not apply.
o Therefore, RAP does not apply to determinable limitations – (there is a right of reverter that is seen as vested
immediately)
S. 19- Perpetuities Act- if determinable limitation does not occur within perpetuities period, the limitation is treated as void and
title is given as absolute
Example #3:“I devise Blackacre to A in fee simple, but if, and only if, she first obtains a university degree in environmental studies.”
 A has a fee simple subject to a condition precedent (like a bridge)
 A has contingent interest, estate has vested possession
 Until then grantor holds in reversion
(d) Making the distinction for vested/contingent (Mackeen, Phipps v Acker, kotsar v shattock)
(i) Generally (McKeen Estate)
 Determining whether a gift is vested or contingent is a matter of construction
 Canadian courts have followed a preference for early vesting, particularly when the property is land.
 The court will, whenever possible, (1) leave an interest indefeasibly vested and (2) will vest a gift at the earliest possible
occasion.
o If words are not clearly contingent, court presumes “vested” particularly when dealing with land
o “the courts are inclined to hold a gift vested rather than contingent wherever the words used and the will as a whole
admit of a construction that will result in early vesting”
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If court is debating between Condition Subsequent (cloud) and Condition Precedent (bridge), preference is towards CS,
as this gives them the interest now, although this may be divested (if one sister dies before the other)
So, if it is unclear whether a gift is a condition precedent, a condition subsequent or a determinable fee, a rebuttable
presumption of early vesting will arise making the gift either a condition subsequent or a determinable fee, but this will be
overcome by language that shows that a contingent interest was intended.
Construing an interest as vested insulates the gift from those rules that may weaken contingent interests, including the rule
against perpetuities.
As well, a preference for vesting promotes the free alienation of property.
o






(ii) Special rules
McKeen Estate
 This case illustrates the courts preference for early vesting. This preference says that if it is ambiguous between the
two we prefer a cloud so you get it now but may lose it later. Sometimes the preference leads the courts to say they’re
not sure it was a condition at all. Interest in possession was postponed.
 Note that the court will look at the testator’s intention and try to decide the case on those intentions. And also the
courts will always attempt for early vesting so as to avoid problems of failing fits.
Phipps v. Ackers (early vesting)
- When a gift to a devisee is made subject to compliance with a condition, with a gift over in the event that the
condition is not fulfilled, the condition is held to be a condition subsequent (this gives way to early vesting). So even
when it looks like a condition precedent it will be deemed a condition subsequent. These are only rules of construction.
You could always make it clear that it was a condition precedent.
o This is important because if its void for uncertainty, and it’s a condition subsequent, then it would be an absolute
gift from the very beginning
o Must have this type of construct involving “gift-over”- merely a bridge is not enough.
o Integral that there is a gift-over
Kotsar v. Shattock
 Appears that the woman (devisee) gets nothing until she is 21 (this seems to be a bridge) but this is not what the court
finds). Judge said that this is a cloud instead of a bridge; the cloud is that when she is 21 and not living where she is
supposed to be living, then she will be divested (denied).
 In this case the court relies on a rule that is an articulation for early vesting. The rule from Phipps provides that when a
gift is subject to conditions, with a gift over to someone else, it will be interpreted as a cloud.
 The gift, “To A, if A reaches 21,” is giving early vesting of entitlement. These are only rules of construction: one could
always make it clear that is a condition precedent.
To A for life if A reaches 21, if not a gift to B
remains CP. Because otherwise would be giving life estate not something conditional. Phipps v Ackers is rule of construction
baring intention otherwise

McKeen Estate v. McKeen Estate (1993 NB QB) CB – 493
Facts: Man’s estate dictates estate is to be held in trust for wife for life, and on her death, to divide the residue of his estate equally
between sisters, if they are both alive at the time of death of survivor of man and wife. If only one sister alive at the time of death of
the survivor, I direct the residue of my estate to be transferred to that surviving sister, to be hers absolutely. Neither sister survived
him or wife. 2 options for residue
 Neither of them satisfied the condition of surviving to that point in time. If this gift fail, intestacy kicks in
Initial Thoughts: Looks like condition precedent “if they are both alive”
Held: Testator intended to give vested interest, so sisters already had vested interest. Once the wife died, it became vested in
possession.
Residue of estate vested in sisters equally at date of his death, subject to the possibility of divesting of the interest of the deceased
sister if only one sister survived the life tenant.
Reasons:
Actual and subjective intention of testator is paramount important. Presumptions of court include:
Presumption against intestacyo where the construction of the will is doubtful, the court acts on the presumption that the testator did not intend to die
even wholly or even partially intestate, provided that on a fair and reasonable instruction there’s no ground for a
contrary conclusion. Where the wills shows an intention dispose of the whole property, two constructions are possible:
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(1) a will which effects the disposition of the whole; or (2) a will that leaves a gap (where the court will be inclined to the
former construction).
SUMMARY:
 Surviving is not a condition precedent
 Moment the testator dies the two sisters got estate in fee simple in remainder, and it vested in them. Liable to be divested if
one of them dies.
 Doesn’t matter that they died before wife. It was vested to the sisters;
 Determinable fee simple
o Vested in possession: wife
o Vested in interest: sisters
 On death of testator they were immediately vested but vested in interest. Subjected to being divested if
one died first. Since neither survived, neither were divested.
 Instead of intestacy to his heirs they went to their heirs.
Rule in Browne v. Moody- Gift is prima facie vested if postponement is to allow for prior life estate. Testator’s intention is to give land
to sisters AFTER providing for his wife. Reading of will as a whole indicates no intention of partial intestacy.
Contrast with Re: Francis RULE: Conditions are personal: example where the court held that the devise was contingent and the
attainment of age was a condition precedent to the estate vesting in the niece.
As between the cloud, the fence post, and the bridge:
In an ambiguous situation, the cloud (right to re-entry) and the fence post (determinative) produces early vesting.
As soon as the testator died, the sisters were vested in interest right then and there. (Early vesting.)
If they both survive, they’ve met the condition will not be divested.
If a sister dies earlier and does not cross the bridge, they will be divested.
Thus, the surviving widow is treated as receiving a cloud. A right to re-entry. A right that will be lost upon the meeting of
conditions.
Ratio: This case illustrates the courts preference for early vesting. This preference says that if it is ambiguous between the two we
prefer a cloud so you get it now but may lose it later. Sometimes the preference leads the courts to say they’re not sure it was a
condition at all. Interest in possession was postponed.
Note that the court will look at the testator’s intention and try to decide the case on those intentions. And also the courts will
always attempt for early vesting so as to avoid problems of failing fits.

4. Determinable and Conditional Estates (Caroline (Village) v. Roper)
Caroline (Village) v. Roper (1987 ABQB) (Cloud v Fence post)
The question comes down to whether it was a condition subsequent or a determinable fee simple
Facts
Roper had property, said community can build a community center on it, never transferred title. After he dies, wife gets it. Asks wife
to transfer title to community b/c they wanted to add a basement to it, just easier this way. Construction of transfer “shall revert
back to the estate of Roper if it ceases to be used as a community center/ for community purposes”. Community center
eventually burnt down, city wanted to sell it. Roper estate claimed it wasn’t an absolute fee simple, thus city can’t keep it and sell it.
Town argued the condition was void b/c it was a condition subsequent (defeasible fee simple) and the right of reverter in estate
violated the perpetuities (clouds cannot hang around too long)
Issue: If this was a cloud, then the right of re-entry would violate the rule against perpetuities, if this is the case, then the right of reentry would have never been valid. But if this were a determinable fee simple (fence), in common law, the rule of perpetuities would
not apply. so the diff matters here
RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES
It applies to condition subsequent, but not to determinable fee simples. If it was a determinable fee simple, then the violation of
the rule against perpetuities would return the land to the Ropers whereas if it was a condition subsequent the land would go to
the Village of Caroline.
Whether it’s a cloud or fence post is in the construction!
 COND SUBSEQUENT: words of condition, you get the estate but it may be cut short if something happens; it is made to
look conditional and defeasible (defeatable)
 DETERMINABLE FS: words of duration, estates are duration, there is a natural end.
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DECISION: it is a defeasible title (cloud), so violates the rule against perpetuities
REASONING:
Roper’s Claim: The rule of perpetuities only applies to contingent interests; argue that if the land would be classified as a
determinable fee then the rule of perpetuities would not apply.
 Property was a fee simple subject to a condition subsequent, Right of re-entry that the son of Roper had was a contingent
interest
 Court reject’s Roper’s argument and deem it to be a “cloud.” Whether or not something is a cloud or a fencepost is a
question of construction.
 Some stock phrases are associated with a “fencepost” and some associated with “clouds”
o Cloud Phrases: “provided that”, “on condition that,” operate as conditions subsequent.
o Fencepost Phrases: “while”, “so long as”, “until” are all temporal words. This language works to describe a
fencepost.
 The questions that must be answered in cases like this:
o What did Roper (the grantor) mean?
o Can we give effect to what was desired?
 Here the gift becomes absolute because the gift to A was completed and there was no conditional standing in its way while
the possible of re-entry was a conditional and the rule against perpetuities applies. Hence the right of re-entry was lost (due
to passage of time) and the community got to keep the gift. Refers to a future event: defeasible
 Condition subsequent; violates rule against perpetuities; so they find that it is a determinable fee simple (allowing
community to keep the land)
 Rule against perpetuities applies to the right of re-entry because the title may vest too late in the person holding the right
of re-entry.
o Cloud = right of re-entry = person holding right of re-entry is not vested
o Fencepost = right of reverter = person holding the right of reversion is vested.
 Re-wrote the will and rectified with very questionable reasoning, Ms. Roper moves in. Turned condition subsequent into
determinable interest.
QUESTIONS & COMMENTS: (Interpretations, pp. 499-502)
 “in the event” = defeasible; condition subsequent.
OUTCOME: Right to re-convey land.
 “for all time” = fee simple upon condition subsequent, offended rule against perpetuities
OUTCOME: Restriction was invalid
 “If and when [used for other purposes] or abandoned” = construed to be a determinable fee simple
 “Right to Occupation… for as long as “ = right to occupy
OUTCOME: Actual Possession
 Outcome: fee simple subject to condition subsequent, offended rule against perpetuities
 Three grants: condition subsequent
 Determinable Interest, rule against perpetuities does not apply to a determinable fee simple
 Fee Simple subject to a condition subsequent.
St. Mary’s Indian Band v. Cranbrook- 1997 SCC
Facts: Native Band surrenders land to Federal government to construct municipal airport on condition that “should said lands cease
to be used for public purpose they will revert to the Band.”
Held: Land title was given absolutely to the Crown.
Reasons: Court could not apply the multitude of language employed in the documents to determine CS v. CP v. DL. Court must look
closely at the intentions of the parties involved, since the land is sui generis, it would be unfair for the parties intentions to be
frustrated by formalistic and arguably alien common law rules.

5. State Limitations on Private Power
o

what are the public policy limits of a person’s power to control property by attaching conditions of gifts?
Policy concerning having to d with property include the promotion of alienability and the need for certainty in property
dealings (for efficiency), and property freedom

(a) the effect of invalidity...IF VOID!!!
(i) condition subsequent: The condition is removed and the gift becomes absolute (cloud floats away)
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(ii) determinable interests: The entire gift fails.
(iii) conditions precedent: realty v personalty (Unger v. Gossen)
o When attached to realty or land: the gift fails/is destroyed (the bridge is burned)
o When attached to personalty: it is possible it be either destroyed or upheld:
Gift of personalty subject to invalid condition precedent will
survive if:




The CP was impossible to meet from the outset and the
donor is aware of this
The CP becomes impossible to meet because of act(s) of
the donor
Regardless of knowledge- where condition cannot be
performed due to contrary to law, bequest is absolute as
long as performance of condition is not sole motive for
bequest.

Gift of personalty subject to an invalid condition precedent will
fail if:
 The performance of the CP is the sole motive of the gift
 The CP was impossible to perform but this was unknown to
the donor (or was possible when it was created but not
anymore) [eg. become impossible to meet by an act of God
or illegality or act not attributable to the testator]

Unger v. Gossen (1996 BCSC) Invalid Condition Precedent and Personalty
FACTS: T dies and leaves money to his sister, and upon her death, to this 3 nephews provided they become Canadian citizens within
15 years of T’s death. Unfortunately, family figures out they can never become Canadian citizens, so condition will never be met.
They seek for an immediate granting of the funds.
o All the beneficiaries were okay with the money being shared, then why does the court care? Because of
timing, they wanted it now even though they were supposed to wait 15 years.
Held: Since condition is unable to be satisfied, regardless of T’s knowledge of the impossibility, estate should be distribution
according to wish in will
Reasons:
o Look at the dominant intention of the testator – was it the condition or the gift?
o Condition precedent exists, but it is clear the gift, and not the condition was T’s motivation and the performance of the
condition was not the very reason for the gift
o Only intention was not to have money seized by USSR, but T was unable to alter will once USSR collapsed, so this problem is
no longer existence
(b) Uncertainty (H.J. Hayes Co. v. Meade, Sifton v Sifton, Kotsar)
o Conditions attached to property transfers that are too imprecise may be void
o Does not apply to situations where court must determine whether a condition should be treated as being imposed before
(precedent) or after (subsequent) vesting – in these cases court will try to make correct designation by apply rules such as
presumption of early vesting
o Also does not apply to cases of evidential uncertainty – where it is unclear whether some relevant event has happened
o Problem is with interpretation – docs are subject to conflicting interpretations in the minds of different readers, also words
are all in context of each other
Test for Certainty
 The courts will attempt to provide an objective test in determining certainty
 Only a practical level of certainty is demanded and a common sense approach is used
 Certainty is especially relevant in wills.
Conditions subsequent: The donee must be able to see clearly and distinctively from the outset those actions that will lead to a loss
of the interest. Courts apply an objective test to determine the meaning of the language in question. Try to give a “common sense”
meaning to words that are truly ambiguous
o Eg. Sifton – a condition requiring the donee to continue to residue in Canada was held to fall below minimum standard of
certainty bc there was no adequate guidelines as to what sorts of temporary absences or sojourns would contravene the
condition
Condition precedent: Lower threshold- less vulnerable to invalidity than conditions subsequent – all that needs to be shown is that
condition is capable of being given some plausible meaning. Court must make reasonable interpretation of the condition precedent
and conclude if claimant fits under the criteria
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“To X, if he is tall”—fails as a condition subsequent (cloud), gift would fail. As a condition precedent (bridge): court
will construct a definition or at least determine whether or not the person in question is tall. Tall is not uncertain—
a reasonable interpretation will be made.
Anticipating and avoiding uncertainty problems [court tries to apply the terms as much as possible]
Sifton- if words were directly linked to some other imported provision this could clear up uncertainty (i.e., must pay taxes- then
use Income Tax Act for clarity on terms)
Sifton- could also set up trustee to determine what it means to be a resident of Canada. So here you are essentially appointing an
arbitrator.
Can create own definition, within the drafted clause, of what is meant
Uncertainty is not just about vagueness it is also about the uncertainty of the conditions.


-

H.J. Hayes Co. v. Meade (1987, NBQB) – CB 546
FACTS: The gift requires James, son, to reside on land and cultivate it. If not give to other son and give James 1000$ (check facts)
 what does it mean to cultivate? One flower? Or a field of wheat
ISSUE: whether the testator had intended to create conditions precedent to his son James obtaining the disputed property, or a
condition subsequent for retaining the property.
1. The uncertainty here was the term “reside”
2. Why care if it’s a bridge or a cloud?
a. If you have an uncertain bridge (CP)if invalid, then the gift fails entirely (rotten bridge can’t cross)
b. If you have an uncertain cloud (CS)  if invalid, then the gift is absolute (cloud disperses)
Held: CS void for uncertainty. J takes absolute title to property.
 b/c if it’s unclear which one it is, we prefer early vesting
c. If it was a condition precedent, how do we know James even has the right to reside and cultivate it? Also, how do we know
when the bridge has actually been crossed (do it for a day or the rest of his life)? a condition subsequent just makes more
sense than this
a. IN order for it to be a condition subsequent you must be able to tell from the beginning what the “wrong step” would be.
ZIFF: When you are talking about uncertainty, but only uncertainty within a certain sphere – the court will always work to
determine:
1) Uncertainty here is what will be required of the recipient – actions required once we figure out what the condition is
2) Lets say you are the testator – and you want to come up with the most indisputably clear gift that is possible…
CONDITION SUBSEQUENT: “To Bruce if he undergoes a sex change”
Ziff: it is always possible to raise a question to bring uncertainty upon a situation
i.e. what if he changes back?
1. IF THAT WAS THE APPROACH THAT COURTS TOOK THEN EVERYTHING WOULD BE STRUCK OUT.
2. So what is it? Consider the points in 1) and 2) above.
This gift was a cloud (condition subsequent). Prefer early vesting. Void for uncertainty so gift becomes absolute
As a condition Subsequent: James must live on it and cultivate. When he dies or stops, he’ll lose the gift.
IF this was an uncertain bridge, you’d have an issue: When did you exactly cross the uncertain bridge? When you cultivated
one seed? When you cultivated an entire harvest? When you cultivated it for the rest of your life? Then you would only get
the land AFTER you die. -- This is why an uncertain bridge does not hold water.
Sifton v. Sifton
FACTS: Will said: “To daughter, the payment of a sum of money annually. The payments of my said daughter shall be made only as
long as she shall continue to reside in Canada”.
 DECISION: Condition subsequent (cloud). Continuing gift of money based on residency. Residency term void for
uncertainty, so gift was absolute. Reason not a fence post is because it appeared later on in the gift, sub added later on in
document.
1. Really, Court knew they would find it void for uncertainty, and wanted to prevent her from getting nothing from the estate
(if determinable). The term “Residency” is certain enough for tax law, so how is it it can be uncertain.
2. “where it is doubtful whether a condition be precedent or subsequent, the court prima facie treats it as being subsequent
for the presumption in favor of early vesting”
REASONING:
First question: is this a cloud, fence post, or bridge
 Not a bridge for sure, b/c preference for early vesting, so either post or cloud
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“so long as” a determinable fee simple, held that it was a cloud (this is counterintuitive)
o weird!
o If was first worded as a absolute gift to daughter, then adding a condition that’s why JCPC says it’s a condition
subsequent
JCPC were perhaps worried about the end effect
o If it’s an invalid fence post due to uncertainty, then the gift would be invalid and daughter gets nothing, this way
the daughter gets the payment

Kotsar v. Shattock (1981)
 Clause: “if and when she attains 21 years, and is a resident of one of the British commonwealth nations”… “ in the event of
failure of.. the trust in favor of .. the said Olime Kotsar, to pay…my residuary estate to such charitable institutions as my
trustees shall think fit but it is my wish that the greater part thereof shall be paid…to institutions whose object is the relief of
hardship among elderly ppl”
REASONING:
 There was a condition subsequent; terms of the proviso were expressed with sufficient certainty.
 Rule in Phipps v. Ackers rule: to a devisee is made subject to compliance with the condition, with a gift over in the event
the condition be not fulfilled, the condition is held to be a condition subsequent, not a CP. Being a rule of construction, it
gives way to a direction of vesting. As a result, A would take an immediate vested estate, subject to being divested if he or
she died before reaching that specified age The direction must be expressed or explicit. No such direction in this case.
 If you make a gift to A that is subject to a condition, then if breach of condition gift goes to someone else (B) then the
original gift will be presumed to vest to A, but is divestible—a condition subsequent.
COMMENTS:
 Double bridge: (1) turn 21; (2) on that day, living in commonwealth = conditions precedent
 Lawyers said it was a condition subsequent and was invalid; to try and win property
 What did the testator mean? Rule of construction: early vesting from Phipps. Apparent condition precedent—“gift over”
that becomes a condition subsequent. Explicit recognition that the event may not occur. Normally, rules of construction are
based on what a normal testator would want. In this case, the court did not use that default.
 How would we re-draft the clause? Include phrase: “as a condition precedent, this must happen.” And rule in Phipps shall
not apply. Make residence clearer, create trust.
 With regard to the requirement of residency reliance was place upon the PCJC decision in Sifton v Sifton, Whilst the
requirement is residence in a country, it is residence in that country on one particular day only, namely the day upon which
the beneficiary attains the age of 21. The lack of certainty and precision associated with the requirement of continuity of
residence in a country can have no application to such a provision
 Sifton is distinguishable says Crockett J – you only had to figure out for one day makes it so
 The question is still “what it means to be a resident”
What kind of legal teeth does the “wish for it go to a certain kind of charity have”? It’s only a precatory trust
(c) Conditions contrary to 'public policy' (Leonard Foundation Trust case)
(i) the concept defined
 Conditions that contravene public policy will not be enforced
 Leaves judges with a lot of discretion, what allows judges to strike down transfers on grounds of public policy (PP)?
This is a vague area existing categories of PP are not closed, PP can change over time
 Generally agreed that PP is invoked only when the harm is “substantially incontestable”
 Prohibitions on carrying out public office, marriage, stipulations encouraging disregarding spouses, etc, are all
examples of ideas contrary to public policy.
(ii) Heads of public policy
- Conditions that affect state interests in a direct way, such as encouraging the recipient to violate criminal law
- Conditions that touch on family life in some way – for example, conditions that seek to undermine parental rights
or obligations (esp those directed at separating child from parent)
- Conditions that place restrictions on marriage (to A on condition that she doesn’t marry)
 Partial restraints that denote age of marriage or rule out a specific partner have been upheld
- Conditions based on religion have generally withstood challenge – ex. Condition that X must not marry outside
jewish faith
 But if its under a trust, or someone acting as trustee (such as trustee of a will in fox it may be contrary to PP)
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(iii) Sources of public policy
1. Case law, human rights legislation, international laws, conventions, political speeches




(iv) the relevance of the Charter
Strictly speaking, the Charter does not apply to private transactions but may influence the evolutionary development of
public policy
It promotes equality and prohibits state discrimination
However, s. 1 of the Charter cannot, without difficulty, be applied to test private donative actions. This difficulty is
illustrated by the Leonard Foundation Trust case.
(v) Discrimination and private dealings

The Leonard Foundation Trust case
FACTS: Trust established in 1916 contains numerous “recitals in trust” that restrict the people who qualify as recipients of these
scholarships. Lengthy preamble of the trust speaks of white superiority, and offered money only to white, Christian, no more than ¼
awarded to females and many other similar restrictions. In the event of any dispute, a designed court (Ont. SC) was set out to deal
with the matter. In 1986, Ontario Human Rights commission filed complaints against the Trust for violating Humans Rights Code.
Should the trust be found to be wholly invalid, beneficiaries (museum and nephew) would receive everything. Royal Ontario
museum was a litigant – they would get half the trust if it was void Trial: (McKeown J.): trust was valid. (not uncertain or contrary to public policy) Trial judge clearly believed that proprietary freedom
trumped whatever other concerns that might have existed regarding the trust; it was held the operative clauses in the trust were
valid. Matter is appealed.
Held: Trust is allowed to stand, but discriminatory elements must be excised out
 Charter? Charter deals with states action, this is a private trust
o Not discrimination, okay by case law
o Is it okay if it’s trying to promote a traditionally discriminated group (men in nursing?)
Ontario Court of Appeal (Justice Robins):
 Because the trust was charitable the court was able to cut out the bad bits
 But here the judge said that the doctrine of public policy applied. A trust can be dismantled if it is against public policy
 Although it is privately created, it is operating in the public sphere of universities.
 Reason for the trust itself is valid: advancement of education/leadership. So, the entire trust should not fail, use the cy-pres
doctrine to remove aspects, bring into accord with public policy
 Public policy should be used limitedly - only where harm to public is substantially incontestable, not one judge imposing
values on others.
 The court here says that they will take out all the bad parts of the trust and so what remains is a bursary for young
promising but impoverished students. Predictable result for a private charity.
 Relied heavily on the pre-amble, trial court only looked at the terms of the trust itself – robins decides he is entitled to look
at the pre-amble, quasi public hold to a public standard and look at recitals (preamble)
How did the court get to public policy?
Court placed emphasis on public nature: recitals violated equality & tolerance. (to say...paragraph)
Special benefits that make charitable trusts public include:
(1) treated favorably by tax statutes
(2) extensive exemption from the rule against perpetuities
(3) do not fail for lack of certainty objects
(4) no sufficient directions? Then courts will supply a designing scheme
(5) courts may apply trust property cy-pres (SEE BELOW)
Judge said that he was not willing to get into a full blown discussion on where to draw the line regarding what sort of discriminatory
aspects of a trust or scholarship is acceptable but in this case he felt that the trust clearly went over the line.
NOTES: Seems private family trusts can be racist if they want. Charitable trust is cut less slack and will not be able to get away with
more racist language
Ratio
A condition in a trust (if in the public sphere) can be declared invalid for reasons of public policy
 In such cases, courts will apply the cy-pres doctrine to remove only the invalid conditions
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When the original objective of the settlor or the testator became impossible, impracticable, against public policy,
or illegal to perform, the cy-près doctrine allows the court to amend the terms of the charitable trust by removing
the parts that are against public policy while maintain the charitable intent of the trust.
IMPORTANT: the trust must be charitable and it must be against public policy to invoke the use of Cy-pres

Ziff- Comments on Leonard Trust
Case turns on the private/public dichotomy, but this dichotomy is not precisely defined in cases such as this (private conduct
in the public domain)
All discriminatory state action regarding private property can be seen as state action. If property is allowed to be handed out
discriminatorily, the state is impliedly accepting the discrimination, as the state creates the property rules, and the gift is subject
to legal enforcement
o So everything is public in the sense that the court will enforce all valid gifts
On similar reasoning, it is unclear why Family trusts are not subject to same rigorous rules and appear to be exempt from
Human Rights rules. Why should we accept discrimination more within context of the family than within the community at
large?
Ultimate, the private/public demarcation is unhelpful, as there is no bright line.
Subsequent Cases:
1. Re Ramsden (1996 PEI SC): protestant student requirement. Held: not contrary to public policy; distinguished from Leonard
as not possessing the same blatant religious supremacy and racism. Leonard was quasi-public – this isn’t
2. UVIC v. British Columbia (2000): Online Bursaries to Roman Catholics -Leonard was blatant sexism, racism, etc. This is not
contrary to public policy, high bar necessary.
3. Fox v. Fox Estate (1996 Ont. C.A.): son of family wished to marry non-Jewish girl. ISSUE: can executor (mother) use
discretion to exclude son? DECISION: contrary to public policy to discriminate based on religion. If settlor cannot dispose of
property in discriminating fashion, then public policy should prevent a trustee from exercising her decision based on racial
reasons.
a. Note: If not deceased, the settlor could have disinherited the son for the same reasons, which would not
contravene public policy. A trustee is subject to judicial control. This was applied to a private situation –
Distinguishable from Leonard Trust
4. Kay (Australian Case): give hospital $10,000 for liver department, children’s hospital $10,000 for treatment of white babies,
brother and wife don’t get anything, if want to sell the house, must sell to young white couples
HELD: Court said it was valid
o Gift to a public institution (this was fatal in the Leonard case) but we don’t want to have a “chilling effect”
on people donating, so we will give effect to whatever they want to encourage ppl to give gifts
 Problem with balancing rights of proprietary freedoms and other public policy issues
o cases following Leonard all demonstrate this
5. McCorkill Estate: willed estate to the national alliance (neo-nazi group in the US) sister challenged will that it was contrary
to public policy,
a. This was just an outright gift to the group, no strings or limitations, none of the previous cases involve an outright
gift.
b. Held: contrary to public policy: how do we distinguish between this gift and other types of gifts (ex: drug dealer)
difference here, this is an organization that stands for something, (whereas a person might not no matter how vile)
6. Spence v BMO: spence was really close to one of his daughters, paid for lots of stuff, then she got pregnant with a white
mans child and he disinherited her, and gave all to the daughter he didn’t see/talk to. In the will he says she’s getting
nothing because she had nothing to do with me (not true)
a. One of the caregivers, filed an affidavit, saying that she was cut out not because of the written reason but because
of the relationship/child
b. Here is no gift, no strings attached, and intention of the donor is at question
c. Held that it was contrary to public policy,
d. What does leonard stand for at this point?
Example: I bequeath whiteacre unto and to the use of Xavier, in trust for my widow for life, provided that she makes no claim during
her lifetime to any of her rights and protections conferred by operation of law under the Dower Act of alberta to my homesteads
[blackacre and orangeacre] and as long as she does not commit waste. The remainder is to beheld in trust for my son Wallace and
his heirs, once cattle return to graze on Magdalen commons.
 The bequeath uses the correct wording to make a trust and avoid the statute of uses. “unto and to the use of”
 Fee simple presumed (wills and succession act)
 “in trust for my widow… orangeacre”
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What did the testator intend: life estate with a condition subsequent – vested subject to divestment (if she should
make the claims) (“provided that” = tells us cloud not fence post)
o The life estate to the wife is equitable, Xavier has the legal title (determinable life estate subject to a condition
subsequent)
o “as long as she does not commit waste” – looks like a determinable interest – (determinable life estate) “as long
as” is determinable talk
o “the remainder”: condition precedent was intended – gift is contingent – equitable interest – to the son
(contingent remainder in fee simple to Wallace and Wallace only)
 The words and his heirs are conventionally are words of limitation, the heirs only have a hope of
succeeding, theses are words of limitation denoted the scope of the estate – just means that Wallace gets
a fee simple
o If the cattle don’t return – all the equitable interest hasn’t been laid out, there is a resulting trust back to the
estate (not to Xavier) – since we don’t know what happens between the life estate and the cattle, the estate gets
the interest back
Cant we give effect to these intentions
o Is getting her to not act on her dower rights contrary to public policy?
 No: argument: ignoring the law
 Yes: can already surrender the rights under the dower act, she can have the dower rights if she wants
them
 Ziff thinks it will be valid
o Waste stipulation: is it certain?
 Yes: waste has a definition, there is case law about it
 No: hard to know what it means
o Final clause, contingent remainder or the equitable interest, given to Wallace in fee simple
 Different test of uncertainty test of uncertainty less stringent test for conditions precedent, harder to fail
this test, vs conditions subsequent (harder to prove they are certain)
 Just needs to be give a reasonable interpretation
 Much less likely to fail for uncertainty as a condition precedent
 Therefore not likely to fail for uncertainty – question would be whether the bridge has been successfully
crossed not whether or not there is a good bridge
 How long will the law wait for the cattle to come back? – at some point will the cattle coming back not
have an effect
 How long will the law tolerate that condition hanging there? (limitation exists – rule against perpetuities)
o



(d) Restraints on alienation (Trinity v Lyons)
(i) General principles and rationale
 Transferability is one of the touchstones of an efficient system of private property (Posner). Law promotes alienability and
therefore conditional transfers that impose unacceptable restraints on the transfer of property are invalid. For example:
 Ex. “to A on the condition that the property never be sold, leased or mortgaged”
 Doctrine of repugnancy is often argued to be the foundation against restraint on alienation: right to transfer property is an
inherent attribute of ownership.
 Economic efficiency seems to be the best argument for the restraint on alienation: allowing property to circulate further
economic efficiency. Limits to transfer lower profitability by stifling ones desire to invest in and improve property, which in
turns lower taxes leading to reduction in government revenue
 Later jurisprudence - some restraints are acceptable - may reasonably restrict access to a particular person
However, some restrictions will accord with public policy:
o Control over transfers of minor’s property
o Transfer of the matrimonial home without consent
o Sale of prescription drugs by patients
o Controls on foreign ownership
o Sale of sacred objects
o Buying land directly from Natives
(ii) Direct and indirect restraints (Trinity College School v. Lyons)
3 types of restraints are possible:
1.
Forfeiture- right of re-entry or possibility of reverter may be invoked in the event of a breach (ie. Breach forfeiture)
2.
Promissory- purely contractual (see below)
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Disabling- removes a power of disposal. Unlike a forfeiture restraint, an attempted transfer that is in violation of a
disabling restraint does not divest the holder of the property. It merely deprives that owner of some aspect of the
power of transfer normally found in proprietary rights. The purported transfer is treated as null (“one cannot give that
which one does not have, and a void act cannot produce a forfeiture”)
When Validity at issue, the extent of restriction must be examined. Power of disposal may be abridged in 3 ways:
1.
By restricting the Mode of alienation (i.e., land cannot be sold or mortgaged, but may be leased)
2.
By Prohibiting alienation to some class of recipients
3.
Precluding dealings for a specified time- SCC has said that the total restraints for any period of time is invalid (even for
1 day)
SCC: has said that if mode and class are too restrictive, the restraint on time cannot save it.
o Courts are unclear about what is “substantial”
o The more encompassing the restraint, more likely courts will be to say restraint is substantial and therefore
unacceptable
o See brief for In re macleay I give unto my brother, the whole of my property on the condition that he never sells it out of
the family
o Indirect restrictions may also be struck down, courts will look at both substance and from – for example, making it
impossible for something to sell without expressly stating that they can’t sell
o Courts say that you can restrict property from being sold to ONE PERSON. They say that restraint on alienation is okay
as long as it is not “substantially restrictive”.
3.

Test for Validity of the restraint on alienation: Whether the combined mode, class and time restrictions are unacceptable by
asking whether the “condition takes away the whole power of alienation substantially?” if yes, restraint is unacceptable
Re Rosher
Facts: Devise states son receives land subject to proviso that he not sell the land unless it is first offered to his mother for $3000. At
the time of the devise, the property is worth $5000
Held: Rational wealth maximizer would not make such an offer- proviso is invalid restraint on alienation.

Trinity College School v. Lyons 1995 Ontario (CB, 542)(Indirect restraint on alienation)
FACTS:
P had agreement with X, purchased land in past, had option to buy rest on death of X for $12,000 – X gifted land to D. Option
void, D gets absolute title. Option exercisable at a fixed price with no allowance for increases in value may be void. Must void
restraints as they create economic inefficiency
 Trinity College entered an agreement with neighbors (Bennett couple) in 1965, giving them the option to buy the property
when the Bennett couple has deceased—the so-called post mortem option.
 Problem: agreement called for the school to have an option to buy the land for $9000. Also, Bennett’s wanted to give land to
their daughters: then option to purchase was not triggered, as the Bennett couple who signed the option were not the
owner when the last one died.
 Key in this case was a contract that was signed in 1965 creating a post mortem option and a right of first refusal.
 Restraint of alienation, applied in this case, post-mortem optiongave the school triggered by an event, to buy the land
There are two interests created:
1. One was a right of first refusal (purchase). This is only triggered if the Bennett’s wanted to sell the place. Here the school
had first dibs if they wanted the land.
2. The other was the post mortem option. This gave the school the right to purchase the property for $9300 when it was
actually worth about $135,000
HELD: Right of first refusal is not void as restraint, notwithstanding the fixed price. Right of option triggered by death of survivor is
unlawful restrain on alienation. Post Mortem Option is also void- should be exercisable upon wishes of testatrix of will, not merely
exercisable at choice of P. Combined right of first refusal and the option mean daughter had no choice on sale. Repugnant option
b/c a restrain on alienation.

Ziff- Problem could be avoided by having the $9000 buy a remainder, with the life estate remaining with the estate.
 In Ontario at the time the right of first refusal was not an interest in land (purely contractual) and not subject to land
restraints
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In AB – by statute right of first refusal is regarded as an equitable interest in land

REASONING:
 The Bennett’s should not be able to defeat the right of first refusal by giving the property away to their daughters. But, the
contract was unenforceable because it restrained alienation of the estate in fee simple
 Is option for a fixed price an improper restraint on alienation?
 Restraint on alienation are those conditions taking away necessary incidents of the estate that are void as repugnant to the
estate created.
 Option to purchase is more repugnant than right of pre-emption. Similarly, there is difference between pre-emptive right to
meet any offer received and preemptive right exercisable at fixed price. This latter option has great sacrifice by person
granting it. Without any reference to future increases in value, this should be a restraint upon alienation.
 The court may have felt that the restraint on alienation was on such unfavorable terms that it was unjust to allow it because
the only choice would have been to give the property away at a really low price
Court applied reasoning for Re: Rosher there is a will that says property will go to son, but if he ever wants to sell the property, he
must sell it with a fixed price to his mother for a ¼ of the market price. Son would not want to ever sell the land, so in substance,
this is a full restraint on alienation; therefore, void. In this case, college set price so low, that defendant would never want to sell
land. It’s a substantial restraint on alienation for the Bennetts, b/c no one would buy it off them knowing that the school can pick
it off them for very little money once the Bennetts die!! This case is sufficiently similar to Re Rosher
Law and Economics Solution
Restraints on alienation could reasonably be solved through Coase. Parties could bargain, realizing that the property when
assigned has a lower value, and therefore bargain with the other party for some middle ground to benefit both parties.
o In reality, cannot guarantee a bargain will be reached; market is not perfect.
RE: Posner’s Three Touchstones: Transferability, Exclusivity, and Universality
 Courts examined how much alienation is too much
 Things considered: class, mode and time of restriction
If any of these things significantly restrict Posner’s touchstones then alienation is not acceptable.

6. The Rule Against Perpetuities
-

“Let me know by one time or another, whether vesting is going to happen or not (concert example: let me know by X pm
whether you’re going or not)”

The rule stated and explained ((Scurry Rainbow v. Taylor; McCrimmon)
RAP: No interest is valid unless it must vest, if it is going to vest at all, within the perpetuity period (Formula: lives in being plus 21
years)
 Only applies to contingent interests
o Contingent interests: contingency should not be allowed to linger over property for too long a period of time
 Prevents people from controlling property from the grave forever
 Calculated by taking the lives in being at the date the instrument takes effect plus 21 years
o “Lives in being”: anyone who is alive at the creation of the interest (A corporation cannot be considered a life in
being; individuals connected or potentially connected with the gift, a large class may be chosen
o Ex: If want to leave to son when he turns 21, then the lives in being is the grantor and anyone else in the grant and it
must vest during their lifetimes or within 21 years after their deaths
 Designated to target contingent interests that are too far off in the future (doesn’t apply to vested interests)
 Promotes alienability by establishing a period of time during which contingencies will be permitted to remain unvested.
 Balances the rights of current contingent owners with previous owners; limits “dead hand of the past”
 Rule has zero tolerance-it is only concerned with the possibility, not the probability of a contingency occurring outside the
period—if it possible for vesting to occur outside the perpetuities period, the contingency is invalid.
 Alberta follows common law: with statutory refinement.
 Andrews rule: class closing providing that as soon as the first beneficiary fulfilled the contingency, the class closed
The Element
(i) “An interest”
 Rule against perpetuities applies almost all contingent interests (contingent means it might not vest) in property, real, personal,
legal, or equitable (with few exceptions)
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Interests must vest on time, in possession or interests. Either form is good enough.
 RAP applies to:
 Contingent interests
o Condition subsequent (cloud) right of re-entry = person holding right of re-entry is not vested
 RAP does not apply to:
 Possibility of reverter following a determinable fee simple (it’s considered vested)
 A right of re-entry arising from the breach of a condition under a lease
 A gift over from one charity to another
 An option to renew a lease
 DOES NOT apply to invalidate contractual obligations as between parties – therefore its plausible that the
grant of an option over land may still be enforceable against the parties to a contract
Variation: at common law, if there is a class gift, rule of perpetuities: unless all children satisfy the rule, then the whole class
cannot get anything.

(ii) “Must vest”
 The rule is not concerned with interests that last perpetually (e.g. fee simple). The rule is only concerned with the lingering
contingent property rights. They must vest, either in possession or interest, within the perpetuity period.
 “Vesting” includes a requirement that the exact size of the interest of the donee(s) must be known—thus, the size of all
portions enjoyed under a class gift must be determined within the period. If not, even those members who have vested on
time will be deprived of their share (one bad apple spoils the whole bunch)
 Gift to a class of people (eg. “to all my children”)if it’s possible for one individual of that class to vest late, then the
whole class of gift will fail




Rule of Perpetuities does not allow one to wait and see whether a vesting will occur. Instead, to comply with the rule, it must be
known from the beginning that a remote vesting of the interest granted is impossible.
inter vivos transfer, the completion of the transaction is the crucial moment at which we determine who will be the lives in
being.
For a will, it is the death of the devisor that is the crucial moment at which we determine who will be the lives in being.

Lucas v Hamm




Property was to vest 5 years after probate had been obtained
It is extremely rare but sometimes it can take many years for probate
So there is a slim chance it wont vest in P period – even if it would have the gift is void from the outset
because its possible that vesting wont occur

(iii) “if at all”:
Once there is a chance of a late vesting, it’s done and void
 The rule is indifferent as to whether a contingent interest actually does vest. Rather, it seeks only to know whether or not a
timely vesting will occur. The question must be answered within the perpetuity period (either way), to satisfy the rule.
 e.g. “To my first grandchild to marry within 21 years of my death”—this gift is valid even if no marriage occurs or even
if no grandchild is ever born—this is because it is inevitable (and it is known from the outset) that any vesting that does
occur must, if at all, take place before the perpetuity period would expire.
(iv) “during the perpetuity period”
Period: lives in being at the gift takes effect plus 21 years. From this vantage point, is there a chance of a late vesting?
 “Lives in being”  were they alive at the time in question (a fetus is considered live in being”en ventre sa
mere)
o Deed: when executed: signed, sealed and delivered
o Will: when testator dies.
GENERAL RULE: is that only individuals who are directly or indirectly connected with the gift are helpful to determining the formula
(even if they are unrelated to the parties to the transaction). Included within this category would normally be the donor, potential
recipients, and those entitled to prior interests—e.g. involves anyone who is alive at the time of the gift and who can be used to
demonstrate that a vesting cannot possibly occur outside the period.
RE: Class Gifts: use of too large a class might be invalid on the grounds of administrative uncertainty.
o e.g. a gift in which vesting is postponed until all persons the living are deceased would likely be found to be void.
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So it is the case that, regarding class gifts, the possibility that that one member might vest outside the perpetuities period
ruined the entire gift. This result can be avoided by providing that only those members of the class who meet the stated
conditions within the period will be entitled to receive a share, and that latecomers are to be excluded (AB STAT)
o Ex. “To all my grandchildren who marry within 21 years of the date of my death” is fine, BUT “to all my grandchildren
who marry” fails b/c there is the possibility of a future grandchild who will be born and then marry after 21 year period
expires
 Then all the members of that class would be disentitled
Must meet four conditions (for not ruining the whole gift):
o Measuring lives must be human
o Persons must be living at the date of creation of the interest
o Group of persons must not be capable of increasing in number
o Group of persons must be ascertainable at the date of creation of the interest


Gestation period is added to the 21 years to the life of being
(c) the perpetuity period
(i) 21 years
(ii) gestation periods
(iii) the "life in being"
Page 261: Property Guide:
1) “To my grandchildren who turn 21”—assume that this is inter vivos and the grantor has one child
 This is no good
 Note that if this was a gift in a devise (WILL) it would be valid.
2) Devise that takes effect in 1962: “to A for life, remainder to A’s widow for life, remainder in fee simple to their eldest surviving
child”—Assume A is not married at time the devise was drafted or took effect.
 This is no good.
3) “Unto and to the use of X, in trust for A’s first grandchild to turn 21”—Assume A is a women aged 65 who has 2 children, B and C.
 This is no good
(d) factual permutations leading to invalidity
1) “To my grandchildren who marry during the life of X”—assume that X is alive at the time of the grant.
 This is good, any vesting under this devise must occur during X’s life.
2) “To the children of A who turn 21”—an inter vivos gift, assume, also that A is still alive
 This is good—the gift must vest during the life of A (a life in being) plus 21 years.
3) “To my first grandchild to marry within 21 years of the death of X, Y, and Z”—assume that X, Y, and Z are alive at the time the gift
was granted.
 This is good; it doesn’t matter if the 3 names aren’t associated with donor/donee in any way. Thus, can choose a class of people
to determine the perpetuity period.
(e) the "top lease" example (Scurry Rainbow)
 Rule in commercial setting. Top lease example: oil is discovered on Farmer Brown’s property, Oil Company A comes in to
negotiate a deal. Oil Company B then approaches Farmer. Then Oil Company B says that if that agreement ends, you will sign a
contract letting us come in after A’s lease ends.
 problem; are the top leases in compliance with the rule against perpetuities?
Scurry Rainbow v. Taylor (2001 Saskatchewan Court of Appeal), (CB, 571)
Facts: D owns land, including right to petroleum. D signs 10-year lease with IO for drilling in 1949, and signs top lease with P – Scurry
Rainbow (in 1950) to take effect upon termination of drilling lease provided it takes effect within 42 years. so if imperial oil doesn’t
drill (either doesn't find oil or something), scurry rainbow would have this right
basically when imperial oil’s lease ends, scurry rainbow’s start. IO terminates lease in 1959.
Issue: Does RAP apply in a commercial setting?
Held: RAP does not apply to commercial interests, exception to RAP. Period gross =21 years, used when there’s no relevant lives
in being
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Contingent top lease, subject to perpetuities and violated, but Saskatchewan Court of Appeal rules that the
rule against perpetuities does not apply to top leases. No similar authority in Alberta, but in Alberta there have
been cases related to option (top renew) leases. Option to renew is subject to the rule.
This is not technically a lease under the law, Imperial oil has a determinable profit a prendre (right to take the natural produce of the
land), determinable limitation <- an incorporeal hereditament
What is the perpetuity problem?
 Contingent interest scurry rainbow was the top lease actually contingent? Where is it?
o The top lease isn’t operative if and only if imperial oil’s lease end within 42 years (condition precedent),
after that the freeholder (scrurry) not longer interested this is written in the lease. The contingency was
that the first lease ended within 42 years
 Vesting is conditioned upon the possibility of a reverter after a determinable fee is deemed to be vested
o The 21 years – is the period in gross (ie. Pretend we kill all lives in being so the 21 years kicks in right
away)
 The period in gross is used is when there are no relevant lives in being!! (ie it's still lives in
being +21 years, but we kill everyone on day 1)
 The lease with imperial oil ended in 10 years in 1950, so the contingent interest did vest in time. But, at the time
the top lease was signed, there was a issue of perpetuitya possibility of contingent vesting, thus it should have
been void abnitio from the beginning!! Thus from 1950 -2001, scurry rainbow has been digging up minerals
without a lease. (would have been adverse possession but SK has abolished AP)
o SURPRISE ENDING!! Exception to the rule against of perpetuity (top leases), public policy + business
efficacy/commercial reality
 Rare example of judicial activism to reform the rule against perpetuity
 Imperial oil actually has a right to renew the lease!! (see Pan Canadian)
o The option to renew a profit is contingent, thus subject to the rule of perpetuities and can failed if it
violate the rule (possibility of late vesting)
o The option to renew a true lease is not subj to the RAP, but here it’s a profit


REASONING:
 What is the problem with “top lease”? Was the top lease actually contingent?
1) Top lease is valid only if it kicks in within 42 years (see language of construction)
2) However, initial Imperial Oil lease was 10 years. If no production, then deal ends. Freeholders thought top lease started in
1959, 10 years after start of first lease in 1949.
3) The time that you compute the common law perpetuity is when the top lease takes effect. In light of that is there a chance of
late vesting? Why is the period just 21 years—because there are no lives in being.
 Types of Interest Imperial Oil acquired (Oil Company A): Profit a Prendre (determinable interest)—incorporeal hereditmaent
acquired: ‘as long as continued dev”
 Terms of the Lease: 10 years, for so long as thereafter that the substances were produced in the lands.
 Top Lease was Characterized as Contingent (CB,572): Oil company B was prepared to wait for a long time. Top lease to kick in if
the lease ends within a first 42 years.
 Is there a chance of late vesting? Yes….
o 1949: first lease is entered
o 1950: freeholder’s lease is created. Lives in being: no lives in being are connected to the gift. Period “in gross” = 21
years. 1950 + 21 years = 1971. According to terms of top lease, possible for a late vesting before 1992 (42 year term in
top lease). Ergo, a perpetuities problem
o What we know: the first lease ended way before 1991, dead since 1959. Lease #2 has been in place, ever since. We
know there was a timely vesting in 1959. Doesn’t matter what happened: there was a possibility of a late vesting,
therefore rule of perpetuities violated. Unless as a matter of policy there is a wish for the rule not to apply.
COMMENTS:
 See Flagel case for example of perpetuities—right given to a firm to renew a profit for an additional period—raise perpetuities
problem. The right to renew a true lease is not subject to the rule against perpetuities. The court asked: should we extend rules
of a true lease to a “profit a prendre”
 A solution? Mckeen – vested with a possibility of divestment – could have been the solution here – vested subject to being
divested if the other lease went over 42 yers
Is this case still good law in Alberta?
(f) reform and elimination of the rule
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Starting premise: rule against perpetuities at common law was understood to over serve its purpose, to attack dispositions and
invalidate them often in circumstances where the perceived harm was very unlikely to be manifested or extreme and yet the rule
was extremely aggressive in striking down any contingent interest that might vest too far in the future
(i) piecemeal: restricting application, etc.
Generally, perpetuities period is calculated in accordance with the common law rule and if the gift satisfies the standard, the
inquiry ends and gift is treated as valid. If the gift violates common law rules, then re-calculate the perpetuity period using the
statutory definition of lives in being. Then wait and see if timely vesting results.
Proxy period: pick a year (eg. 80 years); Florida uses 360 years, interest must vest within the period
(ii) wait-and-see and proxy-period reforms
 see if there is a late vesting, let events unfold
(iii) abolition

Alberta’s Reform- Perpetuities Act
Applicability of Statute- Only applies for period after 1973 (Ontario = 1966)
 Does not abolished the rule, but the mere possibility of late vesting isn’t enough to void the interest, now we just “wait and see”
(ss 2-4), If you have a gift that satisfies the common law rule, then you don’t have to wait and see. Only if you have a gift that
might vest outside the perpetuity period that you have to wait and see
 There is a list of who counts as a “life in being”statutory s 5
 Alberta’s attempt to save the gift, common law rule retained and modified
s. 2- Rule of Law known as RAP remains to have full effect, except for this Act
s. 3- Mere possibility of an interest vesting beyond perpetuity period is not sufficient to treat condition as void.
s. 4- Employ wait and see approach- see if vesting occurs within perpetuity period
 Presume the disposition is valid until it is established by actual events that the power cannot be met within perpetuity
period
 If its valid under common law, inquiry stops there. If now move on to s11
s. 5- Lives in being- no longer consist of anybody and everybody. This section provides narrow provision of what a life in being is
(grantor, spouses, takers, grandchildren, children…)
s. 5(e)- Eliminates the unborn widow provision by considering her a life in being
s. 11- provides a batting order for the sections of the Act to be applied (94678)
S. 9- eliminates unrealistic ages of having children- only males over 14, females over 12 and under 55 can have children
o Usually adopted children are not considered bc this possibility is endless
S. 4- Wait and see approach
S. 6- Reduction of Age- if there is a gift to grandkids who turn X age, the age can be reduced to fit the class in the rule
S. 7- Class splitting- Under common law, if one child vested too late, the whole gift fails. This reforms allows you to wait and
see which children make it on time to take part in the gift. If late, they are excluded, but the whole gift does not fail.
S. 8- General Cy-pres- once it apparent that a disposition would be void against RAP, and the intention can be ascertained by
normal rules of the grantor, Court acquires broad discretion to reform the instrument and give effect to Ts wishes.
s. 17- RAP does not apply to options to renew a lease
s. 18- RAP does not apply to irrevocable licenses or future profits a prendre until 80 years have passed. After 80 years, the possibility
of the future interest disappears.
s. 19- Makes 3 modifications to the common law RAP concerning determinable limitations (only rights of re-re-entry or possibility of
reverter)
a) Determinable fee is no longer viewed as vested. Now, both right of re-entry and possibility of reverter are treated as the same.
b) Since determinable limitation is now subject to RAP, what happens if its violated? The determinable fee simple becomes
absolute (common law would have found it as void)
c) Only for this section (general rule is untouched)- when you have a determinable limitation with right of reverter, the perpetuity
period for personal property is 40 yrs. (wait and see period is 40 years)
*makes the possibility of reverter (instead of being vested) subj to the RAP, makes the bad fencepost absolute, hence change fence
into a cloud, and change the perpetuity period into 40 years (no lives in being, just 40 years
s. 25 -application: when the interest is created, not when the issue was litigated. Only works prospectively (ie. Look at Roper v
Caroline, statute doesn't apply)
Summary:
 Statute retains common law rule
 Supplements with new rules
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Lives in being + 21 formula
Certain clauses, such as ss. 19 and 18, do not follow formula
- Section 18(2) applies to a sublease – profit a prendre

Modification in other jurisdictions
many places have decided the rule was no longer necessary and abolished the rule
courts have been extended jurisdiction to certain kinds of trust but no general rule against perpetuities
Some areas (Manitoba) have resulted in total abolishment. However, judicial power to vary trusts has now been extended, and
serves as an ad hoc means of controlling problems previously dealt with by the perpetuities rule
Many American jurisdictions have sought to either abolish it, confined its applicability further, or extended the period greatly
in US change in federal tax law with a loop hole that could be exploited by creating a trust and tax exemption would last as long
as the trust would las
o concerted effort made by banks and trust companies to dilute or abolish the rule so that the loophole trust would
endure forever
o 20+ states have reformed the rule because of pressure to allow perpetual trust to avoid a certain tax
o extend the perpetuity period - ie. Alaska has 1000 years
o once a few states started to tinker with the rule, became a market for setting up these trusts
in UK they confined the ambit of the rule and then said that they would keep the rule but simplify the calculation to 125 years as of April 2010
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Topic #8: Leases, Licenses, and Bailments
1. Introduction to leases



-

-

In Canada, there are essentially two “laws” of landlord and tenant, one covering commercial property (common law principles
dominated) and the other residential. Although many incidental aspects of the law have been altered in the process, there
remains a common structure and this will be presented.
Leasehold is a hybrid btw contract and property (it’s usually produced by a contract)

(a) the social significance of leases
Socioeconomic context- apartment owners are generally pitted against an economically weaker renting population, composed of
low income earners, the young, and the elderly who devout large portions of their income towards paying the rent and many of
which live in units from part of a decaying infrastructure
Economic power of tenants increases along with the vacancy rate and is diminished as units become scarce. Local regimes
sometimes attempt to alter the balance of power by conferring statutory protections on leaseholds.
(b) the history of the lease as an interest in land
 Initially- lease was contract laid over feudal system of freeholds. It served as means of providing security for debts, the lender
going into possession of the land as a tenant.
 Security of tenure was provided by treating lease as proprietary entitlement, which bound third parties and conferred exclusive
possession of the demised lands on the tenant
 Historically, the landlord and tenant relationship has switched back and forth between contract law and property law. Early on
leases were governed by contract law. With the onset of the Industrial Revolution it became more obvious that people weren’t
just renting land, but were renting a place to live—thus, it began to be governed by property law. Tenant began to have
increasing protection with growth of the class of agrarian leaseholders.
(c) the lease as an estate and a contract
 The law of landlord and tenant is a composite of contract and property principles, for a lease can be both a contract and the
basis for an estate in land. Eventually, a certain degree of pull back toward contract principles occurred in the latter part of the
20th century to allow a more viable set of remedies and rights for modern era.
 Law of landlord and tenant continues to change, and indeed its contractual facets are again prominent, especially in the shaping
of remedies. Common law doctrine, with some modifications, lies in the core of law of commercial leases.

2. The Nature of a Lease





Lease is also called a “demise” or “term of years”, after the time is up, the landlord has “reversion” and remain seisined
Estate in land although not a freehold
During the lease, the landlord is still siesed but tenant has exclusive use. the tenant’s interest is limited in duration
While lease continues, the landlord retains a reversionary interest; landlord’s right to actual possession is suspended during
the term of the tenancy
 A leasehold is a chattels real - used to be treated as a contract > today its both a proprietary and contractual interest –
remedies in both contract and property
 Specific rules related to its termination both at common law and statute
 Leases begin their life in the common law world as nothing more than contract, and therefore was not something that ran
with the land..
- Commercial lease: governed by common law alone
- Residential lease: some statutory governance ”residential tenancies Act (remedial but not exhaustive)” and “Mobile Home Site
Tenancies Act”
(a) Types of leases
(1) Fixed term: (1 day, 200 years, etc)
 A lease of a term that is certain as to both its beginning and end. A fixed term lease may end prematurely on the
happening of some specified event, but the maximum term must be certain. The term of tenancy can be fixed by
the parties and can be in weeks, months, years, etc… (e.g. a lease for life does not fall into this category—rather,
this is really a life estate).
(2) Periodic Tenancy (most common) (monthly, yearly…)
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A lease that is enjoyed for some recurring unit of time (e.g. month to month, year to year), which continues until
terminated by notice by one of the parties.
Usually, the notice required is the length of the tenancy period (e.g. monthly tenancy—one month’s notice),
except for yearly lease where only 6 month notice is the rule at common law, unless altered by statute; unless
statute or tenancy agreement dictates otherwise.
May arise from inference, such as tenant under fixed term lease remaining in possession and paying a rent
acceptable by landlord (known as overholding) Under RTA, overholding occurs after only one payment

(3) Tenancy at Will
has no set period or term and continues only so long as both landlord and tenant wish. Either may bring the tenancy to an end
by their notice, even if this right is stated to be at sole prerogative of the lessor.
a. Usually arises in the context of real estate transactions – times when the purchaser is actually in possession of the
premises before money reaches seller
b. Can be created by implication (such as tenant remaining on premises after expiration of lease with landlords consent) but
usually turn on intention of the parties. In that case, terms of original agreement apply as long as they are compatible
with new arrangement
i. Do they intend to maintain a landlord/tenant relationship?
ii. Tenancy at will can also be turned into periodic if payment/acceptance of rent if it can be fairly implied by
circumstances
c. Tenancy can also be ended by implication – notice doesn’t have to be express (can be demonstrated by conduct)
d. Even with no rent obligation, tenant may be liable for claim based on use and occupation
(4) Tenancy at Sufferance:
 Not real tenancy—arises when the tenant remains on the premises without permission, after the termination of
one of the other types of tenancies
o Unlike other types of leases, this is Non-consensual- doesn’t produce tenurial relationship> classification
as a lease is questionable
o Even without obligation to pay rent, overholding tenant will be liable to landlord for use and occupation
of premises
(5) Perpetual Lease:
o A lease with no fixed term or stated period, no right of termination on notice, and is capable of lasting
forever. Such a lease is not recognized at common law.
o an attempt to confer such an interest is treated as either creating a periodic tenancy or an outright sale of
freehold
(6) Life Leases: (?)
New phenomenon
Interest where the rental agreement allows seniors to occupy for the remainder of their life – created specifically in relation
to senior citizens
May pay a lump sum in advance or make period payments
Can terminate in several ways
o Usually terminate on the death of the tenant or their surviving spouse (therefore can extend beyond the lifetime of the
tenant)
o Can be terminated with notice
Are these really leases or life estates? Key thing with life estate is that when you die the estate ends – life leases may continue
after the life of the original tenant because of the surviving spouse provision. Also there is the ability to sell your life interest to
someone else – becomes a lease for that persons lifetime
Key thing to look for is when it ends, distinction is important because of its application to RTA legislation

(b) Essential elements
 An unimpeachable lease should contain:
o (i) a demise of exclusive possession;
o (ii) the identification of the parties;
o (iii) description of the property;
o (iv) the terms;
o (v) the date of commencement; and
o (vi) the rent to be paid.
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(vii) requirement in writing (mandatory for leases 3 years or longer)
Most important of essential elements: exclusive possession.

The common law does not establish any strict formal requirement for the creation of a lease. And because a leasehold cannot
be seised of land, the rule of prohibiting grants in future, does not apply. A lease can therefore be granted to take effect at some
designated later date. However, at common law, the tenant holds only an interesse termini, an interest in the term, until
possession is taken.
Statute of Frauds, 1677: introduced formal requirements, including that any lease must be in writing and signed by the lessor
(or an agent). Without this, a mere tenancy at will is created, if the tenant takes possession with landlord’s consent.
o A lease of less than 3 years does not have to be in writing if rent to be paid is at least 2/3 of the annual value of the
premises.
o Strict Application of Statute of Frauds
 Periodic tenancy– if a tenant enters into possession under a void lease and pays rent (which is accepted by
landlord) a periodic or yearly tenancy is presumed by common law – term is to depend on the basis which rent
is paid. Covenants in the void lease that are consistent with the presumed lease will be implied as part of the
arrangement.
 Equity – principle in Walsh v Lonsdale (part performance) – even a verbal agreement may be enforced in
equity as an agreement for lease if there are sufficient acts of part performance that can serve to protect the
existence of the agreement. This doctrine gives rise to equitable (not legal) leasehold interest. Finding of
equitable lease is wholly at discretion of courts.
English Real Property Act 1845- lease is required to be in writing is void unless made by Deed
Land Titles Act: In Alberta, the Land Titles Act states that when land is demised for a term of more than 3 years (or for life), the
owner must execute a lease in the prescribed form and the document must identify the land sufficiently.
If an essential element of a lease is missing when drafted (arises primarily in commercial tenancies), then tenant probably has
a license, not a lease (most important essential term is exclusive possession).







(c) leases vs licenses (Fatac) (Metro-Matic)
Lease

License

Grant of exclusive possession: creates an interest in land (proprietary right –
chattel real). A lease is binding on 3rd party purchasers even without notice.
(major distinguishing feature)
o Protection of legislation for tenant
o
Gives the holder an exclusive right of occupation of the land, it is a
demise
o
Reversioner is also excluded except for right of inspection and repair
o
Rent is a central feature but not necessary
o
If tenancy is precluded by statute or if there was no intent to enter
into a legally binding relationship- no lease
o
Limitations to which the occupier can put land to do not negate a
tenancy
 "Exclusive possession is not synonymous with unqualified range of permitted uses"
(Fatac)
 Metromatric – minor derogations and restrictions on tenants DO NOT negate the
lease in its entirety (i.e. others were able to come into the room to use the laundry
machines, M could only service machines at times which were reasonable)
 Lease can only be terminated in special circumstances
 Landlord has recourse in special proceeding if tenant doesn't pay rent

No tenancy where the "trigger for eviction arises independently of the owner-occupier
relationship"
 Employee occupies an employer’s premises in order to perform the employee’s 
duties (Street v Mountford)
 Occupation is incidental to holding of an office

 At common law tenancies can only be terminated for non-payment of rent or
breach of covenant
Where occupier enjoys exclusive possession of a small portion of the total area of land
which is subject of overall contract, and contract is primarily concerned with use of

Licenses- Permission to do, that which would
otherwise amount to a trespass. License
simpliciter is an in personam right (NOT an
interest in land) even though it may relate to a
given parcel of land.
 The license is not binding on a 3rd party
purchaser of the land over which the license is
granted (unless notice is given).
 A licensee of residential premises may not
enjoy the statutory protections afforded to
residential tenants.
 A license can be revoked at will.
 but some exceptions at common
law
 Can only enter to the extent that permission
was given
 Purely contractual
 Exception to interest in land: profit a prendre
Examples that negate exclusive possession might
be a license if occupier cannot impede the
owners right of possession and control
Occupier can move from one part of premise to
another at owners discretion
Copyrights

o





Consequences on land sale: does not have to
honour the agreement
o License only bind the 2 parties of the
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land as a whole, that occupation of the exclusively possessed portion can be
terminated for reasons outside of the use any payment
 So no tenancy b/c of security of tenure
Terminology: right of occupation: to enter upon, use and enjoy the land  only if
there is the intention that occupier will enjoy exclusive possession is it a lease
Consequences of sale: Lease will run with the land
o Lease creates an interest in land, so even if landlord sells the property, the
purchaser is bound by the lease (leases create rights against the world, has
proprietary interest)

contract; thus is the licensor sells the
property, the purchaser isn’t bound
(there are exceptions)

How to Distinguish between a lease and a license:
 Key is exclusive possession: if it has been granted then generally the court will find a lease
 Concept of exclusive possession is a question of fact: Courts are willing to look beyond the contractual terms of a
relationship to determine if there’s a relationship of exclusive possession and if contractual terms are reasonable).
 Look at all the circumstances. It is not enough to look at terms and determine if thing is labeled as a lease or license because
the question is one of substance, not form. (e.g. even if the thing states that the tenant “shall not have exclusive possession”,
you need to determine if the tenant, in fact, does enjoy exclusive rights—if so, a tenancy will be found)
 Rationale: protect the tenant. Subjective intention of parties is irrelevant—courts will only look at what is actually occurring
between the parties.
Why does it matter if it is a lease or license?
o Application of legislation
o Some legislation only applies to leaseholds and not licenses (Land Titles Act)
o Our RTA now extends to certain licenses – bc of issues surrounding rooming houses – do such tenants get
protection under RTA?
o Usually license is included under RTA unless expressly excluded
o Binding effects on third parties
o Terms of leasehold are binding on subsequent purchasers of land
o Lease of more than 3 years must be registered in Land titles system
o Licenses are generally not binding on third party purchasers, however, in equity they might be, at discretion of
court where there is unjust enrichment
o Remedied either through proprietary estoppel or constructive trust
o Available remedies
o Some remedies are available to leaseholds and not licenses (some remedies are dependent on the right of
exclusive possession or proprietary interest)
o Usually licenses are enforceable only in contract law (except where equity steps in)
Fatac Ltd. (in liquidation) v. Commissioner of Inland Revenue (2002 NZCA)
Landlord and Tenant—Nature and elements of lease vs. license
FACTS: Puhinui was the owner of a property in South Auckland. Puhinui granted Atlas right to operate the quarry found on the land
for 12 years, renewable for a further 3 years. In 1996: Puhinui agreed to sell entire property to Mt. Wellington. Case involved a
determination of which of the parties to the sale agreement was liable for the payment of GST. This in turn depended on whether
the lands were “tenanted property” as described in the doc.
ISSUE: the case is mainly about the distinction between tenancies and licenses.
REASONING:
 Conclusion reached in this judgment is that exclusive possession is the fundamental test. For exclusive possession to be
meaningful there must be a minimum finite term, whether fixed or periodic.
 Terminology used will generally be immaterial unless it helps decide whether there is a right to exclusive possession.
 Relevant transaction is recorded in Mt. Wellington’s letter of September 1996, read together with the License Agreement of
April 1991. Lack of provision for rent does not preclude a tenancy. The parties clearly intended to be legally bound. The use
of the word “license” in both documents is irrelevant, as is the purported “right of re-entry.” Focus is not the terminology
of the parties but the exclusivity of Atlas’ right of occupation.
Traditional test for lease or license in England: Did the person have exclusive rights for a certain term?
Lord Denning: If the parties intended to create a proprietary interest (lease) or if they intended to create a personal interest
(license)?
 Rejected by HOL!!!
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HOL new rule: If the person in possession was MEANT to enjoy exclusive possessive and they did as a matter of fact enjoy
exclusive possession, then a tenancy did in fact exist.
Metro-Matic Services Ltd. v. Hulmann (Ont. C.A. 1973)
Landlord and Tenant—Elements of Lease vs. License
FACTS: An apartment building has a laundry room in the basement. Pursuant to a written agreement entitled “Lease Agreement”
between plaintiff-tenant and landlord, plaintiff installed coin-operated washing and drying machines in the laundry room of the
apartment building. Owners of the building sold it to the defendants, who obtained an assignment of the lease agreement and, after
taking possession of building, required plaintiff to remove machines.
ISSUE: Is the agreement a license or a lease? (if lease, got to respect it; license, you can kick them out)
DECISION: appeal allowed—lease, based on language, access provision (issue of easements is relevant)
Words that may indicate lease
o Exclusivity
o Cannot lease to anyone else
o They can install equipment whenever  unimpeded access
o All essential elements are met (rmb they’re necessary but not necessarily sufficient)
o But, cl 6(B) may indicate it’s more of a license since access must be specifically granted
REASONING:
 Language used involves terms traditionally used to create estate/interest in the land.
 Set terms is indicated in lease, which is requirement only for lease (can be in licenses)
 Language used, while not determinative, is persuasive- discusses “rent” not just payment, landlord “demises” premise.
Some form of exclusive control is given to tenant.
 A restriction in the agreement that the premises should only be used for the purpose of carrying on the business of an
automatic laundry did not make the possession any less exclusive.
2 issues of construction that arise from court’s decision:
1) When construing a contract, court won’t imply limitations on exclusive possession from tenant’s covenants (e.g.
won’t imply lack of exclusive possession simply because tenant covenants to allow landlord to enter premises)
2) The court needs to find an express limitation in the landlord’s covenants on exclusive possession, in order to find
such limitations on exclusive possession (and thus, to find a license).





Landlord-Defendant: “to permit” article 6, clause (b), (e)—relevant.
Tenant—Plaintiff: entitled “lease agreement,” should be about substance over form. Language refers to landlord/tenants.
Appears to grant exclusive possession. “Grant exclusive possession to the tenant” may have helped plaintiff. Courts will
look beyond the wording and decipher the “real deal.”
Minor derogations and restrictions on the tenant’s exclusivity does not destroy the lease in its entirety.

Test(ish) To tell the difference (License vs Leases)-See Alsan v Murphey
1) Difference is matter of substance, not form – labels are not determinative
 Get a true nature of bargain between the parties – just because its called a lease doesn’t mean it is in law
2) Look at wording of agreement – leases usually contain words of demise (landlord/tenant, lessor/lessee) look for words
indicating exclusive possession (but per Metro minor infringements on exclusive possession will not disqualify it as a lease)
Licenses have words like Licensors and licensee. Words are helpful but not determinative alone
3) Ask why the terms limiting possession are included. If landlord has a key might argue that there is no excl possession – or if
others can enter as in metro – but there might be another reason for this
4) Ask how the tenancy can end – can it end by virtue of some independent agreement other than the owner/occupier
agreement? i.e employee living in premise to carry out work, ends on termination so could indicate license

3.The Nature of the Landlord's and the Tenant's Interests
(a) assignment v. sublease (SEE DRAWING ON LAST PAGE OF TEXT)
 At common law, a right of lessor to enter the premises (to inspect the state of repair) must be negotiated with lessee. Also,
tenant’s interest is freely alienable and may be assigned or sublet as long as there is no term in the lease to the contrary
Assignment- tenant’s full interest in the lease is conveyed. Arrangement where the tenants gives a third party an entire unexpired
lease, third party takes the remainder (T2 is stepping into T1’s shoes)
Sublease- Tenant conveys part of the unexpired lease (even if it’s a day less the full remainder), with this, there’s a new estate.
Tenant retains a reversionary interest in the estate, where they can retain control once sub lease is up
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Assignment:
 This occurs when the tenant’s entire interest in the term is conveyed (e.g. the whole of the remaining term)—the tenant
cannot create a reversionary interest in the property.
 Assignee, does not have privity of contract with LL. The assigned is liable through privity of estate instead. (tenurial
relationship that exists btw assignee and original landlord – affects rights and obligations between the two)
o If rent is not paid by A, L can sue either (a) original tenant under terms or original contract, or (b) sue the assignee.
o Spencer’s Rule - not all covenants pass along with assignment- only the “real” covenants that are “touching and
concerning” to the land are passed. Real covenants relate to the subject-matter of the lease, they affect the
nature, quality, or value of the land, or the use to which it may be put (covenants of a personal nature entered
into btw the original LL and tenant do not apply to the new relationship). Real covenants are those that would lose
most of their usefulness if they were no longer connected to the land
 Reports from Mani and BC law reform say that the distinction btw what is and isn’t a REAL covenant is
thorny, thus all covenants should run with an assignment
 An option to renew the lease will pass, but perhaps not a right to purchase the freehold reversion
 If landlord sells to X, X and original tenant no longer have Privity of contract, but Privity of estate
 Unless the incoming landlord enters into fresh leases with all existing tenants, the ensuing relationship
will be based on the rules governing Privity of estate and the running of covenants
 Spencer’s rule presupposes that the parties intended that these obligations should run on sublease
 NOTE – if assignment is by contract – rule doesn’t apply because contractual terms govern
 Liability for assignee ends if that person transfers his interest under the lease fully
 Equity does not recognize privity of estate and hence the rule in Spencer’s case does not apply to an
equitable lease. In equity, assignment of the tenant’s interests transfers benefits (enforceable against
landlord) but not the burdens.
S.65 Law of Property Act  CODIFIES SPENCERS CASE
Acquisition of interest of landlord or tenant
65(1) Subject to the Land Titles Act and this Act, a person who acquires the reversionary interest of the landlord or the leasehold
interest of the tenant has all the rights and is subject to all the obligations based on the real covenants relating to the tenancy,
during the time that the person holds the interest.
Test for Whether a covenant touches and concerns the land includes: (Merger Restaurants v. D.M.E. Foods)
o Covenant benefits only the reversioner for time being; if separated from the reversion it ceases to be of benefit to the
covenantee
o Covenant must affect the land itself (nature value or quality “of the thing demise”) or the value of the land at the end
of the term (i.e. parking space- this is obviously of value to tenant – see Merger)
o Covenant is not expressed to be personal
o Fact that a covenant is to pay a sum of money will not prevent it from touching and concerning the land
What is transferred?
 Covenants that “touch and concern” the land or that affect the landlord/tenant (covenants that relate to
the subject matter of the lease)
 Obligations to repair and pay rent
 Restrictions on the right to assign or sublet
 Doesn’t include any covenants of a personal nature
 Law of Property Act- s. 65(1)- governs assignment when someone buys landlords or tenant’s rights- all real covenants run
with title
What if assignee of tenant acquires purely equitable rights?
o Equitable interest may be involved either b/c the assigned interest was initially equitable or by virtue of the fact that
the assignment is enforceable only in equity
o An assignment of the tenant’s interest that is valid only in equity transfers the benefits of the term to the assignee
(which can be enforced against the original LL), but none of the burdens
o Breach of original lease- may entitle landlord to terminate the initial tenancy, but the original lease subsists, and
landlord doesn’t lose right to recover just because an equitable assignment has occurred. Assignee is now without an
estate, so it may be that assignee has incentive to comply with the head lease.
o The assignee may be bound by restrictive covenants even without Privity of contract or estate
Assignee:
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Under the common law a tenant’s interest is freely alienable and may be assigned or sublet as long as there is no term in
the lease to the contrary.
Privity of contract between landlord and original tenant. While landlord and assignee do not have a privity of contract,
there is a privity of estate, as contract is tenurial in nature.
Default rule: assignee gets the benefits that touch and concern the land. Test: rule in Spencer’s Case relating to covenants
that run with the land.
Similar rule applies when the landlord sells the freehold. s. 65(1), Law of Property Act: refers to these rules:
In assignments, privity of contract and privity of estate are split. The original lease entered into by the tenant and landlord
is known as the head lease. The landlord and tenant have privity of contract; the two parties can sue each other based on
the contract. The tenant still remains liable (upon assignment) to the landlord for its obligations on the head lease.
Between the landlord and the assignee, there is no privity of contract. However, there is still a tenurial relationship
between the two—i.e. privity of estate. This governs the rights and obligations owed directly between the original landlord
and the assignee.

Sublease:
 This occurs when the tenant does not dispose of or convey its entire interest in the estate, rather, the tenant retains a
reversionary interest in the property (e.g. if tenant has 8 months left on a one year lease, and the transfer 4 months of the
lease to another, tenant is subletting the premises. The tenant has a reversionary interest in that they can come back after
the 4 months is up).
 Relationship btw landlord and T1=head lease; relationship btw T1 and T2 = sub-lease; there’s no direct relationship btw
land lord and T2 (no Privity unless T2 signs another contract with landlord) (and no privity of estate)
o This means if T2 is not paying rent, landlord cannot get payment directly from T2. In practice, if T1 is in breach (ie.
Not paying rent), then the landlord can terminate the head lease (under certain conditions), the sub-lease will
follow suit. T2 has no recourse against land lord
 the direct tenurial and contractual relationship btw the head LL and tenant remains
 if head lease is terminated, the common law rule is that the sublease also ceases to exist
Subleasor
 In contrast, in a sublease, the tenant has not disposed of his/her entire estate; they have retained a reversionary interest.
There is still a head lease between the tenant and landlord (where the head tenant is responsible for its obligations under
the head lease). Also, there is privity of contract between the tenant and the subtenant.
 However, with a sublease, there is no legal relationship between the landlord and the subtenant. There is no direct
relationship under either privity of contract or privity of estate. The subtenant has no obligation to pay rent to the
landlord—rather, the subtenant is only required to pay the rent to the tenant (exception: restrictive covenants: landlord
and subtenant can sue each other with regard to these).
 The sublease is dependent on the continued existence of the main lease—if the main lease is terminated, common law rule
is that the sublease thereupon ceases to exist. Indirectly, the subleasor must comply; otherwise the main lease would end.

(d) The concept of "touching and concerning" (Merger Restaurants v. D.M.E. Foods)
 This is defined in the concept of real covenants which an assignee is responsible for to the landlord. They are matters that
relate to the real covenants relate to the subject-matter of the lease (e.g. by affecting the nature, quality, or value of the
land, or the type of use to which it is put).
Merger Restaurants v. D.M.E. Foods (Running of covenant)
Leasehold covenants may “run”
 Which covenants bind the successors of the original parties?
 What does “touch and concern “mean? those that related the subject of the lease, those that affect the value. whether
it’s an important enough a term that was essential to the leasehold.
Lease: Issue of covenants that touch and concern land
FACTS: Brousseau Bros leased to Hospitality who assigned it to Merger. Brousseau bros sold plaza to Lakeview (reversion
interest). Lake now has another tenant – Bonanza who wants certain parking stalls designated for their customers. Merger says
no! under the lease btw Brousseau and Hospitality, the parking stalls were a covenant of the lease. Did the rights in this plaza
touch or concern the land?
Spencer’s case: to run with the land covenants must either affect the land itself the nature, quality or value of the things demised, or
the value of the land at the of the term
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3 Tests:
1. Does covenant affect landlord as landlord and tenant as tenant
2. Does the term affect the nature, quality, or use of the land?
3. Would the covenant lose value if it were severed from the property?
At Trial: parking areas on lot 2 are restricted to the use of Merger and other tenants of lot 2, and their employees and invitees; and
that Lakeview is not entitled to designate parking stalls in the parking areas on lot 2 for the exclusive use of Bonanza Restaurant and
its patrons.
Issue: Does the lease between M and B, granting M exclusive access to the parking lots, run with lease?
Held: Right to parking lot access do run with the land, and thus belong to M
Court of Appeal: concluded inter alia, that the lease under which Merger claimed could not be construed as to allow Lakeview to
permit Bonanza to use parking lot 2.
“Touch and concern that land”- covenants must either affect the land itself (nature, value or quality) of the thing demised OR
the value of the land at the end of the term
Court found, per Spencer’s Case, that the parking is essential for the viability of Merger’s restaurant. The passage of time has
not affected the rule of law laid down in Spencer’s Case, that covenants which touch or concern the land run with the land
and are binding upon successors in title.
REASONING:
 Common law distinguishes between essential and peripheral covenants in a lease. The essential covenants are called the
real covenants. When a lease is assigned, only the real covenants pass to the assignee.
 What is meant by “real covenants” is that they “touch and concern” the subject matter of the lease.
o The common area touch and concern the lease. The parking affects the value of the land and is important.
o The rights touch and concern the demise. They are so important that they cannot be found be to collateral to
the demise.
o When the transfer was made, the parking passes along with it.
Spencer’s Case: to run with the land covenants must either affect the land itself, that is, the “nature, quality or value” of the things
demised; or the value of the land at the end of the term.
 Automatic transfer of benefits and burdens of the lease, if they run with the land. Rent runs with the land.
 Option to purchase does not likely run with the assignment of the lease.
COMMENTS: Law of Property Act, s. 65(1)—applies to all leaseholds
Note: Kontogonis (not binding on the court); distinguished from this case. There is not a separate demise of the parking lot… Ziff
says that he doesn’t understand this distinction, which is being made by the judge. Judge essentially disagrees with the case, saying
that he doesn’t like the case and will not apply it.
o Distinguished in this case! (shopping plaza vs commercial building); the lease in Kontogonis required landlord to
provide suitable parking, whereas the lease here says all the parking.
 Drafting is really important!
Limits on the tenant's right to alienate (Richfield Properties Ltd. v. Sundance Investment Corp.)
NOTE: if the lease is silent, then tenant can assign or sublet (transfer possession) without needing the landlord’s consent. (all else
being equal)
Leases frequently restrict tenant’s powers of alienation and make the various forms including:
1) An absolute prohibition
2) A right to transfer conditioned on the consent of the landlord, without describing the permissible grounds for withholding
consent;
3) A right of transfer conditioned on the consent of the landlord, which is qualified in some manner. In the latter type, the
clause usually provides that the landlord’s consent cannot be unreasonably withheld. ****This is the most common
restraint****. Specific grounds for refusal may also be expressly set out in the lease. In some jurisdictions, the qualification
that the landlord’s refusal must be based on reasonable grounds is implied under statute, either as a rule of construction or
law.
 Damages have also been recovered where the landlord’s refusal was found to be unreasonable, even if this power of
veto was couched in lease as a qualification of the tenants’ power of alienation.
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With each type of restraint, if a tenant breaches the restriction imposed on the transfer of land, this may give rise to a cause of action
by the landlord, who, depending on the nature of the right contained in the lease, might be able to terminate the head lease, and
with all subleases and assignments.
Because these restrictions (rights of refusal by the landlord) restrain alienability, courts will construe strictly.
Richfield Property v. Sundance Investment (1983 ABCA) (Right to Assign the Leasehold- Swiss Chalet)
FACTS: Lease requires consent not unreasonably withheld regarding assigning of rights. The second major tenant in a shopping
complex (B) owned by R objects to a sublease being proposed by swiss chalet in S’s store. Lease says withholding consent is not
unreasonable if another tenant objects to “nature of the business.” B opposes the new assignee because they would hog the
parking spots, thereby impacting their business (which would also affects R the owner of the property as they had a side agreement
that R would get a share of their profits) (Note- no one really knew if B would lose business, but it is reasonable that it might
happen)
Issue: What factors can play into determining reasonableness?
The landlord may not withhold consent arbitrarily or unreasonably. Landlord has long-term interest so they may not want anyone
to randomly take over lease. But to reject, must have good reason. It would not be unreasonable to withhold if the other major
tenant (beaver lumber) objects to the nature business
 In this case, the withholding of consent for assignment is not unreasonable if the other major tenant (Beaver Lumber)
rejects the potential tenant. But cannot reject if the potential business is appropriate under a certain criteria listed in
the lease agreement (“no objection to regular department store, drug store, food and refresh of the kind appropriate
there to”) which Swiss Chalet seems to fall under
Clause in lease said any objections to Nature of business could allow L to withhold consent – parking is directly part of the nature of
the business so if they object to this, its reasonable
 “Static” parking of Swiss Chalet and number of patrons would limit parking of B’s customers
 Reason for withholding consent is reasonable.
Burden lies on tenant to show refusal is unreasonable, not on landlord to show reasonableness
 Consent is not unreasonably withheld if landlord’s own financial interest will be affected, regardless of why it will be
affected
Test of reasonableness is what reasonable landlord would do in circumstances- on facts, a reasonable landlord would not consent to
assignment of lease that would cost him money (prevent him from making what he would have otherwise made from Bs profits)



Lease indicates that tenants may object to potential tenant, based on nature of the business—built into Sundance’s
lease. Also said Landlord themselves could refuse if they were reasonable.
Landlord refused to let Swiss Chalet move in, as their business “touched and concerned” the existing tenants.

DISSENT:
“Nature of the business”- narrow definition- not something inherent in every business (parking) but rather issues of competition
or restraint of alienation (law prefers fewer restraints rather than more so such constraints should be interpreted narrowly.
A preferable construction is one that promotes more freedom.
Dissent’s response to main argument: tenant and landlord both take risks; present tenant could expand their business, and
create parking problems expected with Swiss Chalet business.
Landlord choose to create lease based on revenue, so shouldn’t punish tenant for this. Reasonableness shouldn’t be based
solely on landlord’s economic interest, especially when this allows tenant to sublease only to unsuccessful ventures.
Test to determining whether consent is unreasonably withheld:
1. Burden is on tenant. Test is whether a reasonable person would withhold consent, regardless of reasons of specific
landlord.
2. Court can only use information available to landlord at time of refusal. Landlord’s refusal need only be reasonable, not
necessarily correct
3. Question must be viewed with existing provisions of lease, including rights of tenant to assign and right of landlord to deny.
4. Landlord may withhold consent if assignment diminished value of rights or its reversion. Refusal will be unreasonable if
designed for some collateral purpose

5.

6.
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Financial position of assignee may be a relevant consideration (i.e. to get the failing tenant out of the premise so he could
increase rents and lease to someone else- using dissent reasoning from sundance this would not be ok, but majority might
say that landlord has a right to refuse on financial incentive)
Reasonableness- question of fact- must include commercial realities of the market place and the economic impact

Factors in determining if the landlord withholding consent is reasonable:
1) The landlord should be protected from the land being used in an undesirable way or by an undesirable tenant
2) Refusal must relate to the relationship of the landlord and tenant and the subject matter of the lease.
3) Landlord’s conclusions need only be reasonable (may be reasonably mistaken)
4) A refusal may be upheld even if the proposed use is permitted by the lease
5) The landlord may consider his own interests exclusively, need not consider the tenants
NOTE: where the landlord merely wants a surrender of the term so as to reap the benefits of a rising market, this basis for refusing
has been treated as unreasonable.

4. Obligations of Landlords and Tenants
At CL, if the parties imply agree to import the “usual covenants” into their lease, that will lead to the incorporation of a standard set
of terms
Incorporation under statute can occur in three ways:
(1) certain clauses may be inserted as rules of law, so that the parties cannot contract out of their application
 Common is residential leases
(2) a statute may imply clauses through rules of construction that therefore yield to a contrary intention (as with the terms implied
at common law); and
(3) terms may be incorporated by reference, under “short forms of leases” legislation.
 Highly abbreviated clauses can be inserted into a lease
(a) sources of obligations' (s. 16—landlord, 21—tenant); assignees are s. 22 of the Residential Tenancies Act
(b) quiet enjoyment (often explicit, otherwise implied)
 Quiet enjoyment = peaceful occupation of the premises.
 A tenant has the right to take possession and to be protected against substantial interference with the use and enjoyment
of the premises by the landlord or others claiming under the landlord.
 Sound proofing? Not necessary
 Repeated attempts to force a tenant out is regarded as a patent contravention
 Strictly speaking, this covenant does not protect against the wrongful acts of other tenants, and do not cover defects
existing
(c) non-derogation
 Allied, but distinct from quiet enjoyment, is the principle that a landlord must not derogate from the lease. The lessor
cannot use the property retained in a way that renders the demised premises substantially less fit for the purposes for
which they were let.
o However, merely using the retained land in a way that undermines the profitability of the tenant’s business does
not amount to derogation
(d) repair
 Obligations of repair form a central feature of most modern commercial and residential leases. The common law reads into
a lease a requirement that the tenant must act in a tenant-like manner. Accordingly, certain action has been taken to
preserve the property.
 Landlord and tenant relationship much like a life tenant and a remainderer. Law of waste applies to regulate the rights and
obligations relating to the physical upkeep and deterioration of the property. Tenant liable for voluntary waste and
permissive waste
5. Termination and Remedies
Termination of Leases:
1) Leases run their course: end (periodic tenancy, keeps running until it is terminated (unilateral termination))
2) End through merger: tenant buys out the landlord, obtaining the freehold of property

3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
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 Or third party acquires leasehold and freehold entitlements
Re-entry by landlord as a consequence of breach and LL ending the lease
Notice
Frustration
Forfeiture
 Breach can also lead to forfeiture of the tenancy, but every breach does not necessarily produce that result>
depends on how the tenant’s obligation is set out.
 Right of forfeiture applies when tenant breaches a condition and not a covenant
 Covenants- most terms in leases are laid out as covenants
 Conditions- must be laid out either expressly “on condition that” or by impliedly by indicating “breach leads to
landlord’s right of re-entry”
 Grants a condition subsequent on the premises
 Landlord can choose either to exercise right of re entry to sue in breach
 if lessor suggests right of forfeiture is not being exercised, landlord may be prevented from terminating and may
sue for damages instead (waiver)
 common law remedy of distress – allows for landlord to impound the goods of the tenant until payment is
received. Power of sale has been added by statute – wrt commercial leases usually
Disclaimer
Surrender (expressly, or by conduct, never unilaterally), should the landlord choose to accept it
 Where one party repudiates the lease, by words or conduct, having regarded the lease be ended, the other party
accepting the repudiation

Breach of Issue: What can the landlord do?
1) Sue for Rent: keep lease going
2) Seize tenant’s goods (law of distress): depends on how the obligations are laid out in lease. Traditionally, clauses are
independent of each other, unless the lease ties the landlord’s and tenant’s obligations together. Landlord’s obligations are
conditional on tenant’s acts, otherwise, landlord may re-enter premises. If promises are:
o Nature of Covenants: series of independent promises and breach of one does not give the innocent party a right
to terminate (there is a right to sue).
o Obligations created as conditions: landlord’s obligation is conditional on tenant’s acts.
(a) Expiration and notice
 At common law, lease or fixed term or periodic tenancies have definite expiry dates bringing leases to an end.
 A fixed term lease expires naturally on the expiration of stated term
 Periodic tenancy can end by either party giving appropriate notice (eqv to period of lease, yearly lease only 6 months is req
at common law)
 Tenancy at will – either party serves notice to that effect
 If tenant remains in possession the acceptance of rent may lead to implied existence of renewed periodic term of lease
 If the tenant remains in possession, the acceptance of rent may be taken to mean that a renewal has been agree to, though
the circumstances may dictate that only a periodic term or tenancy at will has been created… A periodic tenancy may be
ended by a timely notice, the extent of which depends on the period of the lease.
 Prior to Residential Tenancies Act, the landlord could terminate the tenancy without reason or cause, and only had to give
the required amount of notice.
 The main change in the new legislation (i.e. Residential Tenancies Act) is that the landlord cannot terminate the tenancy
relationship unless it meets one of the two types of terminations under the Act (note: these only apply to periodic
tenancies):
1) Termination with Reason: need to look to the regulations to determine what amounts to reason. If
terminating for reason, the landlord has to give 3 months notice.
2) Termination with Cause: the landlord can only terminate with cause if
a. There is a substantial breach by the tenant (i.e. one that goes to the root of the obligations of the
tenant)—this is governed by Part 3 of RTA
NOTE: if the substantial breach is failure to pay rent, then the tenant has the right to remedy (the
landlord must give the 14 days for the tenant to pay the rent, and cannot terminate the lease in this
period). For all other substantial breaches, the landlord does not have to give notice.
b. If there is a physical assault (on another tenant or landlord—is not clearly defined in the RTA) or
serious damage to the property, then the landlord can terminate with 48 hours notice (upon
application to a court).
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c.

Occupant provisions (i.e. someone who hasn’t signed the lease but is living with the tenant)—if the
tenant has abandoned the premises, and the landlord wants the tenant’s occupant to leave, the
landlord must give 48 hours to terminate the occupancy. If the occupant has signed the lease, then
the landlord can give 30 days notice (and does not need reason) terminate the occupancy.

(b) disclaimer??
 This occurs when the tenant denies the title of the lessor. If title of the tenant’s term is unified with the lessor title in the
hands of a 3rd party the lease ends through a merger.
(c) Breaches of covenants and conditions
Covenants: Covenants are considered independent of the lease/estate; thus the failure by one party to perform does not give the
other party a right to terminate the estate (ie. If there’s a covenant to supply heating, you can’t not pay rent b/c there hasn't been
heat for a week)
o Unless a covenant is framed as a condition of the lease!! Now a breach will lead to the end of the lease/estate (eg a lease for 7 years, provided that the tenant pay rent”)
Typically, the terms in a lease are set out as covenants
 Metro case: unusual term provided if the landlord has been in breach of any of the terms, tenant may terminate lease.
Normally, tenants are permitted to withhold rent or sue.
 General rule: where covenant is breached, remedy is damages.
 At common law, covenants of the landlord and tenant are mutually exclusive and independent. Therefore, a breach of
one does not entitle the withholding of another.
Conditions:
 Condition subsequent (cloud) granting right of re-entry contingent on a breach, immune from the rule against perpetuities.
 right to renew a lease is immune from the rule against perpetuities.
Breach of covenants and conditions can lead to:
o Action in damages
o Action to collect unpaid rent
o Levy of distraint (seize goods on premises until payment is received- regulated by statute, but allows goods to be sold
for shortfall as an extraordinary power)
o re-enter the premises or
o Maintain the lease and sue for damages
Breach analysis is divided into two parts
o Traditional- common law, terms of the lease were treated as independent of each other. In theory, if tenant breached
an obligation, the landlord remained obligated to undertake his operations. You were not entitled to end tenancy or
withhold landlord’s premises. Landlord’s thus construct leases to give them greater power
o Conventional- Look to cases like Highway Properties and statutory reform
NOTE: this is the common law approach. This approach to remedies has been changed by the Residential Tenancies Act, (but
common law is still the starting point for commercial leases.)
(d) frustration
 Contractual doctrine, which applies to leases whereby if something, which was the fault of neither party, subsequently
changes the subject matter of the lease (i.e. an act of a 3rd party such as God) than the lease will be at its end.
(e) Surrender and repudiation (Highway Properties v. Kelly, Douglas)
2 forms of surrender exist:
 Surrender by agreement: a lease may be brought to an end by tenant expressly surrendering/repudiating his term. Tenant
re-conveys the leasehold interest back to the landlord, landlord accepts surrender.
 Surrender by operation of law: tenant abandons premises by leaving (Highway Properties), landlord accepts abandonment
when landlord resumes possession. Landlord can choose to accept the surrender, but tenant cannot unilaterally surrender
the property.
When a surrender or abandonment occurs, the landlord may pursue one of 4 options:
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1) Ignore the abandonment, refuse to bring about a surrender, and sue for rent as it comes due (i.e. let the term
run its course): No need to mitigate
2) Re-let the premises, with the landlord acting as agent for the tenant and retaining the right to sue for any
shortfall in the rent received: mitigating in itself
 Mere handing over of keys or putting up for “for rent” sign is not enough to be inconsistent with
continuing the lease
3) Accept the surrender and terminate the tenant’s lease, while retaining the right to sue for past breaches (i.e.
sues for everything owed up until the time of abandonment); losses being mitigated here.
4) Accept surrender, and serve notice on the tenant that an action may be brought to recover for prospective
losses caused by the tenant’s repudiation of the unexpired portion of the term even though the estate has
come to an end (created in Highway Properties v. Kelly, Douglas: contractualization of leasehold relationship,
tenant has obligation to maintain business. (Landlord may terminate loss and sue for prospective loss). Must
mitigate in this case. Appropriate notice must be given
a. akin to contractual right to seek full value of lease.
b. This expanded landlord’s options – allows contractual remedy but the extent of the applicability is
uncertain. Also unclear what the tenant’s rights are under contract law
c. Created in Highway Properties Ltd
i. Why allow this forth option?
ii. This allows the principle of anticipatory breach – which is already applied in contract for sale
of land – no reason not to apply it to a contractual lease
1. Rent is payable in future periods and repudiation of the lease means that this lend
will not be paid for the remainder of the lease AND that other losses may occur
notwithstanding that the lease was terminated (highway)
2. So the 4th option is a “present right of recovery for damages for losing the benefit of
the lease over its unexpired term”
3. A clause in the contract stipulating the tenant must carry on business in the
premises (or do something else), if a covenant, doesn’t automatically die with the
repudiation of the lease (in highway the covenant was put in place to attract other
stores from leasing, so the damage was the rent from other stores as the other
stores in the complex didn’t have any incentive to stay if the main store was not
there)
a. LL could still sue for damages from breach of that specific covenant
4. This prevents the dichotomy btw contract law and property law, and allows a
remedy that takes into account both areas,
a. Contract law could restore the parties to the state they would have been in
had their contract been fulfilled, leases shouldn’t be treated differently
b. Landlord and tenant can now terminate leases where a serious breach by
landlord or tenant
5. otherwise a L would have to bring multiple actions which is undesirable

Highway Properties v. Kelly, Douglas (1971, SCC)
Facts: P owns shopping center which features D, a major tenant whose lease lasts for 15 years. After 2 years, D is not profitable and
closes supermarket resulting in further losses. D tried to re-let the premises and failed. P tried to get D to re-open citing a clause 9
which guaranteed continuous operations. This departure seriously undermined the viability and profitability of the entire venture. P
sues for loss of future rent due to rescission, and/or damages since they lost ability to draw in other business.
Issue: What kind of damages is P entitled to?
Held: P can sue for prospective losses after accepting surrender. Court held the lease to be a specialized form of contract (and thus,
landlord could sue for the position he would have been in had the contract been performed).
 This case stands for the proposition that when a landlord terminates a lease b/c of repudiation or a fundamental breach,
damages are not limited to those that have accrued to the date of termination
Reasoning:
At common law, a landlord had the above first 3 options to deal with an abandonment. At common law, the landlord could
only sue for past breaches—he couldn’t sue for future/prospective losses once the lease has been brought to an end. This
case changed all this.
Lease is both contract law and an estate in land- the contractual part ought to be accentuated more. Makes sense to create this
forth option, assuming a duty to mitigate also exists.
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Proper notice must also be given to tenant so they know exactly which option the landlord is being excised to allow tenant
opportunity to mitigate their own loss as well as supervising the landlords attempts at mitigation
Notice must be fairly explicit- but it is possibly timely filing of the lawsuit can satisfy notice

“landlord may elect to terminate the lease but with notice to the defaulting tenant that damages will be claimed on the footing of a
present recovery of damages for losing the benefit of the lease over its unexpired term. One element of such damages would be the
PV of the unpaid future rent for the unexpired period of the lease less the actual rental value of the premises for that period, another
element would be the losses, so far as provable, resulting from repudiation”
 Laskin saying this type of commercial lease isn’t just a property right, it’s also a contractual right (importing contract law
into property law)
 This case is important as it “contractualizes” leases. It also brings together covenants and conditions
 Post Highway Properties, does this give the tenant the right to claim fundamental breach when landlords has breached a
covenant/conditions. There are some cases in Canada, England and Australia that have done just that.
 in commercial leases, landlord does not have to mitigate damages and this seems to be the case in Canada unless take
option 4, where you want to sue for future damage, then must mitigate damages.
***CONTRACTUALIZED LEASES IN CANADA!!!!!!!!!!***
PROBLEM:
How far can we go in analogizing the landlord-tenant relationship to that of a contract? If breach of covenant, after highway
properties, what is it?
 If you have a serious, fundamental breach, then you can terminate as well
 Contract law ADDS to covenant, to give it more power!! Condition dichotomy is still important though because
termination might be built in.
AFTER A BREACH OF COVENANT OR CONDITION YOU CAN TERMINATE THE LEASE, AND BECAUSE OF HIGHWAY PROPERTIES…
YOU CAN STILL GET FUTURE REMEDIES WHEN YOU TERMINATE
In theory, it should mean if landlord had committed breach of a lease (which is always in the form of a covenant), then a tenant
could terminate lease for substantial breach by a landlord…YES THEY CAN. The contractualization of landlord/tenant, have given
additional rights to both parties!

So if LL finds new tenant you’re obligations are obliterated, but if not, you’re on the hook for rent until you’re lease ends. LL has a
duty to mitigate their loss in contract law but not in property law!! You as the tenant have to find sub-leasor. As the LL, if you want
to say the lease is still in force, then you just have to wait month after month, during this time the leasee might become insolvent
while you have an empty store. This could affect your security policy and other stores in the area if you are also the LL. OR you let
your tenant know you will be renting on their behalf (3 ways, highway came up with the 4 th way)
(f) others
Does the finding of Highway Properties mean that a fundamental breach of a covenant allows the landlord to treat the lease as
having ended, even if no abandonment?
o This has prevailed in Australia and NA, and is hinted at in a few English cases
What if the landlord breaches?
o Historically- landlords terms were covenants, so even an egregious breach meant tenant must continue to pay although
they can sue
o Since Highway Properties, FB by landlord triggers right of termination by tenant
Departure from conventional approach to covenants and conditions.
Efficient Breach (Evergreen v IBI)
 The good will end up in the hands of the person who values it the most
 Common law remedy is damages instead of specific performance
LL is Evergreen, want to tear down building and build condo. IBI is tenant. Evergreen wants to breach and compensate IBI and ask
them to go. IBI says they have exclusive possession in the land until the end of the lease term (10 years) so we aren’t leaving.
 Contract law: take your damages and go
 Property law: exclusive possessory right
Highway Properties: brings in contract law (lease >real estate, it’s also a contract)
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Decision here: BCCA brought in all of contract law, allowed eviction for damages. Lease has lost all proprietary nature and is only a
contract. IBI appealed but eventually settled with Evergreen
 What about the little old lady who will be evicted?
o Conditions of commercial leases don't apply to residential leases
TNG (ONCA Bankruptcy Case)
 Tenant becomes insolvent, notifies LL (repudiation), LL is silent and kept collect rent.
 ONCA: Highway property rules
Residential Tenancy Reform
Residential Leases
o Residential tenancies act – see section on this below
o S1a(k) – RT agreement can be oral, written or implied. Broad enough to include licenses (2.2 tells you which licenses are
excluded)
o S3 can’t detract from the rights and obligations in the RTA (the act prevails – can’t contract out of them) but can add to
them
o S5-1 statutory termination periods for periodic tenancies. Can no longer terminate a periodic tenancy without cause,
substantial change to common law as it was before. Reasons include things like major renovations, demolition,
personal use by landlord etc. included to stop landlord from terminating for discriminatory reasons
o In Alberta – no rent control – no true security of tenure – landlord can hike up your rent to try to get you to leave, only
requirement is that he give notice
o 2...e does exclusive possession mean sole occupation? –
o What is self-contained? – washroom down the hall?
o Rooming house is not explicitly excluded

In the area of residential tenancies, the law is the common law supplemented by the Residential Tenancies Act
o Common law presumption: if lease is silent, you can sublet
o Residential Tenancies Act: cannot sublet unless landlord consents (s22)
 S 2(2)(d) excludes certain types of licensees, therefore other licensees are covered!! Licensees are included other than
where they are expressly excluded
 S 3(1) prohibits landlords from bypassing the act
 If the tenant is in a periodic tenancy, and is paying rent regularly, you must have a prescribed reason in s11 or s12
 To increase the rent, you can only do it once a year, and you have to give 3 months notice, no rent control in Alberta
 S21 – tenants’ covenant – implied in every contract
 Read: ss 26,27,29,37
o S27 – almost codifies highways properties
o S 29 – right of re-entry (exception to the rule of perpetuities for long term lease [like over 100years])
(a) The impetus for reform
Reform was needed for 2 reasons. (a) To redistribute power balance between landlords and tenants, and (b) to reconcile the
different perspectives of landlords (land= business), and tenants (land = home)
(b) Areas of reform
10 major areas of reform include (although not all are necessarily adopted by each province):
1. Greater security of tenure for tenants and lodgers
2. Increased notice periods for termination
3. Fixing of standard obligations of landlords and tenants to fairly allocate responsibilities
4. Increase in tenant’s remedies
5. Curtailment of landlord’s self-help remedies
6. Establishment of prohibitions on bargaining away of statutory rights
7. Elimination of various anachronisms affecting general landlord/tenant law
8. Establish dispute resolution procedures to be expeditious and inexpensive
9. Creation of landlord/tenant advisory boards
10. Rent control mechanisms
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Landlord and Tenant Act (Alberta) 1992
What is covered?
2(2)- list of exceptions.
o Act does not apply to dorms (2(2)(e)), or mobile home site
o If not excluded in the act then the license is included
3(1)- Any waiver or release by a tenant of the rights, benefits, or protections under the Act are void. (landlord cannot
contract out of the Act)
3(2)- Requires all written leases to indicate that if the lease conflicts with the Act, then the Act wins
Periodic Tenancies
 Periodic tenancy continues month to month, year to year, as long as parties want to keep it going
 In common law there is a notice period that must be given to end the periodic tenancy, and this act extends this period in
favor of the tenant:
 5(1) A weekly, monthly or yearly tenancy may be terminated by either the landlord or the tenant on notice to the other.
(2) The notice (a) must be served in sufficient time to give the period of notice required by section 7, 8, 9, 11 or 12, as the
case may be, and (b) must meet the requirements of section 10.
If you breach, you can be out in 14 days. But what if you are complying with the lease and Landlord wants you out in 90 days, they
need a reason!
Termination and Notice
Restrictions are in place on landlords right to breach absent a relevant breach
S. 6- If landlord seeks to terminate periodic tenancy, must be for a reason listed in s. 11 or s. 12, or else as prescribed by
regulations. Regulations include:
o Personal use by landlord or purchaser
o Major renovations
o Conversion to non-residential uses
o Student is no longer a student
Required notice- see s. 7-10
o Ss. 7, 8- weekly and monthly tenancies- provides restrictions for both landlords and tenants as to when notice can
be given
 Monthly tenancy – landlord 3 months notice, tenant 1
o S. 9- yearly tenancy- landlord must give 90 days notice for termination, tenants requires 60 days
o S. 10- To terminate lease, must be in writing, signed and if the landlord breaches reasons for termination must be
included.
Implied periodic tenancy
13 When a periodic tenancy is implied by operation of law after the expiration or termination of a prior fixed term tenancy, the
implied tenancy, in the absence of facts showing a contrary intention, is
(a) if the prior tenancy was for a fixed term of one month or more, a monthly tenancy, or
(b) if the prior tenancy was for a fixed term of less than one month, a weekly tenancy.
-

S. 14- Rent increases- certain notice must be provided, and pursuant to new regulations, rent increases are limited to once
year
o Note- this can be used if you don’t have a prescribed reason but want to kick them out – increase the rent like
crazy, no rent control in AB

Obligations
S. 16- Landlords covenants include (in every residential tenancy agreement) (not a closed list)
o Premises must be available for occupation at the start of the tenancy
o Tenant is entitled to quiet enjoyment (neither landlord or any other person having claim to premises under
landlord will in any significant way disturb the tenant’s possession or peaceful enjoyment of premises (subject to
landlord’s right of entry pursuant to emergency or abandonment under s. 23
 Subject to landlords right to enter premises if there are reasonable grounds to believe (a) that emergency
repairs are needed or (b) that tenant has abandoned premises
 Landlord may enter at a reasonable time (after serving written notice) to inspect the state of repairs,
make repairs or show property to prospective purchasers, tenants, etc.
o Premise must be habitable at the start of the tenancy
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S. 21- Tenant’s covenants (also form part of every residential tenancy agreement)
o Rent is paid when due
o Must not interfere with rights of landlord or other tenants
o Must not carry on illegal acts while on premises (illegal trade, business, occupation)
o Must not endanger persons or property on the premises
o Must maintain premises in reasonably clean condition
o Must vacate premise at expiry or termination of tenancy
o All these provisions are inclusive of “the premises, common areas or property which they form a part”

Right of Assignment
22(1)- Overrule common law presumption of tenant’s absolute right to assign his/her obligations. Written consent of
landlord is required for valid assignment or sub-lease.
o Rule of construction- landlord can waive this right
S. 22(2)- landlord must give consent unless there are reasonable grounds for the refusal (instead of common law
assumption that landlord could refuse for any reasons)
o This act is intended to protect the tenant, so the landlord can choose to waive these rights. Tenants cannot waive
such rights
Landlord Remedies
S. 26- If tenant breaches RTA, landlord has grounds for applying to the court for:
o Recovery of arrears of rent
o Recovery of damages for breach of RTA
o Compensation for use and occupation from tenant who remains beyond expiration or expiry of lease
o Right to recover possession from tenant who remains beyond expiration or expiry of lease
o Right to terminate tenancy for substantial breach
S. 27- If tenant abandons or gives reason for landlord to suspect repudiation of the tenancy, (in the shadow of Highways
Properties) the following remedies are allowed:
o 27(1)(a)- Accept the repudiation
o 27(1)(b)- Refuse to accept and continue the tenancy
o 27(3)- If landlord accepts a repudiation, they can recover:
 (a) Damages from breach prior to the repudiation AND
 (b) Damages for loss of benefit of the tenancy
o 27(4)- Landlord must make reasonable efforts to mitigate damages
o 27(5)- If landlord refuses to accept repudiation, must still attempt to mitigate
o 27(6)- Landlord who mitigates by re-letting is:
 (a) deemed to have accepted repudiation of previous tenant
 (b) May recover damages in same manner as if accepting repudiation
S. 29- Substantial breach- landlord can remove tenant as early as 14 days after breach.
Tenant’s Remedies
Under conventional analysis, unless tenant acquired the virtue of removal of obligations the lease, they remained
responsible for all obligations
S. 28- landlord’s substantial breach- 14 days notice required of tenant as well
s. 37- Tenant’s remedies include:
o Damages
o Abatement of rent to extent the breach deprives the tenant of benefits
o Compensation for performing landlord’s obligations
o Termination of agreement
Recovery of Damages
Section 32
If tenant moves out late, this can cause damage to landlord who may have had another tenant lined up who refuses to move in if the
place isn't ready by a date. The older tenant may be liable for general damages that the landlord has suffered
32 In an application to a court for the recovery of damages resulting from the tenant's breach of the tenant's covenant to vacate the
residential premises at the expiration or termination of the tenancy, a landlord may recover
(a) general damages the landlord has suffered resulting from the tenant's failure to vacate the premises
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(b) special damages the landlord has suffered resulting from the landlord's liability to a new tenant because of the
landlord's failure to deliver possession of the premises to the new tenant, if the tenant could reasonably have foreseen that those
damages would be a consequence of the tenant's failure to vacate the premises.
s.33: notice to vacate
s.34: order for recovery of possession
s.35: writ of possession
s.36: notice for vacate (person who is not a tenant but living on premises)
Tenant Remedies:
s. 37: including termination
see also ss. 38-39
The RTA is not a true codification of the law. You first need to know the common law and then you have to look at the act to see if it
affects the issue.
(d) The rent control debate
Often are argued as economically wasteful. Forces landlords to rent out premises at less than market value, which restricts
incentive to maintain proper upkeep and creates incentive for the wealthy to create black markets for residential premises
On other side- nothing in statutes prevent landlords from enacting their once a year increases to such an exorbitant amount to
get around other obligations in the RTA. Security of tenure is therefore significantly impacted without such rent control
measures.
 A scheme that allows for a fixed annual increase is possible, but will not be fair to all concerned. Some rents may have been
historically low; landlords may have introduced upgrades and feel entitled to increased rental income. Hence, an
administrative mechanism must be established to deal with unconventional circumstances.
 Other problems for rent control to be effective: for example, a landlord faced with a cap on income may choose to reduce
maintenance of the premises as a way to increase the profit margin. If the value of the property as a rental unit drops too
low, it might induce the landlord to change uses.
 Controls are useful for those presently in rental accommodations, but a low rent creates incentives for tenants to stay put,
leaving the next generation of renters with fewer options.
 A general rent control system no longer operates (in Nova Scotia), though only one increase in rent can be introduced in a
given year.
 Landlords may wish not to evict, but only to gouge.
(e) the life lease concept (Vernon)
 The life lease concept, in Ontario at least, is a hybrid beast that is undefined by statute, but governed and circumscribed in
its creation and operation by numerous statutes of general application, both federal and provincial.
 Definition: “A life lease is a rental agreement which entitles seniors the right to occupy a unit for the rest of their lives in
exchange for the payment of a lump sum. Life leases are usually terminated by the death of the tenant or at the option of
the tenant, upon giving a specific amount of notice.”
o At termination: an amount is usually reimbursed.
o In addition to the initial lump sum payment, the residents are also responsible for monthly payments, similar to
condominium fees, which pass on the sponsors operating costs, usually including property taxes, utilities,
maintenance and replacement services.
Not a leasehold, nor a life estate. Rather, it is an interest in property that cannot extend beyond the life of its owner, and possibly a
brief period thereafter.

6. The Proprietary Status of Licenses (Note) (find/include blue jays case)
o

A license is a permission to do that which would otherwise constitute a trespass express or implicit

(a) bare
 a bare license, one unsupported by a contract, is fully revocable. It is in the nature of private property that the implied
general invitation may be withdrawn at any time for virtually any reason.
o Guest has a license with your permission
o Permission may be revoked, if they refuse to leave they are trespassers
(b) contractual
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In the past, even a contractual license was treated as being revocable, the licensor being liable only in damages for revoking
a breach of the contract. Today, when a license expressly or impliedly precludes or limits revocation, the licensor may be
prevented, by injunction if necessary, from revoking contrary to the agreement.
Buy a ticket to a show, mid-show you are asked to leave, can they do that?
 No, not if you aren't misbehaving Hurst v Picture Theaters confirms that the purchaser of a ticket for a seat at the
theatre has the right to remain and attend the entire performance.

revocable/irrevocable
 An irrevocable license would not bind a purchaser of the land over which the license is exercised. But there are times
where a license will bind a subsequent buyer. A license can become an interest in land, in equity under the principles of
estoppel and unjust enrichment
o A license by estoppel may be imposed when the owner of land requests or allows another to spend money under
an expectation that the other party will be able to remain there. Can be detrimental reliance (Stiles v Tod
Mountain)
 Now, sometimes the licensor is bound to specific performance if the agreement is interpreted to be irrevocable or only
revocable on certain conditions. Traditionally, licenses were revocable in common law.
 License is generally an in personam right, doesn’t pass with the land
(d) licenses as equitable interests in land (Toronto v. Jarvis)
 Generally, A license is not an interest in land. In some instances, however, courts have recognized licenses to grow into
interests in land (Toronto v Jarvis)
 a license by estoppel may be imposed, for example, when the owner of land requests or allows another to spend money
under an expectation, created by the owner of a parcel, that the other party will be able to remain there.
Toronto v. Jarvis (1895) 25 S.C.R. 237 (CB, 650-651) (Can a license ever become an interest in land?)
o If it was a mere license it would have been revocable at first, but if not countermanded before money had been
expended in the execution of the purpose for which it was conferred it would have by that expenditure become
irrevocable and therefore an interest in land.
Facts: City is constructing a drain on property owned by J with J’s permission. J then transfers land to G. G has notice of the
agreement between J and the city before the purchase.
 Regardless of whether its treated as a license, quasi-easement, or something else, it was an interest in land to which
registry laws apply
 If it is a license, it would have been revocable but once money was expended, it becomes irrevocable, and therefore an
interest in the land. (via reliance in (proprietary) estoppel)
 License may then be binding on third parties, in appropriate circumstances
 When license becomes recognized as equitable, a constructive trust may in fact be created
 Constructive trust (CT) is imposed only if court is satisfied the conscience of estate owner is affected so it would be
inequitable to allow him to deny the claimant’s interest in the land
The bona fide purchaser in this case was not notified of this special license therefore not liable to it

-

-

Summary: Licenses come in all shapes or sizes. Some are revocable, some are not (if set out they are not). Generally, licenses are not
interest in land (but can be either in promissory estoppel, or constructive trusts).
 Denning thought all licenses could be interest in land, but he’s wrong!
o A license may be irrevocable but not an interest in land, it could also be irrevocable and also an interest in land
Ziff – can be irrevocable without being an interest in land
as between the parties, can have an irrevocable license
This would be agreed that neither of the parties revoke this in personam right
Then the right would be protected against third parties based on proprietary estoppel doctrine if the licensee expended money as
they thought they had an interest in that thing
o The licensee can protect their interest thru PE
o If the purchaser had no notice so they were not bound by it – this is a separate issue
 Bona fide purchaser for value without notice
Constructive Trusts and licenses
When license becomes recognized as equitable, a constructive trust may in fact be created
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The remedy of a CT is appropriate only if it would be unconscionable to allow the purchaser to take the land without license.
The critical question is whether the purchaser has undertaken a new obligation to give effect to the license. That undertaking
might well be proven when a party acquires title knowing there is a license, expressly taking title subj to it, and enjoying a
benefit, such as a reduction in price
o The court does not like to do this because when a purchaser buys land, the sale is subject to any encumbrances or prior
interests. Vendor has a duty to disclose all encumbrances known to him so he isn’t sued by the purchaser. Purchaser doesn’t
need to consider whether they are assuming any extra liability for any prior interest in favor of third parties, because
everything is on the title, and vendor has duty to disclose. With goods this could be different
Some English authority says that contractual license can enjoy the status of an equitable interest in land (Denning)
o Later rejected. HOL said “a license in connection with land while entitling the licensee to use the land for the purposes
authorized by the license does not create an estate in the land”
Contractual license is not to be treated as creating a proprietary interest in land as to bind third parties with notice on it, on this
account alone
o

-

-

(e) license coupled with an interest
 A license “coupled with an interest” can also bind 3rd parties in some circumstances. For example, a license normally
attaches to the grant of a profit a prendre. A profit is a real property interest entitling the holder to acquire some natural
resource on land belonging to another. The license, as an integral part of the grant, will bind subsequent owners of the\
lands over which the profit is enjoyed.
 The key is that the binding nature of the license of third parties is dependent on the status of the interest to which it is
coupled. If that interest cannot bind third parties, neither will the license.
7. Bailment
 A temporary transfer of personalty under which the goods of a bailor are voluntarily handed over to a bailee. Resembles a
lease (voluntary assumption of the good by the bailee (so even a thief counts in one school of thought))
o bailment as a sui generis concept (pioneer container)
o bailment is founded exclusively on one person’s voluntary possession of goods that belong to another. Bailment
is a unique doctrine of law. One person is owner of a chattel, transfers it to possession of someone else but retains
a reversionary interest in the chattel
o a finder is a quasi-bailee, only subject to the standard of negligence, liability of wrongful redelivery seems to be
less stringent
o garden variety bailment: bailed goods are to be redelivered in their original or altered form
o bailment applies to fungible goods, even if the bailor knows he’s not getting the original back
o bailee is vicariously liable for employees
 depending on the type, the standard of care is different
o bailee cannot deviate from the terms of the bailment or sell it
 if you’re holding it solely for the benefit for the bailor, then standard of care is low only gross
negligence
 if you’re holding it solely for the benefit of yourself, then slight negligence
 mutual benefit, then ordinary negligence
 does the bailor have to prove negligence?
o Negligence is presumed, it’s up to the bailee to prove he was careful
 Prevailing view that a bailment requires a voluntary assumption by the bailee
(ii) bailment versus other legal relations
 Bailment resembles, to a degree, a lease of land. And just as the law affecting land leases is an amalgam of
principles of property and contract, so too is the law of bailment, with the added dimension that the impact of tort
law is also apparent. The law of bailment draws from each of these areas, but it emerges as a branch of law that is
distinct from all three.
 If the owner of a chattel has the exclusive right to store goods on defined premises, this may produce not a
bailment but a lease of land
(iii) Other Elements
 Can have a contractual or gratuitous bailment
 Must have a transfer of possession
 Generally, goods given to a bailee are to be re-delivered at end of term of transfer, either in original or altered
form.
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Can be for a fixed term (suspending the bailor’s right to possession) or at will (no suspension of right to possession)
Sometimes, the goods do not have to be returned to the bailor (i.e. consignment sales)
Generally, when a bailment exists there will be a constructive bailment of other items that one would expect obe
in the principal chattel

Example: Parking car on parking lot. Court must consider many factors, including whether keys are handed over (key factor, not
determinative though), degree of supervision, layout of premises, etc. It is by no means a clear case of bailment.
Central question in determining if there has been a bailment: has there been a transfer of possession?
Examples:
a) A stores A’s goods in B’s basement.
a. Bailment because B has taken temporary possession of A’s goods and A bailed his goods to B (and A
expects return of A’s goods from B). Bailment is for the bailor’s (A’s) benefit.
b) A lends B A’s chair.
a. This is a bailment (because B has taken temporary possession of A’s goods and A expects a return of the
goods). This bailment is for Bailee’s benefit.
c) Ziff Pancake House offers “free parking,” and you park in the lots and go to the restaurant.
a. Could either be a bailment or a license (i.e. restaurant is licensor and gives you the right to park on the
restaurant’s land says restaurant won’t sue you for trespass). In determining if the restaurant is a bailee
you have to ask if possession has really been transferred (i.e. who keep the keys, is there a parking
attendant?)
d) Park a Car?: contents (Minichiello v Devonshire Hotel)
a. Is this an act of bailment? Mostly raised when something bad happens to the car. In order to determine
the liability of owner of lot, need to determine of bailment had occurred.
i. If not a bailment, could be a contract. If a license to park car in parking lot, but no contract, no
duty to care for your car. But if a bailment, there is a duty.
ii. One of the most helpful factors is whether or not you gave the keys to an attended on the lot. If
they took your keys, have permission to move your car around, made any representation that
they will protect car, if de facto they assumed control/possession, it is a bailment
iii. If you bail a car, you are possibly bailing contents inside the car as well

(b) obligations of a bailee (Letourneau v. Otto Mobiles Edmonton (1984) Ltd.)
(i) generally
 Distinction between lease and license affects the nature and extent of the responsibilities that arise in relation to
chattels.
 A licensor: governed by general law, given a mere permission for the deposit of a chattel, assumes no special obligations
over it beyond that imposed by the general law. A licensor is liable for stealing or converting the goods, for trespass or
detinue, or when positive acts of negligence cause damage. The licensor, unless pursuant to contract, has NO obligations to
the licensee with respect to chattel.
 A bailee: must be far more conscientious (is governed by the general law and the principles that relate specifically to the
bailment relationship
o Deviation = strict liability; wrongful delivery usually amounts to deviation, refusal to redeliver as directed by bailor
could also render bailee liable
 That’s tortious conversion even if the misdelivery was due to reasonable mistake
o Unless the contract set out the level of care and possession. Otherwise it’s implied.
o So, the bailment relationship triggers responsibilities that are not necessarily triggered in a licensing
relationship.
o At common law, default is to be careful/take care of item. But lower standard compared to contract, as if
item goes missing, not responsible unless negligent.
 Bailment duties: triggered, license: duties not triggered. Difference in duties of care.
If not mentioned in contract, then it’s implied:
(i) the early position on implied terms, the “strict contractual approach”
Bailee was strictly liable for just about any conduct resulting in damage or loss, even if it was shown that all care was taken to
perform obligations. Strict adherence to contract terms- if it says A will return goods in certain state, anything less means A is
liable.
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(ii) Contextualize - the modern rules, boils down to 3 levels of liability
1.

2.
3.

Bailments for the benefit of the bailor—bailee’s duty is only slight. Bailee assumes a low duty of care and is
only liable for gross negligence. Only slight diligence is required. The duty of involuntary bailees are minimal
(i.e. the same as those of a gratuitous bailee)
Bailments for the sole benefit of the bailee—bailee must show great diligence and is liable even for slight
negligence.
Bailments of mutual benefit—i.e. benefit both bailor and bailee—a duty of ordinary negligence and diligence
is required.

(iv) a 'postmodern' approach to liability- General Negligence approach
a. Establish bailment: bailor must do this
b. Shift burden: If bailment stolen by employee, bailee is liable to bailor (if goods lost, stolen, damaged burden shifts
since bailee is in a position to know)
c. Escape liability: bailee must show it took reasonable precautions under circumstances, or to fight liability through
causation: not my inappropriate care that resulted in this loss, not my failure to take care that caused damage
i. Bailee may show that he had taken reasonable care of the goods
ii. Bailee may show that his acknowledged or established failure to take reasonable care did not contribute
to the loss
d. The obligation of the bailee is to take the same care of the goods received as a prudent owner, acting reasonably,
might be expected to take of his or her own chattels.
e. New approach (but its not universally so) involves general standard of negligence across the board. All of the
circumstances of the bailment are taken into consideration, including who received the benefit, but only lip
service paid to the above 3 categories.
f. Level of care depends on specific circumstances, including presence of special perils; all determine what can be
expected of bailee. Also, any special skills held out by bailee can be persuasive.
g. Obligation of bailee generally is to take the same care of the goods received as would a prudent owner, acting
reasonably, be expected to take of his own goods
h. Duties imposed on involuntary bailees are minimal – such bailees are treated in law as being good Samaritans
(duties are that of a gratuitous bailee)
i. A bailee may be held liable for acts of an employee committed in the course of employment by virtue of the
principles of vicarious liability
*the specific circumstances of a case will always matter
 Certain chattels must be taken care of in a certain way (eg storing a porche)
 Special skills of the bailee is taken into account
 Specific perils or risk are also relevant
(v) the continued importance of strict liability
 Bailee is usually in the best position to know about the reason for the negligence.
Letourneau v. Otto Mobiles Edmonton (1984) Ltd.) [2003] 3 WWR 389
Facts: P owns mobile home being repaired by D. D instructs P to leave mobile home being dropped off after hours in adjacent lot.
Trailer is lost overnight. P argues D had possession and control of chattel, and D did not take reasonable control. D argues no actual
or constructive possession; thus no bailment exists. D never received key.
ISSUE: concerned with liability;
(i)
did a bailor-bailee relationship exist;
(ii)
if so, did the defendant fail to meet the standard of care owed to the plaintiffs?
(iii)
If so, was the plaintiffs’ loss caused by the defendant’s failure to meet this standard of care?
(iv)
Did the plaintiff’s negligence contribute to their own loss?
HELD: plaintiff (owner of RV), D is responsible for not providing safe storage. Thus damages for loss are allowed.
REASONING:
 Defendant assured plaintiff that it was fine to leave her vehicle at the location (beside the defendant’s repair shop) after hours.
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Bailor-bailee relationship? Possession of the chattel by the bailee existed (i.e. the defendant); the plaintiffs never physically
delivered possession of the Trailer by direct delivery of the keys to the Defendant. However, they did comply precisely with the
instructions of the Services Manager regarding drop-off.
o Not leaving it on the defendant’s property is not a bar to creating the relationship of bailor-bailee.
 The trailer was left on the adjacent property with the consent, agreement and guidance of the Defendant’s Service Manager.
The defendant is responsible for not providing a safe location for storage of the Trailer given that it invited the Plaintiffs to
deliver possession of the Trailer to it during off-business hours.
 Distinction between gratuitous bailee and bailee for reward not necessary. Either way, liability is avoided if (a) reasonable care
is taken with goods, or (b) the failure to take reasonable care did not contribute to the loss.
 Must consider all circumstances, such as how bailment came about, relationship of parties, value and nature of item in
determining what is reasonable in the circumstances.
 Exclusion clause- must be strictly interpreted- does not cover loss before work is started
 Contributory Negligence? Rarely found in bailment cases; the direction of the Service Manager to the plaintiffs to park in the
designated parking spot assured them that the Trailer could be left safely in that location.
Damages awarded ($27,500.00)


(c) obligations of a bailor
 Bailor owes a duty of care concerning the state of the chattel. Bailor’s duty reflects an analogy to contractual liability of a
seller of goods (whereas bailee’s duty is similar to tort liability)
o Obligation to take reasonable care that the goods supplied are safe and suitable
o Bailor not liable for latent defects
o Pretty much negligence standard, other than under Sale of Goods acts which are higher
 Thus, bailor for reward (i.e. mutual benefit) has duty to ensure that chattels are reasonably fit and are suitable for the
purposes of the hirer.
 In a gratuitous bailment for the benefit of the bailee, bailor will be liable for failing, through wilful or gross negligence to
warn the borrower of known defects
 Bailor for reward has duty to ensure chattels are reasonably fit and suitable for the purpose of the hirer
 Gratuitous bailment – bailor may be held liable for failing to warn the borrower of known defects that might make the item
unfit for its purpose.
 For ex. Where A stores Bs goods as a favor to B, B must inform A of any defects in the chattel
(d) the onus of proof in bailment claims (notes)
(i) general rule
 In civil actions the general rule is that the plaintiff bears a burden of persuasion and must therefore prove all
elements of liability on the balance of probabilities. In bailment claims, a presumption of negligence can arise,
which the bailee must then rebut in order to avoid liability.
(ii) the elements of a reverse onus clause
The presumption of negligence contains three components:
1) Triggering Facts: facts that must be proven by bailor;
2) The Short-Cut to Proof: the facts that are then presumed against the bailee; and
3) The Escape Route: the matters that the bailee must prove in order to overcome the shift in onus.
a. (a) the system to care for the goods was reasonable and up to proper standards, or
b. (b) any failings or negligence were not connected to the loss


Plaintiff-bailor, however, must show that acts complained of occurred during course of bailment, not before or
afterwards. So, if items have gone missing the presumption will not apply unless it is shown that loss occurred
while goods were in the possession of the bailee.
 When the triggering facts are all in place, negligence is presumed against the bailee, the degree of negligence
being dictated by the type of bailment arrangement. Bottom line, the bailee must disprove negligence (whether
slight, gross, or ordinary, to use the modern tags). The defendant does not have to explain fully what happened;
rather, what needs to be shown is that the system in place for the care and safekeeping of the bailed goods was up
to standard required by bailment law.
Once presumption is established, the burden shifts and is on the defendant, the bailee, to show it met its obligations including
duty of care to the bailor (owner of trailer)
 This onus is reversed because bailee is likely to know best what happened to property and
prevent it from happening
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Avoiding Liability
 Terms of a bailment contract may alter the responsibilities and rights of each party.
 Liability can be limited through an exemption or exclusionary clause
o Courts don’t like these clauses
 An exculpatory clause will only apply if accepted by the bailor – in written contracts it must be clear – but not every bailment
is created by way of contract
o Ex. Parking lot situation – signs are posted such as “not responsible for loss or damage” warnings will not apply
unless bailor had express or constructive notice of the clause at the time when the bailment occurred. Things like
location of sign will play into finding. If repeat customer, more likely to find notice
o Will not apply unless the bailor had either actual or constructive notice of the clause at the time when the
bailment agreement was stuck
 Bailee may be estopped from relying on clause by conduct suggesting it won’t be relied on
 Contra proferentum: - court may give a narrow reading to very wide or ambiguous exemption clause
 Contracting out liability for fundamental breach: Whether a bailee is exempt from fundamental breaches is a question of
construction. The courts will not readily construe an exculpatory clause as having a sweeping effect of absolving a party from
liability for fundamental breach. Courts will also look at whether the agreement was unconscionable or whether an otherwise
enforceable may not be b/c of public policy




Warning must be brought to the attention of the bailor at the time of the agreements
Estoppel: Bailee may be estopped from enforcing a clause if its conduct suggests that it will not enforce it.
 Eg. “Unforgivable small print”
Four Corners: clause normally doesn’t apply if bailee is acting outside of the four corners of the bailment.





to avoid liability a bailee must prove that he had taken reasonable care of the goods, or he may show that his acknowledged
or established failure to take reasonable care did not contribute to the loss.
For contributory negligence to succeed as a defense, the defendant must prove that the plaintiff was negligent and that the
plaintiff’s negligence was a cause of his or her loss. The test is reasonable foreseeability of probable or possible risks: Heller v
Martens
A bailee’s liability is not restricted to negligent acts or omissions. Bailed goods cannot be dealt with in a manner that falls
outside the terms, express or implied, of the bailment.

(e) sub-bailment (Punch v. Savoy)
 A bailee may sub-bail or assign, provided that the terms of the initial bailment expressly or impliedly permit this to be done.
Even if not, the assignment or sub-bailment may later be ratified by the bailor.
 A tort action is available against third parties whenever a permanent injury to the bailor’s reversionary interest has been
inflicted
 Once a bailment has been terminated, the bailor can pursue a remedy against the person then in possession
 Unauthorized sub bailment creates strict liability
Modern authorities confer on the bailor a direct right of action against a sub-bailee when:
1) the bailor has an immediate right to terminate the principal bailment;
2) the sub-bailee accepts the goods knowing that the goods belong to someone other than the sub-bailor.
 Notice here that a right to sue may exist even if there is no direct contractual relationship between the bailor and the subbailee. At one time it seemed clear that when the bailor sues the sub-bailee, the primary basis of liability rests on the terms
of the sub-bailment. This SHOULD mean that if the sub-bailment contains an effective exculpatory clause, then recovery by
the bailor can be precluded. HOWEVER, in Punch v. Savoy’s Jewellers, this result was avoided.
 What makes event between Punch case a bailment? Transfer of personal property for exclusive possession.
Punch v. Savoy (1986) 54 O.R. (2d) 383 (CB, 657) softened exculpatory clause
FACTS:
P entrusts S with valuable family heirloom to repair. S sub-contracts with W who makes repairs and ships it back with carrier CN. P
impliedly agreed to allow W work on heirloom, but not for CN to ship it back. CN loses package and seeks to make use of exclusion
clause in its contract between CN and W. P sues S, W, and CN for the loss.
Held: S and W are liable to P for breach as bailees and CN for loss of ring. No exclusion clause.
PunchSavoyWalker----CN (clause)
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If you violate the terms of the bailment, you are strictly liable for what results from that deviation!!!
 But in this case, the purpose of Savoy “deviating” by sending to Walker wasn’t really a deviation, b/c Punch never specified
not to and she seemed okay with it when she found out
This is a bailment for reward ordinary negligence applies
 Is Savoy liable? Yes b/c wasn't careful enough about how the ring will be transferred back to them
 Is Walker liable? Yes b/c they did not insure it properly
 Is CN liable? Yes but only for $50? Since they have an exclusion clause. NO
If you’re not in a bailor-bailee relationship when you park your car in a car park, what are you?
 It’s a licensor-licensee relation. So the driver is either a bailee or licensor in the parking case
Can Punch sue CN when there’s no Privity? (sub-bailee)
 You can sue a sub-bailee unlike in leases or tenancy where you can’t sue a sub-tenant
 Punch could argue she didn’t agree to the specifics of the bailment
Bailment is unique (sui-generis) and bailor can pursue remedies consists of tort, contract, and bailment
ISSUES: Valid claim for plaintiff to sue parties (defendant, Walker and CN)?
DECISION: Judgment for plaintiff, all parties were liable for breach of bailment (Savoy and Walker indemnified by CN for loss they
must make good to Punch)
At common law, there was a very strict rule which stated that a bailor could only sue her bailee (not sub-bailees). Thus, this case is
an exception to this rule because there are a series of sub-bailments at will (i.e. not for fixed terms).
 Plaintiff was able to sue, even though plaintiff/CN relationship may be analogous to landlord/sub-tenant. Bailor can sue
sub-bailee, no privity of contract, no need for contract, just need a bailment. Sub-bailee can be sued as long as bailor had
right to immediate possession of the goods, and as long as sub-bailee understood that the goods had an ultimate owner.
o If the owner didn’t consent, implicitly or expressly, to the specifics of the bailment, the owner may have a cause of
action
o It was found that Punch consented to the sub-bailment but not all the terms (ie. The exclusion clause)
o CN owed a duty of care b/c they voluntary took possession, and Punch is only bound by the terms of the subbailment she agreed to, this throws out the exclusionary clause!!!
Court: plaintiff/CN is a bailor/sub-bailee relationship; only bound by terms of sub-bailment, which were expressed or implied. Court
could not find on facts that she impliedly or expressly agreed:
1) Court strictly construed the exemption clause and found that it didn’t cover the loss that occurred here (i.e.
there was no explanation for this loss cause by theft of an employee). The court says that loss through theft of an
employer was not what was in mind when the clause was drafted (there used to be a rule that one cannot contract
out of liability of a fundamental breach. Courts have since rejected this line of reasoning: one can contract out of
liability through clear and strict language).
2) There wasn’t even an explanation that CN had taken reasonable care, and there was a fundamental breach of the
contract—CN couldn’t rely on the exemption clause.
3) CN waived its requisite of filing notice within certain period
4) Plaintiff could sue on the sub-bailment, but her acceptance of the sub-bailment did not imply that she accepted
the exemption clause as well**
2 ways to look at CN Rapidex and Punch's relationship
1. The bailment is authorized as a sub-bailment, based on contract between Punch and CN Rapidex
2. As long as CN Rapidex accepted good knowing someone else had title (Punch), the bailment arises. This is what happened
in this case.
**ZIFF’s COMMENTS: This is extremely wrong: plaintiff cannot pick and choose. If plaintiff assumes the sub-bailment, then
plaintiff has to accept all the terms—not just some of the terms (If plaintiff didn’t agree to clause, then plaintiff didn’t agree to
the sub-bailment either)
 Ziff thinks that Punch should be able to sue CN in Walker’s shoes, not suing CN as her own action b/c why
would anyone agree to do CNs job if they couldn’t limit liability….it should have been up to Walker to obtain
proper insurance.
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 She can either say the entire thing was a deviation or accepted the sub-bailment on the whole terms
Also, walker has a difficult case because they signed the exculpatory clause of CN
 They signed so therefore bound by it
 But Walker got out of the clause b/c the clause did not include theft by an employee
 Plus contract law strictly construe exclusion clause




If defendant had delivered the goods to Walker without plaintiff’s consent (ie. outside bailment), then defendant would be
liable for everything because would have not had right to transfer the bailed item
However, when plaintiff heard about this, she accepted the arrangement (this could either be implied consent in the
original bailment, or plaintiff ratified action by consenting later).
In the relationship between defendant and Walker, defendant is the sub-bailor and Walker is the sub-bailee.
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Topic #9: Shared Ownership
1. Introduction to Traditional Forms of Co-ownership
BOTH JT and TIC have the essential characteristic of unity in possession
- same right to possession of the whole of the property
(a) joint tenancy
 One of the two traditional forms of common law co-ownership still prevalent in Canada—premised on the legal fiction that
there is one tenant. Ownership “per mie et per tout”, each holds for all.
 4 unities to create joint tenancy: time, title, interest (share and estate), possession (the physical dimension), PLUS….
intention
 Marked by right of survivorship: A and B are joint tenants, when A dies, everything goes to B by survivorship. No need to
probate will
 Common in cases of family ownership- seeks to avoid probate court, since estate moves sideways automatically on death of
one JT
 Ontario Law Reform Commission- joint tenancy arises so long as (i) unity of possession exists, and (ii) intention (by statute
or otherwise) to create right of survivorship)
(b) tenancy in common
 The other traditional form of common law co-ownership still recognized in Canada. Requires only unity of possession, and
gives rise to a situation where percentage of title may be held by diff tenants unequally. However, a tenancy in common
may contain all four elements of unity.
 No right of survivorship: A and B are tenants in common, when A dies, A’s share goes to A’s estate
 Used when person wants to pass estate on to designated heir or for commercial purposes
(c) tenancy by (the) entireties (stylized joint tenancy held by spouses) abolished in Alberta
 At common law a transfer of land to a husband and wife created this special type of shared ownership
 Involved a 5th unity as opposed to a joint tenancy (marital unity)
 Property could not be alienated unless both spouses consented
 Only the husband was entitled to income from property
 Both spouses are seised together as one individual, entirety could not be severed except by the termination of the marriage
(created joint tenancy)
 Law of Property Act, s. 5(2)—any existing tenancy by entireties will be deemed to be a joint tenancy as of November 16,
1979.
 Law of Property Act, s. 5(3)—any transfer that attempts to create a tenancy by entireties creates a joint tenancy.
(d) co-parcenary (abolished with fee tail)
 Arose at common law where property devolved on intestacy pursuant to the rules of primogeniture
 In the absence of a male heir, the land would pass to all female children who would rank equally as co-parceners.
Collectively they were the equivalent to one male heir.
 Law of Property Act, s. 8: there is a presumption that whenever 2 or more people are bequeathed property that they take
as tenants in common, or if there is evidence of sufficient intention, as joint tenants.

2. Joint Tenancies (need 4 unities PLUS…intention)
(a) the four unities: In order to create joint tenancy, four unities must exist (per Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England)
+ the intention to create a JT
(i) possession:
 each titleholder must have the entire possession, as well as every parcel as of the whole. There must exist an equal
right to occupy the entire property/entity. (same four corners)
(ii) interest
 each joint tenant’s interest must be equal in nature, extent and duration (i.e. each tenant holds the same amount
in interest—i.e. 50/50, or 25/25/25/25, etc…)
(iii) title
 each joint tenant’s interest must arise from the same act or instrument/document.
(iv) time: general rule, and exceptions
 interests of the joint tenants must arise at the same time.
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Not necessary for wills

Exceptions: Apply when interests are created through will or a deed to uses: “To A for life, remainder to the children of A as joint
tenants” creates a joint tenancy for the children, even if they vest at different times (after each child is born)
No clear reason for this exception.
Intention
Both joint tenancy and tenancy in common can have the four unities, but JT must have the 4 unities. Whether a joint tenancy results
turns on the intention of the parties.

-

Right of survivorship – most important characteristic of JT in addition to unity
o once the tenant dies, his or her interest is extinguished, increasing the holdings of survivors
o JT is a good way of keeping property within a certain group – when a tenant dies, rights remain with the survivors instead of
passing to the Ds heirs – good tool for estate planning
 Survivorship comes into play before the will – property doesn’t form part of estate of deceased
 May also provide insulation from creditors – A JTS interest may be seized by creditors while he is alive, but once he
dies there is no interest to seize.
Methods of Creation
“To A and B” at common law/equity- presumes JT
“To A and B in equal shares”
o “in equal shares” “jointly” “in equal moieties” “share and share alike” “between” “respectively”
“amongst” “to each” are words of severance (describe initial intention), which automatically suggest tenancy in common.
JT implies only one owner would exist.
o Remains possible to rebut presumption
“To A and B” (each paying a different amount)
o Law: JT
o Equity- presumed TIC
 A dies- what happens next?
 Law- B owns whole thing in fee simple (no words of limitation)
 Equity- Equity prevails over law, so interest is passed to heir (shared with B)
o In AB, this still represents the law for personal property.
The presumption as to intention at common law
Common law generally presumed joint tenancy when referring to multiple parties, but LPA s8 changes this to TIC (unless intention of
JT) – excludes executors and trustees
This simplified devolution of title, since there is only one tenant/owner and no distinct shares are held by anyone (all are treated as
one entity)
-

Equity presumes TIC in 3 circumstances
Cases where money is advanced and secured under a mortgage
Where property is purchased in unequal shares (A pays 25%, B pays 75%)
a. Title in B’s name- A has resulting trust with A having 25% shares
b. If A is on title alone, and A and B paid equally, it may well be that resulting trusts arises here, regardless of shares
purchased.
c. Possible to have JT in title, but tenancy in common in equity as is the case of the above resulting trust
3. Partnership property/commercial assets
1.
2.

-

-

Statutory intervention
Law of Property Act- s. 8- Where a transfer takes place to multiple parties, presume a TIC is created absent contrary intentions. (i.e.,
reverses common law presumption)
o NOTE: common law presumption still applies to executors and trustees
Wills Act, s. 26: need clear intention and the four unities to rebut the presumption of a tenancy in common.
Matrimonial Property Act s.36(1): presumption of advancement will not apply to a transaction between the spouses in respect to
property acquired by either party
o Still need four unities and intention for joint tenancy
o Only applies on marriage breakdown
Trustees and executors
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-

Common law presumption of JT remains for trustees
This prevents the death of one trustee preventing the secession of the estate. Title merely transfers to the remaining trustees via
survivorship.
Examples
EX. 1 2010- will- “to A and B, to manage the land and collect rents and profits on Whiteacre, and to hold these (and the land) in trust
for my children C, D and E
o No statute of uses- A and B are not holding in trust for dry uses
o No words of limitation- s. 26- Wills Act- presumes fee simple is granted with equitable title to C, D, and E.
o No condition subsequent, so vesting takes place now
o S. 8- Law of Property Act- when land is devised/willed to 2 plus people, presumption is a TIC, subject to contrary intention by
the parties.
o Trustees- s. 8 of LPA- common law presumption of joint tenancy remains
Why look at legal title at all? For completeness and in cases of bona fide purchaser for value. If A has equitable title and A sells to C,
who is unaware title is split, C gets the entire thing.
o See Land Titles Act, s. 47- trusts are not registered- trustees deemed as absolute owners
EX.2 A and B purchase property, and the title is taken in the name of A alone. Describe the state of title.
 A holds legal title
 Presume resulting trust in equity
 If not rebutted, A and B hold equitable title as tenants in common.
EX. 3 Husband and Wife
W purchases property and places it in the name of “H and W as joint tenants”
o S. 36(2)- Matrimonial Property Act (MPA)- if property is placed in names of both as joint owners is proof of joint tenancy,
subject to evidence to the contrary, so we presume gift (JT)
 Note: Section only applies when MPA is triggered, which is during marriage breakdown
o What if property is placed in name of “H and W”?
 Semantics- presume tenancy in common (in absence of words of sharing, presume TIC – Wills s 8)
 Then s36(2) is not engaged as they have not placed property in “joint ownership”, so presume a resulting trust
 Presumption of advancement does not apply (36(1))
Reminder s36 only applies where the MPA is being applied – on marriage breakdown

W purchases real property and places it in the name of “H and W”
 Remember, s.36 only applies where the MPA is being applied
 Now there are no words of co-ownership…what trying to interpret what this language is
 We presume legal title of tenancy in common (because of s.8: when there are no words of joint
tenancy, it’s a tenancy in common)
 Equitable title lies with W under a resulting trust
 Do we go to 36--> 36(2)(a) is not engaged here. Its only for joint tenancy. Since we have interpreted it
as tenants in common, thus this is not engaged
 So we go back to presuming a resulting trust, unless it was shown that a gift was intended

3. Tenancy in Common (only need unity in possession)
-

How to create a TIC: It can be created by express intention, s8, failed attempt to create JT
Requirements and general nature: Only requirement is unity of possession must be enjoyed by all tenants
NO right of survivorship- an interest held in common devolves on death of tenant by will or through law of intestacy similar to any
other interests held by trustee.
Generally, more suitable for commercial settings or in other arm’s-length dealings (whereas a joint tenancy may be appropriate for
family estate planning or where trustees are holding title).
Express creation and "words of severance"
- Assuming the 4 unities are present, determining whether a joint tenancy or a tenancy in common has been created rests on
intention. A rule of construction is required.
- Common law presumption can also be rebutted by using words of severance
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i.e. “equally among them,” “equally”, “in equal moieties,” “share and share alike,” “respectively”, “as they shall
severally die,” “to each of their respective heirs”, “between”, “amongst”, to “each” and to “all to have part and alike
every one of them to have as much as the other”. Sometimes, even the word “jointly” can denote a tenancy in
common
- The reason these words are taken to mean tenancy in common is because all intimate a division of the property into shares (this is
contrary to joint tenancy idea, in which no shares are held by any one person)
o Even slightest indication property was meant to be held in common rebutted the presumption of joint tenancy in order to not
allow survivorship in cases where the parties did not under the effect of the a joint tenancy
(c) Statutory presumption
S. 8- Law of Property Act- reverses common law presumption of JT and makes it a TIC, subject to any contrary intention
(d) Tenancies in common arising by operation of law
In Ontario- 2 or more persons acquire land by adverse possession, they shall be considered to hold as tenants in common and
not joint tenants
(e) "Failed" or "imperfect" joint tenancy
If one of the four unities are absent this will result in a tenancy in common
Example: “To A and B, 1/3 and 2/3 respectively, as joint tenants”
 A- legal and equitable title of 1/3 in fee simple (s. 7- Law of Property Act)
 B- legal and equitable title of 2/3 in fee simple
 Parties hold as tenancy in common- despite wording to contrary, division in unity of interest means it must be
TIC (regardless of the fact that the gift says they are to hold as joint tenants).
(f) "Severed" joint tenancy
Joint tenancy may be transformed into TIC by sufficient acts of severance (see below)
o Action after the valid creation of JT and makes it into a Tenants in Common
o This can be done unilaterally and destroys survivorship
o

4. Severance (you can sever JT into TIC)
Act of severance can take a perfectly constructed joint tenancy and transform it into a tenancy in common.
(a) Factors and policies affecting the law of severance
- With common law presumption of JT there was danger parties would not realize the effects of survivorship of the JT and how
it would control entitlements after death
- It thus made sense to find ways to sever and otherwise acceptable joint tenancy by viewing subsequent events as being
capable of severing the JT.
- Now, with statutory presumption of TIC, it seems unfair to override express words of JT through severance
(b) the starting point -- the dictum from Williams v. Hensman
A JT can be severed in 3 ways:
o One person acting on his or her own share
o By mutual agreement
o Implied agreement- any course of dealing sufficient to intimate the interests of all were mutually treated as
constituting a tenancy in common
1) By unilateral act of one person: law and equity (s 65 of the LTA, s 12(1d) of the Law of Property Act)
2) Severance by mutual agreement: equity
o Equity will enforce the agreement, b/c why not?
3) Implied agreement (course of conduct): by any course of conduct/dealing sufficient to intimate that the interests of all were
mutually treated as constituting a tenancy in common; implied agreement, effecting only equity.
o Ex. 1. By failed negotiations:
o Where there have been negotiation where each party’s shares are considered separately even without a
resolution, court can find the parties have treated their interests as TIC instead of JT
o Default in TIC, so if you want JT, you have to be explicitly
o Ex. 2 By mutual or joint (sign the same doc) willsH and W create wills providing that everything goes to the survivor
for life, remainder to their children
o Can be seen as they are no longer JT
o Is jointly held property included? If so, severance, which affects the remainder portion
o What’s the diff btw this and original survivorship?
 Survivorship – survivor can do whatever with remainder
 TIC – remainder goes to children
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4) EXTRA: Severance by operation of law (i.e. bankruptcy)
 Problems may arise: A and B are joint tenants: B’s estate unhappy, argues joint tenancy was severed.
 Or if A and B are JT, A kills B, B’s portion is held for B’s heirs instead of going to A through survivorship (technically severed)
(c) Acts by one joint tenant (Re Sorensen): UNILATERAL ACTION
According to the first rule, any act that destroys an essential unity must bring the joint tenancy to an end.
(i) Transfer to non-joint tenant and registration of transfer
 [unilateral act] A + B are joint tenants, B sells interest to C.
o Relationship between A and C will be tenancy in common, as unities of title and time are now absent.
o See Land Titles Act s 65: The Registrar shall not register a transfer that has the effect of severing a joint
tenancy unless
(a) the transfer is executed by all the joint tenants,
(b) all the joint tenants, other than those executing the transfer, give their written consent to the transfer,
or
(c) the Registrar is provided with evidence satisfactory to the Registrar that all the joint tenants who have
not executed the transfer or given their written consent to the transfer have by
(i) personal service, or
(ii) substitutional service pursuant to a court order, been given written notice of the intention
to register the transfer
o Even if Registrar refuses to register the document, if there has been an agreement, severance may be found in
equity
o So the other joint tenant must have agreed, be okay with it, or been given notice
o The legal title will not pass if registrar cannot register
Ex. A + B (joint tenants); B sells to C; relationship between A + C = tenancy in common.
By the Land Titles Act, a transfer without consent will not sever the legal joint tenant but even an agreement to sell a portion of the
joint tenant could serve to sever a joint tenant in equity.
EX. A and B were joint tenants and A sold the property to C. If C went down to the registry and found out that he
needed more papers and then called A but found out that A was dead and B was now the owner of the property due to
survivorship. At common law, title would not have transferred to C; but in equity C will have title because equity would
recognize C as the possessor of equitable title regardless of whether or not the severance will be recognized by the
registrar.
(ii) transfer to joint tenant
A transfer to a fellow joint tenant would result in the severance of the joint tenancy and creating a tenancy in common at let in
regard to the interest transferred.
EX. A, B and C are joint tenants. A sells to B. State of the title?
o B and C are stilling as joint tenants, but B has more than C. B is now wearing two hats: B holds 1/3 as a
tenant in common but the other 2/3 are still held by B and C as joint tenants.
o What if B dies before C: 1/3 goes to B’s estate and 2/3 goes to C. Estate and C hold it as TIC.
(iii) acquisition of further interest by a joint tenant
 Any further interest acquired by the joint tenants would be taken as tenancy in common.
(iv) conveyance to oneself
 A conveyance to oneself produces a severance because the new title produced by this process is obtained at a
different time and under a different document. Thus destroying the unities of title and time.
 This sort of conveyance is not possible at common law so to get around this problem people have often fashioned
a conveyance to uses which will be caught by the Statute of Uses and effectively transfer the title back to the
grantor anyway (e.g. A grant by A: “To X to the use of A”)
 As a result many provinces—Alberta included—now allow conveyance to oneself by statute: s. 12(1)(d) of the Law
of Property Act: An interest in real or personal property may be validly conveyed (d) by a person who holds the
property as a joint tenant to that person as a tenant in common
i. A + B; B transfers to B. Have to give notice to your other joint tenant.
ii. S. 12(3)comes into effect at registration
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(v) declaration of trust
Yes, this severs the JT in equity only
Legal title is same, but she declaring that portion of legal entitlement is held on trust for X
Formalities of transferring the equitable title sever JT.
RE: Sorensen and Sorensen (1977 AB SC) *(doing this before MPA)
FACTS:
W, now divorced from H, resides in home on JT, subject to upkeep. W tries to sell property to her son, S. W declares trust declaring
she holds interest on land for her son. She executes her will, assigning daughter as trustee to divide estate among all her kids. W
dies before lots are portioned, and H now claims to be sole owner through survivorship.
Issue: Is the JT with H severed? Does property go to survivor, or through will?
Held: Unilateral act of creating trust was act of severance. Equitable interest of son prevails.
One of the acts of severance in this case was that a will of one of the joint tenants transferred the tenant’s interest to a 3rd party—
the court held that this was not an act of severance because it is too late (idea is that on death, survivorship takes place with joint
tenancy
Onus of demonstrating severance lies on party contending the severance exists
Separation agreement, including sale of other lots- not sufficient- her further actions indicate something further was necessary
Lease of land to wife?
o Lease for years may be sufficient- lease would survive death of lease
o This lease- not a true freehold but rather life estate- upon death of W or H, lease either merges with the fee, or lease is
terminated. Survivorship is not affected, so not sufficient to sever the JT.
o Ziff wasn’t sure if this was a lease (can’t have a lease for life) – does a lease anyways produce a severance of one of the
unities (it can’t destroy the unity of possession – because they then couldn’t be tenants in common) – unity of
possession means rights related to the same entity (ziff suggests unity of interest might be destroyed by the lease)
Monthly sum charged- again, survivorship survives death of W or H, so no severance –charge is like a mortgage – secures to
satisfy some obligation – doesn’t severe unities (see mortgage doesn’t change title, just an added encumbrance) – LTA s 103 –
mortgages are not a transfer of the and charged by it (not a severance)
Execution of Trust- W made it clear she intended to sever the JT with the deed, but a declaration by one party not
communicated to the other cannot act as severance. (execution of a will alone does not create severance – right of survivorship
preferred to the last will, ineffective as a unilateral act)
Declaration of Trust (W declared that she is trustee for her son)- this severs JT. Presumption of advancement applies. Valid
gift of beneficial interest to son. This transfer of equitable interest severs JT.
Execution of transfers- fails to severe JT. Gift did not have delivery to other JT, he had no notice, and transfer of real property
excludes donation mortis causa. Also she gave documents to her lawyer and not agent of son or son, so no inter vivos gift. So
possible to sever, but not on these facts.
Execution of will- cannot sever JT unless both parties die and execute it to the other party. This would show the necessary
common intention of severing.
Inter vivos gift – couldn’t severe, because there was no delivery, documents were given to her lawyer not to his lawyer,
DECISION: The act of severance in question here was the fact that the wife had kept her legal title in her property but had
conveyed/transferred her equitable title to her son by declaring a trust. The court held that the wife’s unilateral act to sever the
joint tenancy by declaring a trust was an act of severance (thus, the joint tenancy was severed). The court held that equity prevails
(because son has equitable interest).
 Declaration of trust creates a severance in equity.
o Therefore, the husband has legal title to the house as well as equitable, whereas wife has only a LEGAL title but
NOT an equitable title
o Therefore, at a court of common law, they both say joint tenancy. But in court of equity, a severance has been
affected. Husband has equitable title, wife does not. A severance is affected, but only in equity. When wife dies,
husband has sole legal title but equitable title shared by son and father (?)
Action for partition in sale? No, see s. 19, Law of Property Act.
(vi) granting of a lease
An assignment or sublease of a leasehold joint tenancy leads to a severance of that interest.
 The granting of a lease is an area of uncertainty in the law. Some approaches are:
1) It is not an act of severance since it doesn’t destroy a unity of possession
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2) It is an act of severance since postponing the right to possession alters interest of leasor
3) Not an act of severance since freehold interest is merely encumbered by an additional interest akin to
an easement
4) Lease suspends right to survivorship until the expiry of the term, then the survivorship right operates.
5) The interference with a right of survivorship is a severance (i.e. a lease lasts longer than joint tenancy)
(vii) granting of a life estate
 The granting of a life estate will produce a severance because it leaves the grantor with only a reversion (thus
destroying the unity of interest)
(viii) mortgage and charges
 The granting of a mortgage by one joint tenancy may produce a severance depending on the law of mortgages in
the province where the land is located because unities of time and title are destroyed.
 Land Titles Act, s. 103: mortgage in Alberta does not result in a severance. Rather, it acts as a security and not as
a transfer in land.
(ix) commencement of court proceedings
 According to s. 19 of Law of Property Act, if an interest in land is the subject of a court order and it is held as a
joint tenant, the granting of that order will sever it and create a tenancy in common
 Action for partition in Sorenson, would have been successful if ordered, but since it was never ordered – it was
only applied for, the survivorship prevails
 Partition; Law of Property Act, s. 15(2) and 17
o Three types of orders: should know all three:
1. a physical division of all or part of the land between the co-owners,
2. the sale of all or part of the interest of land and the distribution of the proceeds of the sale
between the co-owners, or
3. the sale of all or part of the interest of one or more of the co-owners’ interests in land to one or
more of the other co-owners who are willing to purchase the interest.
(x) by will?



Survivorship pre-empts a will.
Attempt to sever a joint tenancy by a will is ineffective because survivorship kicks in at death, trumps the will.

(xi) others
 Statement of Intention: will not work in Canada
 Inter Vivos Gift or DMC: neither of these worked in Sorensen; as they were never delivered. if perfected, they are capable
of working.
 Declaration of Trust: valid in Sorensen, produced a severance in equity, husband gets legal title.
 Action for partition? On granting of order, the property is deemed severed.
 Lease: assignment of lease or assignmentseverance
NOTE: Now in Alberta, if you want to create a joint tenancy you have to explicitly state your intention. So we should not be too quick
to find severance.
(d) by two or more joint tenants (Havlik v. Whitehouse)
(i) Agreement or course of dealing: generally, (A severance under these 2 modes operates in equity only)
 These two categories are seen as one because a mutual agreement also qualifies as a course of conduct by which
the joint tenants intimate that they hold their interests in common.
 A severance may result even if the owners are unaware of the attributes of joint tenancy
o b/c the unawareness of the consequences of JT not a problem today, the cases decided under the last two
rules of severance should be reassessed and the aggressive severance minded attitude of the courts
should be tempered
By Mutual Agreement:
 A sale or lease by all joint owners does not result in a severance (without more) because this arrangement is
consistent with the continuation of joint ownership in the proceeds of sale or in the newly acquired property.
Thus, an agreement to sell at some future time will not transform the nature of co-ownership.
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However, if there is an agreement to sell and thereafter divide the proceeds of sale, this would result in
severance (cannot later be changed by abandoning a plan to sell).
Agreement to sell at some future time will not transform nature of the co-ownership
There is severance when the dealings stop short of a firm or explicit agreement
Ziff: we shouldn’t be so quick to find course of conduct severance (especially from negotiation)

(ii) mutual and joint wills
 A “course of dealing” has supported a finding of a severance when the dealings fall short of a firm or explicit
agreement
o This can be found in a joint will or mutual will which may produce a severance.
 Fate of JT is not normally determined by will- usually determined by survivorship.
o Must ask whether they meant to embrace JT, or will the JT operate outside of the will?
 If both parties executed wills regarding the joint property, that is evidence of a common intention to treat the
property as severedTIC not JT
o What parties meant is matter of interpretation. Question of fact of how parties wished to handle their
interests.
 What difference does it make? Affects the remainder to children if there is a mutual will, then survivor only gets
it for life, but if one gets the property through survivorship, ownership is absolute.
(iii) failed negotiations undertaken "without prejudice"
 Failed Negotiations: (some Canadian courts have accepted this, UK courts have resisted it): where the parties
begin bargaining about the shares and do not reach an agreement, and one drops dead, then deceased’s estate
will state that their course of conduct (negotiating) indicates desire to sever joint tenancy. Once negotiations
begin, there is a lack of unity in the relationship (Havlik)
o Haggling and bargaining between JT that do not lead to a binding contract concerning their holdings can
constitute a “course of dealings” to effect the severance; but a simple offer and counter-offer doesn't
equal severance
 Courts are even more likely to find severance when these negotiations took place in the context of a marriage
breakdown.
 Seems unfair in certain contexts where failed negotiation, if found to be severance, will cause one party to lose
their right of survivorship. Thus, initial negotiations, particularly pre-litigations, involve statements made “without
prejudice” to avoid having them used against you.
o Without prejudice offer: when an offer is made without prejudice it cannot be thrown back into the
offering party’s face (i.e. it cannot harm them later on). But, the fact that failed negotiations may lead to a
severance may serve to prejudice the offering party after all; this seems to be unfair.
o Court appears to be using these statements after the fact to give effect to wishes.
o Likely is based on idea that separated spouses intend to sever the JT at some point. not actually the law
(e) Severance by operation of law
 Declaring bankruptcy severs JT automatically.
 Killing fellow JT- produces a severance in equity - Canadian authorities create constructive trust for deceased estate for the
benefit of the victim’s heirs
 Severance will occur by judicial sale
 Severance will probably occur by seizing of property via lawful execution procedures
 Murder by one joint tenant by another produces a severance in equity (based on the principle that one should not be
permitted to profit from an illegal act)
 Ownership break down:
o Note: partition and sale by court order is not available in Alberta for chattels (see Part 3 of Law of Property Act).
o Possible orders re: property (sub. 15(2))
o On what ground may a court refuse an order of patriation and sale under part 3?
o If an order is made, there are financial issues to be resolved. See s. 17, especially subsection 2
 Law of Property Act, s. 15
(1) a co-owner may apply to the court for an order terminating the co-ownership of the interest in land for which he is
the co-owner
(2) the court shall make an order directing:
(a) order a physical division;
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(b) order a sale, followed by distribution of the proceeds;
(c) order the sale of the interests of one or more of the co-owners to one or more of the other co-owners who
are willing to purchase the interest.
 On what grounds may a court refuse an order of partition?
o Law of Property Act, s. 16: Notwithstanding s. 15(2), if an order is made under section 15(2)(b) and the highest
amount offered for the purchase of the interest in the land is less than the market value of the interest, the Court
may:
(a) Refuse to approve the sale, and
(b) Make any further order it considers proper.
 RE: Accounting, Contribution and Adjustment, Law of Property Act, s. 17
o 1) in making an order the court may direct that
(a) accounting, contribution, and adjustment take place
AND
(b) compensation be paid for unequal division of land.
o 2) In making an order under (1) court may consider any relevant matters including:
(a) One co-owner excluded another (i.e. ousted the other)
(b) an occupying co-owner was tenant, bailiff, or agent of another co-owner (i.e. some super-added arrangement
between co-owners)
(c) A co-owner has received more than his share of the rents or profits from the natural resources of the land (i.e.
statue of Anne equivalent)
(d) A co-owner has committed waste by unreasonable use
(e) A co-owner has made capital improvements to the land increasing its value
(f) A co-owner should be compensated for non-capital expenses
(g) An occupying co-owner claiming non-capital expenses should be required to pay a fair occupation rent
(h) Dower Rights: courts may take that into consideration.
Remember that this section does not claim to be exhaustive

5. Resolving Co-Ownership Disputes
(a) Common law
- Common law provides no remedies of partition and sale to joint tenants or tenants in common; they are left to their own
devices to resolve irreconcilable differences
(b) Modern statutory regimes
- Courts have been granted power to partition and divide land. Traditionally courts were given no discretion over this- court
could not refuse to grant an order because it was assumed the co-owner had a right to end their relationship
In AB, court must grant some form of partition and sale order, except in defined circumstances, like:
 Matrimonial Property—Matrimonial Property Act may lead to proceedings been suspended until Act makes its
order
 Once it’s decided that an order should be made, the options available are to direct
i)
a physical division
ii) a sale, followed by a distribution of the proceeds; or
iii) a sale among the co-owners
Court can make order to terminate agreement, despite an agreement between owners to the contrary, if continuance of the
relationship leads to undue hardships to one of the parties.
In a commercial setting, a co-owner has a prima facie statutory right to compel partition or sale, and a narrow interpretation
both of the discretion and what counts as unacceptable oppression, makes commercial sense by enhancing predictability
(c) Available relief
Law of Property Act- s. 15- Court ordered options available are
o Physical division- (extremely rarely ordered)
o Sale, followed by distribution of the proceeds
 i.e. popov v hyashi – not clear in Alberta about personal property – this is very complicated
o Sale among the co-owners
Note: s. 16- Court may refuse an order of partition and sale if the highest amount offered is less than market value of the interest.
(d) Accounting (Ontario Law Reform Commission)
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Since all co-owners have right to possession, one co-owner does not (generally) have obligations to account to the other co-owners
for benefits derived from possession.
S. 17- Law of Property Act- Financial issues for both JT and TIC
Judge will try to balance burdens and benefits associated with land – so if one tenant has not contributed fairly to certain
expenses, the court can compensate to the other tenants here
17(1)- In making an order, court can rectify accounting discrepancies
17(2)- Provides set of guidelines, but is not an exhaustive list of factors to consider
(a)- One co-owner excludes the other: Ouster
 Includes physically kicking one party out, changing the locks, or where on party leaves due to an objective fear
over safety [constructive ouster]
- (b)- occupying co-owner was tenant, bailiff, or agent of another co-owner- i.e., whether an arrangement is made to
give one party another exclusive right – some kind of agreement
 We both own the whole, but if you want exclusive occupation, you pay for me rent then I’ll go
(c) Statute of Anne equivalent- Co-owners may seek compensation where one party has received more than his share
of the rents or profits from the natural resources of the land.
 Not benefits he takes from the soil from his own exertion (such as farming) (this was allowed in Henderson v
Eason). Concerned with “reasonable removal of natural resources” (like mining)
 Can’t share profit since you wont be asked to share loss
 A and B are co-owners, A cultivates part of the land
 The profit of the cultivated land belongs to A solely b/c it’s A’s work
 The non-farming co-owner couldn't be accountable for losses, so no sharing profit; this is outside the
scope the Act
 The non-farming co-owner will share the natural resources (ie. Removal of resources, mining)
-

-

(d)- Waste “by unreasonable use of land”- not clear how ruinous waste must be- general rule is less stringent than with
tenant for life- usually involves no malicious conduct, or conduct amounting to destruction
(e)- improvements to land – value received vs value survived – improvements made out of one parties pocket gets
partially reimbursed for expenses involved if value of property goes up accordingly, What if one party does major
improvements? But would it be in accordance with value received or value survived (portion of how much prop value
went up, or just straight expense reimbursement for bills for improvements?)
What if the other co-owner doesn't like the improvement (eg. Swimming pool), thus might not want to share the cost
But when it comes time to sell the property, the profit cannot be split half and half b/c the pool was paid for by only one
party.
Say if the pool increases the property by $20,000. The pool itself cost $35,000
Use value received or value survived
The court will give an allowance for the value survived ($20,000)
Compensation for improvements cannot be claimed on its own, however upon sale, the improver should be able to recoup
no more than the actual outlay even if the property’s value has increased by a larger amount b/c of the improvement
-

-

(f) Non-capital expenditures in respect of land- include necessary repairs, annual property taxes, utilities (heating) and
mortgages (party paying gets credit for paying the interest).
 Capital expenditures (mortgage principal) and current expenses (taxes, utilities, insurance, etc) are generally
paid by all owning parties according to their share
 A co-owner should be compensated for non-capital expenditure (both parties had to pay for the mortgages,
taxes, heating, etc). If one party has paid for more than they should when the split happens, they should be
compensated
(g) Occupying co-owner claiming non-capital expenditures is required to pay occupation rent (Rent of occupying party
usually equal to interest of mortgage payment)
 On a partition, the party in possession makes a claim for reimbursement based on the payment of current
expenses, a counterclaim for occupation rent may be entertained
 Problem: If the other party has full right to come home, this seems troublesome. Rent becomes a
wash with non-capital expenditures, so occupying co-owner is paying a rent for something
(occupation) they are entitled to as a right.
 Why should they pay occupation rent, when you have are exercising your occupation right and not
stopping the other party from doing it (ziffs issue)
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But what if the one party voluntarily leaves without reason, the party left living in the property can
ask the party who left to split non-cap expenses, but they that party could make the party who had
exclusive occupation to pay occupation rent??
 Half the cost of utilities court sometimes say this is occupation rent…
(h) Dower Act obligations- doesn’t often come into play
case law on accounting for partition developed through common law says that court has great freedom to do justice between
the parties but tend to turn on the principles under s.17(2) as guide posts and significant considerations
this list is not exhaustive
based on the idea that, all else being equal, each party is liable for capital expenditures (i.e. repayment of principle on
mortgage) and current expenses (taxes, utilities, some insurance) in accordance with his or her ownership share. Therefore,
payment in full by one tenant will give rise to reimbursement


-

***Responsible for remainder of Part 3 of Law of Property Act
Occupation rent approaches
1. fair market value approach – how much would it cost to rent it out based on the market? Established by evidence
2. wholesale cost approach – cost of rents tends to be the same as the cost associated with the premises (how much does
it cost to keep and care for this property)
3. cost to claimants approach – what does the person not occupying the premises have to pay to rent in the current
market
 Possible orders re property: sub 15(2)

6. Co-Ownership of Personalty
Generally, the same rules above apply to personal property with some big exceptions
- Partition and sale by court order is not available in AB for chattels
- Prereqs for creating JT and TIC are the same, but rules of construction can differ:
o Ex. Chattels a JT is presumed unless overcome by insertion of words of severance
- No basis in law to sever (no unilateral action, no title to disrupt like there is with land) but parties could agree to sell their
interest, or if parties can’t agree there are equitable means
o Declaration of trust
o stat provisions that affect land don’t apply to Personalty
- in most jurisdictions there is no judicial power to partition and sale of personalty however there is authority to unilaterally
appropriate prop held in a common bulk of equal equity, provided that the share to be taken can be ascertained (for fungible
goods)
- One co-owner of chattels can not be held liable to the other for conversion unless there has been destruction of the goods or
equivalent act (such as excluding co owner from possession)
o Sale to 3rd party not normally actionable – all a buyer acquires is the vendors share, the title of the co-owner isn’t
affected
o Recommended that this be changed following the purported sale to a third party of the whole property but cdn courts
still follow this rule
Joint Bank Accounts
Issues: Rights to the capital and interests, Survivorship, property acquitted by using the money from the joint account
- When both parties contribute to a joint account, it’s presumed that the beneficial interest is to be shared
o Each party has “fluctuating and defeasible asset”
o Their respective rights are dependent on the balance in the bank account as it rises and falls
- When only one party makes deposits, there can be either a resulting trust or an advancement (same criteria as before)
o
Presumption of resulting trust can be rebutted by showing a gift was intended
o
Presumption of advancement may be rebutted by showing the arrangement was out of convenience for the noncontributor to access the fund
o
The funds can be treated as the sole equity of the depositor while still granting a right of survivorship to the other
account holder  This is treated as an immediate IV gift
- In AB, money held jointly by spouses is presumed to be jointly owned; this flows through to purchased items (Jones v
Maynard)
o In Re Bishop, diff result, property belongs under the name of the account holder who purchased it. The account in
this case had to restriction on purpose and that there was no indication the acquisitions were to be held on trust
for both parties
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Whether the account is JT or TIC is a matter of construction intention may be found in account opening docs
o In ON, account presumed to be held in TIC even when both holders make equal distributions (Frosch v Dadd)

-

7. Alternative Conceptions of Sharing
(a) common property, communes, corporations, and beyond
Common property – the public domain – IP not amenable to copyright, or if copyright has been expired or released
o i.e can all publish our own copies of Shakespeare
o non rivalries – just because I publish my version doesn’t stop someone else from publishing a copy too







Manors and Feudal tenure:
o Freehold: tenure for life
o Leasehold: tenure for a period of time
o Copyhold: tenure at the pleasure of the lord
Common Field Agriculture (division of property)
o Over time (inheritance)
o Over space
Why a common field?
o People who have rights within the field share it; labor and produce. Crop rotation in fields.
The wastes:
o What cannot be used
o Gleaning: taking what’s left (dumpster diving) after a harvest (cleans the fields, supplementing income)
o Lops and tops
o Furze and peat
o Common law: same to everybody

(b) Marital property law (not covered in class, see CB, 748 if necessary)
o Matrimonial Property Act- covers type of disputes of Murdoch v. Murdoch (constructive trust as result of unjust
enrichment)
o During marriage, same general property ownership continues. All property (but homestead) is separate property,
BUT when marriage breaks down, the co-regime crystallizes and parties have right to apply for division of assets.
o All accumulated value of property accumulated during the marriage must be divided, including any increases in
property value
o Statutory presumption- equal sharing exists. Use s. 36 of Matrimonial Property Act to determine who owns what,
then court imposes equalization payment for equality.
o Court can deviate from norms of equality, but the presumption of equality is very strong
o Parties can contract out of these provisions if they choose
o The general principles of property applies under the MPA mostlyResulting and constructive trusts
o On marriage breakdown, the court can re-allocate all those right regardless of the name on title or what the law
says
 Court will presume equal sharing – although rebuttable; thus it’s a system of deferred equal sharing!
 So what’s yours is yours and what mine is mine, until marriage breakdown
 First thing to do upon break up, first apply gen rules of ownership so figure out how much husband and
wife each have, then adjust the diff so it’s 50/50
(c) religious communities
 Believed in and practiced communal property. Moved from place to place, not welcome in many communities.
 Communal property is hard to make in law.
 Hofer v. Hofer [1970] SCR 958 (CB, 772)
o Ritchie J.A.: “In my view adherence to the Hutterite faith was a perquisite to membership in the Colony which by
its very nature was required to be composed exclusively of Hutterian Brethren and their families. Whether
someone is a Hutterian Brethren can only be determined by the Hutterite Church.
o found nothing contrary to public policy in the continued existence of these communities living as they do in
accordance with their own rules and beliefs.
 Hutterites- all property is vested in the congregation. If a member is excommunicated from the Church and expelled from
the colony, there is no right to remain or to claim a portion of the assets
 Today: set themselves up legally as corporations.
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(d) Aboriginal conceptions (Henderson)
 Mi’kmaq culture, in comparison to our dominant system, has an intimate social order. Mikmaq tradition claims that all
beings serve the land and tenure is held for future generations (this is aptly described as a “web of complementary rights
and responsibilities”)
 English law recognizes customary rights. In order to qualify as a customary right, it must be ancient (have existed since time
immemorial), reasonable, certain as to its nature and locally, and also continuously
 This is a form of communal interest rarely recognized in law; this is likely due to the clash of private and collective interests.
 Generally regarded as communal, it is sometimes viewed as being that of a joint tenancy. This comparison is apt only at a
very high level.
 Rights belong to members of Aboriginal Communities only because they are part of that community, not by virtue of a
grant, and their rights cannot be alienated. Entitlements under Indian Act are reposed in the Band unless and until they are
allocated to individual members
 English law does recognize customary rights, provided it is ancient (must have existed since 1189 or earlier), must be
reasonable, certain as to its nature and locality, and must be used continuously . If these elements are found, customary
rights can be conferred on fluctuating group, provided their membership is ascertainable.
 Applies to non-native groups as well as a rare form of communal interest recognized under law
(e) Free software/open-source software (GPL—General Public Lease)eg. Linux
- Idea is free software that is freely transferable provided any derivative from the original product is also freely transferable and
cannot have any additional copyright laws other than those applying to original GPL. Must also provide transcribing code so
the new program can be broken down and potentially advanced further (once you distribute the thing)
- Known as copyleft- uses a copyright tool to create a license and induce people to share






Not exactly free, if you use it and edit it, the new code must still be open source
You don’t have to make your improvement available, but if you do, you have to allow your improvement to be
available of the same terms of the GPL (open source, code available)!! You will have no individual copyright of
the thing you built on top of the old thing. This creates viral. If you breach the conditions, you’ll be breaching
the GPL which will infringe on the original copyright
It’s not the money you make with Linux, it’s about the money you save with using linux
You can charge for your improvement!! But you just cant claim further copyright on it

Creative Commons
 You can mix songs and release them, but you have to release it under the same license
 GPL - General Public License – manufactured commons
o A GPL says that you can use the subject matter in any way that you want but if you use it and produce something from
it, that thing you produce must be made available in the same way that the source was made available to you.
o Open source software allows people to get good code for free and this saves them money because they would have to
purchase it otherwise.
o General Public License: any new product must be distributed on same terms.--> A license to make sure that anything
that comes out of the code would remain free to use
o The GPL is designed to make sure people can use source code without any permission per se.
o But the creator of the GPL wanted to allow the commons of source code to grow.
o The GPL creates a cyber-commons by giving a license to everybody to use the software and also because anyone who
adapts it and then distributes it, you have to do it under the same terms of the GPL – cannot make it proprietary. Must
allow everyone to use your code for free etc… on down the line.
o If you use the source code under the GPL and you adapt it, but you claim a copyright on it – your use is outside the
license and so you commit a breach of the original copyright of the GPL.
o How can this work economically? How do you make money off of open source?
 Can make money off of packaging open source materials together and then install it on your computers
 Servicing the system
 Saves money – does not necessarily make money. So, IBM uses open source software to make their
computers. In return, they have to contribute any adaptations they make to the open source back to the
common pool.
 Open source has thrived even without claiming a proprietary interest.
o This kind of commons only works by harnessing private property
 This only worked because one guy created a copyrightable item and created the GPL license to control use. It
still began with one copyright.

o
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 So, the creator is sometimes called a copyleft – so instead of all rights being reserved, all rights are reversed.
What would promoters of private ownership say (Posner)? Project proved them wrong.
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Topic #10: Servitudes Over Property
1. The idea of servitudes
Servitude: right of use over property that belongs to another. They can be attached to, and pass with, a transfer of realty (Eg.
Easement, profit a prendre, restrictive covenant)
1) Easement = incorporeal hereditaments; an interest in land owned by another person, consisting in the right to use or
control the land, or an area above or below it, for a specific limited purpose (such as to cross it for access to a public
road). All easements lie in grant; as incorporeal hereditaments they cannot, by def, be conveyed by a transfer of
possession
– Positive easement: permit the holder to engage in some activity on the servient tenement (e.g., using a right
of way)
– Negative easement: restrict activities on the servient land. Included here, for instance, is a right to receive
light into a defined aperture (usually a window) on the dominant land, which, as a necessary consequence,
prohibits the servient owner from blocking off the light.
o Very few negative easements- very strictly scrutinized
2) Covenant = a formal agreement or promise
– Negative covenant: a covenant that requires a party to refrain from doing something
– Positive covenant: a covenant that requires a party to do something (such as erect a fence within a specified
time)
(b) Incorporeal hereditaments: generally
– Incorporeal = non-possessory
– Lacks a corporal existence
– Hereditaments = proprietary interest
– Able to run with the land.
– These incorporeal hereditaments is capable of being attached by a possessory interest; fixture: it is screwed to the land
– Said to benefit the right, and another that is burdened by it
(c) Core policies

2. The Nature of Easements (Ontario Law Reform Commission)
(a) The basic concept: 4 Common Law Requirements:
1. Must have a dominant tenement (which enjoys the benefit of the easement) and a servient tenement (which is burdened)
a. Easements must be connected to a DT (but not necessarily adjacent) – licenses cannot support an easement
b. Must be 2 properties involved – can’t be an easement in gross (leasehold can be a DT)
i. i.e. common stairwell in apartment – building is DT stairwell is ST
c. DT can be another incorporeal hereditament (ex easement to get to a profit a prendre)
d. Land Titles Act- s. 69(3)- Allow grantee (when registered) to use land with terms of grant notwithstanding the benefit of the
right is not appurtenant or annexed to any land of the grantee – right granted over servient property, will run with burdened
land even though the grantee cannot attach it to land held by that person – right can exist in gross, without DT on registration
i. When granting, can be registered under this act
ii. Qualification of rule that you need 2 properties
e. Servitudes function is to improve utility of land. Since easements can prohibit productive use of servient lands, this can only
be justified as long as reciprocal benefit is conferred elsewhere
f. Also reduces number of parcels that can enjoy an easement, reducing danger a ST becomes overburdened with easements
2. Easement must accommodate the dominant land
a. The easement must make the DT a better and more convenient property; gives DT some real benefit
b. Right must be reasonably necessary for enjoyment of the DT and not merely confer an advantage on the owner of that
tenement, as would a mere contractual right this underscores the policy allowing one parcel to be burdened for another
c. “Accommodation” requirement also requires reasonable proximity between dominant and servient tracts. They need not be
adjacent, but just how close is not precisely defined- depends mostly on type of right involved
i.e. Ellenborough park case – houses surrounded park, not directly adjacent but proximate enough
3. Dominant and servient tenements cannot both be in the hands of the same person (different owners)
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a.

Exception: Land Titles Act- s. 68- Owner of land may grant himself an easement or restrictive covenant for benefits of land
and against the land the owner owns. Easement in this case IS NOT MERGED.
i. Why establish an easement on your own land? So that if you sell it, you can still use the easement on those lots
(common with land developers, but anyone can access s 68)
– Does the easement merge if you buy the ST of your DT - yes it does! – But you can re-register
– s68(2) – only applies when s68(1) is invoked
ii. Easement might be given in favor of tenant over lands retained by landlord. Possession is therefore divided, even
though landlord retains title to both.
– The easement attaches to the leasehold not the freehold

4. Easement must be capable of forming the subject-matter of a grant
a. Easement must be sufficiently certain as to be recognized as property right (reasonably defined)
b. Because easements are incorporeal, they cannot be transferred by seisin (i.e. transfer of possession); they can only be
transferred by a grant (i.e. by deed). (non-possessory, just a right of use)
i. Once an easement has been granted, the servient lands cannot be altered so as to interfere with the
enjoyment of the easement
c. Includes range of rules like: there must be a capable grantor and grantee rights under easement can’t be too vague, grant
cannot require servient owner to spend money (apart from fencing easement), and cannot confer right of possession or
control servient lands contrary to possessory rights of servient owner
d. Requirement of non-possessory poses some problems, but is meant to prevent possessory rights that could sterilize the
servient lands. Better way may be to phrases it as whether a “substantial interference” with servient land is created,
particularly since all easements involve some degree of possession taking
i. Grant cannot over-burden, sterilize the land (Malden Farms v. Nicholson)
e. Novel claims, even one that meets the above requirements, may not succeed (new positive easements more easily recognized
than negative) reluctance to recognize new types of easements kind of like numerus clauses
Easements and possession: the pipeline example (see CB, 798-800)
Shelf Holdings Ltd. v. Husky Oil Operations Ltd. (1989) Alberta C.A.
 Easements cannot (by above principles) include rights of joint occupation that substantially deprives servient owner of
proprietorship.
 Pipelines, however, by necessity have a physical presence on the servient lands and prevent the owner from using the lands
anyway they desire. This looks like a possessory right
 Case law (ABCA) held that pipelines are in fact an easement.
 Every easement to some extent grants a right of possession, even if temporary – a matter of degree of
possessory element
 Grantor retains full right to use the remainder of the property as they choose, and are only prevented from disturbing top
soil or erecting works on the strips of right of way (and generally can’t interfere with the pipelines activities)
 Pipeline layer generally buries pipelines and allow access over top (just not for cultivation) and pays for any loss that results,
so substantial benefit of servient tenement remains (cattle can graze, can cultivate land etc) once pipeline is finished, land
will be restored
 This introduce the idea of creating novel easements
 Category of easements is not closed, law is capable of recognizing new forms but does so with caution
 Manifestation within the law of easements of the idea of numerous clausus – even though there is a faily set think of what
is determined of easements, new rights can be recognized but law is cautious when deciding so

3. Creation of Easements (Ontario Law Reform Commission; Depew v. Wilkes)
–

Easements are inherently consensual

(a) Express grant and reservation: by the owner of the servient lands (if express, no need for easement of necessity)
 No words of limitation- duration is determined with regard to surrounding circumstances (usually presumed to be as long as
dominant interest to which it attaches persists) (common for pipelines, wires, cables, drainage etc)
 It is not necessary that the dominant tenement be described expressly so long as it can be identified by extrinsic evidence.
 An agreement for an easement can create an equitable easement (Walsh v. Lonsdale). Even a verbal agreement can be
enforced in equity if sufficient acts of part performance can be proven.
 Express Reservation grantor retains a right of access/way over the land he sells
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A, owner or occupier of what will become the servient tenement, gives B who owns or occupies what will become
the dominant tenement, a non possessory right to make use of As land for the purpose identified in the easement
(ie to cross the street)
o Grant of easement can be included in grant of parcel of land
 A subdivides his prop into lots and grants B a lot along with a right of way to the lot over land that A
retains
 A might want to retain the right to continue to use the land granted to B for access to A’s land and may do
so by including a reservation from the grant of B, reserving a right of way over B’s land for the benefit of
A’s remaining land
A well-drafted easement will include:
 Identify the dominant tenement, servient tenement, nature and scope of easement, time period for which easement
continues and any rights or responsibilities of either party with respect to the easement
 i.e. grant for road access: who has obligation to maintain road, to what standard, what their rights are wrt accessing the
servient tenement in order to maintain it
 Easement must comply with formal requirements for valid transfers of land
o

(b) Implied grant and reservation
(i) Necessity
An easement may be implied as a necessary incident of a property transaction. An easement of strict necessity of access will arise
in favor of land that is landlocked at the time of the transfer provided that there is some land retained by the grantor over which
that access can be exercised (based on the parties’ implied intentions) It doesn’t mean absolute necessity, it’s more about
practicality (ie. To get to your unit, you must use the common area stairs)
o UK courts have said it’s a matter of intention of the parties (easements arise not from public policy but as a result of
implication of the circumstances. Implied intention of the parties will be the primary concern as the parties intended
not make the property useless, public policy could frustrate this if intention was contrary)
o In US, “easement over grantor remaining land benefitting the landlocked lot is implied as a matter of law irrespective of
the true intent of the common grantor”
Requirement for establishing is stricter:
o Easement must be necessary for enjoyment of alleged dominant tenement, not merely one that would make the use of the
property more convenient or efficient
 If dominant lands are sold off such that DT is otherwise landlocked at the time of transfer, an easement of strict
necessity of access could arise in favor of the landlocked land provide there is some land retained by grantor over
which access can be granted
o Owner of the alleged dominant tenement must be able to trace the title to the property back to a grant whereby an owner
subdivided the property which had been a single parcel, but failed to include the easement of necessity grant
Implied reservationif servient lands are sold, which land locks the vendor, easement will be implied reservation
o Courts set a high standard for this because to imply a reservation is to take away part of the grant
o Easement arises at the time of the grant, if after the grant the property becomes landlocked then you don’t get an easement
When you had an express grant of easement that’s not properly registered, you cannot claim they are an implied right
Nelson v 1153696 Alberta Ltd
Facts:
Nelson bought a piece of land that has the Sask river on its north, and the Stelters’ land on the south (NW quarter and NE quarter),
the road runs through the NW quarter. The numbered company bought the NW quarter, and wouldn't let Nelson use the road on
the NW quarter unless he pays.
o Does Nelson have a right to traverse the NW quarter where there’s road?
o At CA, 3 arguments were forwarded:
1. Public highway– Possible at CL to dedicate your road as a public highway (no paperwork needed)
i. Subj intention is all that’s needed and as long as it’s open to the public (acceptance by public is by using
the way). Once accepted, a highway will always be a highway, no takebacksies
What is required for dedication?
1. Actual intention to dedicate
2. Manifestly thrown open to the public
3. Acceptance - public actually uses it (Acceptance can be shown by use)
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Evidence of public use alone will not necessarily be sufficient, and if there is direct
evidence to the contrary, evidence of public use wont stand
 Also ANY SINGLE interruption by the owner will have much more weight
What was the outcome in nelson on the question of dedication? Held: no dedication of a highway
 Main issue was subjective intent of the owner of the DT – dedication to the public involves
giving up all proprietary interest in the land where the road is > MUST find intention because
this is a big step
 “cogent or substantial evidence was required to overcome the unlikelihood of an
intention of his part to divest himself of his property rights (Cooks road v Crowhill
cited here)
 Permitting neighbors to use the road is more likely neighbourly tolerance
 Dale gave evidence that he never gave up ownership of the road and didn’t intend it to be
public. He also took other steps indicating he retained proprietary interest:
 Leased the road to RH and accepted lease payments monthly
 Negotiated for granting of easement but he and nelson couldn’t agree on price
 Public use and acceptance – court said these were only satisfied bc lease was in place –
therefore proznik was bound by terms of lease until expiry.


2.

Necessity
– Basic principles of land title law would say no mention on title and bona fide purchaser for value without notice
prevails
Was there a necessity?
What is the point in time where you ask if there is an easement of necessity here?
At the time of the original severance and sale (i.e. what was the intent at the time of the grant? Did
they intend to have an easement?)
– In order for a necessity to be the found, the necessity must have existed at the time of the grant. The claimed
DT is the Nelson’s land north of the NW quarter. At a time, all the land was held by the Crown, must go back
to when the parcels were granted by to Crown to see if there was necessity. How do we figure this out? If the
NW quarter was granted after the NE quarter and before the Nelson’s land, then there’s a case to be made
that Nelson’s land required the road in the NW quarter
– At trial, the order of the transfers wasn’t presented by the evidence. So Nelson loses!!! As a matter of fact, it
wasn’t proven
– Since Nelson’s land is next to the Sask river. Does water access negate necessity? It depends,
but in this case, it’s not appropriate to treat the river as practical access

Proprietary estoppel No easement by PE
i. Nelson was using the road for years without dispute
– However, this alone does not give rise to proprietary estoppel, otherwise it become prescription
ii. Nelson must demonstrate detrimental reliance
– The investment in on his property =reliance? No b/c the bulk of the investment was taken at the very
beginning where there was reliance yet
The road ended up being expropriated by the county of Leduc! So Nelson got lucky
Held: Was NOT a public right, and didn’t get necessity of easement because didn’t bring it to the court
Reasoning:
 This appeal turns on the first element of a dedication for public use: the actual intention of the owner to dedicate the land
o The ultimate determination of intention must be made on the totality evidence available. Evidence of longstanding
public use alone will not necessarily be sufficient
o No intention to use the land as public land, just because he let them use it doesn’t mean he wanted it to become
a public highway.
 Easement of necessity was brought up for this, it must be absolutely necessary…mere convenience of access will not
suffice
o An easement of necessity arises at the time of the original grant which it was. On the facts of this case, they it
truly was impossible to get access to the land without a road
 If there is an express easement you forget to register it and the servient tenement is transferred, you don’t then get an
easement of necessity
3.

(ii) Intended easements
Arise by implication to give effect to the common intention of the parties, having regard to the purposes for which the land has
been granted. Necessary to fulfill common intention of parties – given intended use of property.
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Wong v. Beaumont- leased a basement for a restaurant- intended easement for property ventilation was found because without it
the premises, rented solely for a restaurant, would not meet public health codes nor the lease itself. (necessarily incidental).
Needed to run vent outside building to allow for proper ventilation.
Given purpose and terms of the demise, it would have amounted to a derogation from the grant not to recognize the easement
over the property retained by landlord
In Wong, difficulty of distinguishing intended vs. necessary easement was recognized- easement of “intended necessity” allowed
pipe to run up side of building.
Intended reservation can also exist- more difficult for grantor to obtain it, but still possible

-

(iii) The rule in Wheeldon v. Burrows (No implied reservation here)
A pronounced application of the principle of non-derogation, allows a purchaser to acquire such amenities that the purchased
land appears to enjoy (consumer protection)
Consider a path on the property of the ST for access to the DT, but one person owns both the ST and the DT. The owner of the
DT has been using it over time to make it look like an easement, its not registered on title. Putting s. 68 aside, there can be no
easement. Instead, it is a quasi-easement (b/c you can’t have a easement on your own property) [quasi-ST; quasi-DT]
o Given the unity of title and possession, the ST doesn't really constitute an ST and the right of way not an easement,
strictly speaking
This requires consideration of how a parcel of land was used before it was divided into separate parcels under separate
ownership.
When the quasi-dominant land is transferred/sold, the quasi-easement may blossom into a full easement in the hands of the
purchaser by the rule in Wheeldon v. Burrows, provided:
 Quasi-easement must be (i) in use at the date of the transfer/grant plus be (ii) continuous and apparent (i.e. some
physical evidence of it) and/or be (iii) reasonably necessary for the enjoyment of the property granted (still not clear if
the last two conditions are both necessary)
 “Continuous”- one enjoyed passively (like drain pipe) and interests that have a continuing physical presence,
like a well-worn path or road
 “Apparent”- discoverable by a person reasonably conversant with such matters
This is not an easement, but almost an easement – what’s missing is the different owners – both DT and ST are in the hands of the
same person
EXCEPTION: This rule not available for implied reservations the grantor of lands ought to have bargained for this easement
when creating this grant since he should be aware of the legal rights affecting that parcel
o Grantor is responsible for drafting the grant
o He is the only one who will know about this possible right
(c) Reservations
Refers to an interest retained by a grantor on a transfer of land to some other person
o On the sale or lease of property an owner may wish to reserve an easement over the land that has been transferred,
for the benefit of an adjacent or nearby tract that has been retained
As mentioned above, reservations are available expressly, impliedly by necessity or intended easements, but NOT for
Wheeldon v. Burrows.
The rules governing the automatic transmission of easements on a conveyance of DT are not germane to reservations
(d) Estoppel
Proprietary estoppel- if representation is made to prospective purchaser that certain lanes will be set aside for the use of the
land offered for sale, and on this representation the land is purchased, the grantor is estopped from preventing the grantee
from using the lane as the right of way (Adam v Lougham)
o Protects a person who acts to his or her detriment in expending money on land that he or she occupies but does not
own, under an expectation created or encouraged by the landowner that the occupier will be able to remain there.
Courts have wide discretion where equity arises from estoppel
 Can confirm occupiers right to continued occupation by declaring occupier has an irrevocable personal license
permitting his or her continued occupation of the land, or granting life estate or fee simple Or could have
expended money on land owned by a neighbor, in order to gain access to their own property, or may have
expended money on their own land bc they were relying on their continued access across their neighbor’s
land
Does it have to be registered? – don’t know. Ziff – like other non-express easements, should be immune from requirement of
registration

-
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To establish entitlement to a right of way by prop estoppel, claimant would have to establish that there was something in
their use of the neighbor’s land for access to their own that would make it unconscionable for their neighbor to now insist on
his or her legal right to deny access

(e) Prescription: abolished in Alberta (see sub. 69(3) of the LPA abolished in Alberta)
(f) Statute
The Condominium Property Act, provides statutory rights over the common areas of an apartment building. Also creates
easements over common areas, and right of ways of water, sewage, draining, gas, electricity, garbage, artificially heated and
cooled air, telephone, and television services.
Rights can be created through a doctrine of dedication to create i.e. a public road – not an easement but something else
– Land Titles Act, 61(1)(f), Overriding interesteasement runs with the land even though not registered (this is how it is
transferred)
Implied conditions
61(1) The land mentioned in any certificate of title granted under this Act is, by implication and without any special
mention in the certificate of title, subject to
(f) Any right of way or other easement granted or acquired under any Act or law in force in Alberta
NOTE: Overriding interest for some easements. Paragraph (c) creates a similar right to public easements, so (f) focuses on
private easements.
– Land Titles Act, S.61(1)(d): saves not having a short-term lease being registered
(d) any subsisting lease or agreement for a lease for a period not exceeding 3 years, if there is actual occupation of the
land under the lease or agreement,
(g) A public right in the nature of an easement - dedication
Public right in nature of easement is created when landowner dedicates land for use as a public highway
Dedication can be express, or implied by conduct. Dedication will be found by:
o Actual intention to dedicate
o Intention has been carried out by the way being thrown open to the public
o Use of the way as a highway has in some demonstrable way been accepted by the public
Consider subjective intention to dedicate and acceptance by public – can infer by long an interrupted public use
Necessity
Way of necessity is not superseded by the subsequent construction of a public road to which the person claiming such right can
have access to his land by a less convenient way (Gardner v Horne)
Easement Transfer Examples:
1. A owns Blackacre and an easement over whiteacre, owned by B
Easement is not noted on title (contrary to s. 67 Land Titles Act, which requires easement be registered on both DT and ST)
A sells to C; does the easement pass?
o Yes- s. 7 of LPA- every right and interest passes when you sell property, including easements, even if not attached to title
o Easement right will pass even though not on title from original owner of DT to new owner
o If it doesn’t pass, still retained by A, this doesn’t make sense
2. C owns the land over which B’s easement runs (same as above)
Easement is not registered.
B sells (ST) to D: is D bound by the easement? Basic land titles principles- D is not bound.
o Basic principles of land title law would say no mention on title and bona fide purchaser for value without notice prevails
o BUT s 61 of LTA suggests exceptions (ie for leases also)
o S. 61(1)(f) of LTA- any right of way or other easement granted or acquired under any act or any law in force of Alberta –
overriding interest that need NOT be registered. D bound by easement
o What does this include? Access to gas center through shopping center – SC said no right of way b/c not on title, gas
station said an easement so under 61(1)(f)
o Decided that despite the broad language it’s meant to protect implied easements (necessity), not express grants.
Express grants must be registered
What if gas station needed the access over the parking lot for customers and had no other way – they did get a grant of easement
which they didn’t register, to their detriment
-
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There is no warrant to imply an easement of necessity where the parties have bargained and granted one. The explicit
grant takes the place of any implied grant. Law of easement will not save them if they forgot to register an express
easement. Displaces any implication and should have been registered. Only thing they can do is buy right of access again
Implied grants/reservations, necessity, and Wheeldon v. Burrows don’t require registration
o

-

4. Scope, Location and Termination of easement
(a) General principles
o Prime Consideration- what was intended by the parties at the time of the grant
o Relevant factors include: physical nature of servient lands, and extent to which an expansion would throttle activity on the
ST, and circumstances relevant to the DT as well
o Generally, grantee is not entitled to increase the burden on the servient lands beyond the rights initially conveyed, but it
may have been contemplated or taken as implied that the easement’s use could change over time (Laurie v. Winch)
o Grant of easement will include ancillary rights as are necessary for the enjoyment of the easement. When no ancillary rights
are stated, there will commonly be inferred rights (not duties) to repair and maintain the relevant place where the
easement is enjoyed
(b) application (Laurie v. Winch; Malden Farms)
Laurie v. Winch [1953] 1 SCR 49 (CB, 817)
Facts: Farmland (DT) was subdivided into residential lots. The purported easement granted was a “perpetual right of way” (granted
to the Smiths, not to a lot) over a slender lot near the farm (lot #33), which was split into a large number of easements, one being
attached to each new lot. Grantor says it’s a personal license. The easement is also widened. One party now seeks to prevent the
others from gaining access to the purported easement by submitting that it was a personal license, or alternatively, limiting the
easement to the original purpose for what it as intended b/c there was such a change in circumstances which amounted to
extinguishing of the easement.
Reasons:
- License issue:
o No indication of a DT, no boundaries of the “right of way” was it over all of lot 33 of some small portion?, cant have
an easement without all the elements
o SCC decided you don’t need the DT to be explicit in the grant, makes more sense to see that farm was the DT
 Perpetual – seems to indicate a license
 Words “over lot 33” can be given meaning through introduction of extrinsic evidence to identify the property,
and the gates can identify the “scope” of the easement contemplated by parties
 Determining the deeds meaning is a right of construction by the court
 Distinguishing between personal license and easement turns on intention of parties
 The words can be strictly interpreted in this case to show an easement was intended
- Limited purpose/change in circumstance issue
o Said DT changed (as farm was subdivided) and now there is a lot of traffic over easement because each subdivided lot
has a right of way
 Burden on road has been greatly increased
o At time of the grant, could it have been contemplated by parties that the land would remain a farm forever? No,
considering the other land had already become a subdivision. Court holds that built into original grant was the idea
it might later be developed, therefore there may be more traffic on right of way (use might change)
o Future development was not ruled out by grant, so when it occurred, easement became self-fractured as multiple
easements attaching individually to DT. (Ziff has problems with this)
o Width of original easement- determined through use of width of hole in fence- only things that wide were meant to be
put through it.
o Absence of a stated DT is not fatal to the easement
HELD: nothing to suggest that it was contemplated that the lands would always be used for agricultural purposes, or that changes in
the use of the dominant lands would affect the continued existence of the easement.
– It may be implied in an easement grant that the easements use
would change over time. If so, an apparent increase in the burden
can be a valid use of the initial right
– Consistent with the rule of construction that provides that an
easement is presumed to attach to every part of the dominant
lands
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SCOPE: intention of parties at time of grant matters, surrounding circumstance as to location, extent of use intended
Malden Farms Ltd. v. Nicholson [1956] O.R. 415 (CB, 822) (opposite of Laurie v Winch)
Facts: Easement was allowed that ran across a marsh and onto a beach. This was a “free uninterrupted right of way” 20 feet wide.
Sometime later, the right of way is shifted north, but M never releases original easement. N then opens beach for public use,
resulting in hundreds of cars using easement, some using the old easement, and otherwise intruding on M’s land. He also paved the
road, M says this is not what was granted and they have excessively used it.
Held: Fee is not burdened as originally contemplated. Original use is put back in place, and old easement is eliminated in favor of
the new location mutually agreed upon. (extensive use that changed over time)
Reasons:
- Chronology of grants and surrounding circumstances suggest N’s present use is beyond the extent of legal rights and he ought
to be restrained. N’s use is unauthorized enlargement and alteration of the character, nature and extent or original grant.
- Previous grant had used much broader language, suggesting this one should be narrowly construed.
- Servient land was used for an access way for duck hunting, within the context of grant at time of grant the uses of hundreds of
people wasn’t contemplated
- Legal extent of rights must be determined from intention of parties at time the right is created- doesn’t seem like a reasonable
intention to extend this easement, given the lands original purpose was of a marsh.
Ziff- The narrow corridor in Winch likely had no other use for servient owner. This marsh however was a duck hunting ground, so
had a purpose destroyed by the expansive easement.
 Here, CA takes into account Laurie v Winch but says in this case, the burden was increased illegitimately. The right of way
wasn't used. It appears that grantee of right of way is not entitled to increase the legitimate burden. Legal extent may
entitle him to increase the amount of inconveniences on servient (increase size of buildings, etc). This must be ascertained
by intention of parties when right was created
 This right of way was a right of way for limited purposes and it was abused illegitimately
Distinguishing Laurie v. Winch:
 Differential Using of the Land: Servient lands were used for access only Laurie v. Winch; whereas in Malden Farms, the
servient lands were used as a duck hunting ground.
 Is it consistent for what was hoped to be done with the servient lands? Earlier deeds and later deeds in Malden Farms case
are particularly relevant.
 Time of the Grant: in Laurie the later subdivision was okay
(c) The rule in Harris v. Flower (Colourability)
 If an easement is granted for the benefit of Lot 1, the grantee, if she or he owns or acquits Lot 2, cannot use the easement,
in substance, as a means of crossing over Lot 1 to get to Lot 2
o But an ancillary use of the easement to benefit Lot 2 is tolerable
- An easement over ST for the benefit of the designated DT cant be used in a colourable way to benefit some other property
- Where easement over lot 1 is for benefit of lot 2 but the easement holder is in reality using both lot and 2 for the primary
purpose of gaining access to lot 3, the use of the easement is colourable. But some mere ancillary use of easement for
benefit to lot 3 is tolerable.
(d) Termination
- An easement will die of natural causes when the time limit set for its duration has run its course or when ownership and
occupancy or both tenements are the same.
- Easement can be released or extinguished by express agreement between the holders of the DT and the ST. It can also be
extinguished by implied release (abandonment) which requires intention + sufficient manifestation of relinquishment.
- Onus of proving intention to abandon and non-use rests on the party seeking to establish easement has been extinguished.
- After its been extinguished it can’t be revived by including it in a registered conveyance subsequent to abandonment
- Equity can extinguish if inequitable to continue
- Where there is a radical change in the use of the DT and if that change produces a substantial increase or alteration in the
burden on the ST, the easement may be lost (Malden Farms Ltd. v. Nicholson)
- If there’s no inconvenience of using the new means, the necessity to which created the easement has been removed
 There is a lot of argument about this, no position (note 5 p 781/782)

5. Other Servitudes and Servitude-Type Rights
Leases, licenses, bailments:
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Eg: simple agreement between landowners to allow B’s car to be parked on A’s driveway. That arrangement could take the
form of a lease of a parking space, an easement, a licence, or perhaps even a bailment.
Profits à prendre and related matters (Tener; Dynex Petroleum v. Bank of Montreal)
 Entitles the holder to take some part of the produce from land belonging to another (i.e. timber, turf, soil, animals, etc…)
similar to positive easement
 This can be held with others or exclusively; a profit may exist in gross or be tied to a DT
Dedication of public ways (Nelson)
 Some usufructuary rights resemble incorporeal hereditaments
 Private roads can become public or highways under the doctrine of dedication
o In general, there must be an intention to dedicate on the part of the owner, the property must be made available
for public use, and the public must accept the dedication. Surrounding circumstances may imply these elements.
Customary rights
 A right where the features of an easement are not present; must be certain, reasonable, continuous and have existed since
time immemorial
Aboriginal rights
 In some ways they are analogous to profits a prendrecan be recognized by common law or by way of treaty
 Ancient rights, say, to hunt or fish, may be established when it is shown that the practice, custom or tradition was a central
and significant part of the claimant Aboriginal group’s culture at the time of European contact.
 Site specificity; doesn't amount to Ab title


6. Covenants Running With Property (Ziff)
Restrictive covenants:
 Covenants require an owner to do something on his land or refrain from doing something on his land (won't develop land in
this way)
 Unlike easements that go back to the feudal manor, covenants (a non-possessory interest) have a modern origin
Equity: Burden and Benefit runs (Tulk v Moxhay 1848 Lester square for equity principle)
Common-law: Only Benefit runs (Burden does not run in common law= Austerberry)
Issue #1: the covenantee (EE) (EE owns DT) sells the land to the EE’
– Does the benefit run? Yes, in both law and equity
Issue #2: The covenantor (OR) sells the land to OR’ (Tulk v Moxhay)
– Does the burden run? Only in equitythis means only equitable remedies available, in this case injunction
(a) Covenants in context -- of racism, ghettoization, conservation, personhood, commercial development, and NIMBYs
 Covenants resemble public land use controls, they can be used to create rights enforceable by one landowner against
another, even in the absence of Privity of contact and estates
 Common function of covenants is regulation of the nature or quality of construction in residential developments. This can
help create an economic ghetto where the wealthy live apart from those who cannot afford what the covenant may
require.
 Argued that this may affect personhood, as person severely limited by a covenant may lose a power of self-determination
by frustrating property as a function of personal identity
 They carry a variety of interests such as a limit on the type of business that can be undertaken in a mall (Safeway has a
restrictive covenant over lots from old stores that limit their use for the same type of store)
 One common use is to protect a community from unwanted externalities (things about neighboring property which may
affect the value of your own property)
 Covenants can have positive purposes like heritage preservation, promoting green space, etc. this sometimes is not
effective, since may require a positive benefit (enforcement mechanism) and must find another party to benefit from land
(not necessarily easy)
o Some jurisdiction shave introduced legislation creating covenant- like devices  conservation easement
(b) Policy issues
 Re: Drummond Wren - SCC granted an order to hold a stipulation that the land not be sold to “Jews or persons of
objectionable nationality” invalid for reasons of uncertainty and public policy
 Re: Noble & Wolfe—court decided that a restriction on selling to persons of the “Jewish, Hebrew, Semitic, Negro or colored
race or blood” was valid in that its intent was to create a uniform community and there was no reason to extend public
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policy to invalidate this. Distinguished from Drummond Wren b/c this case was about vacation homes and not basic shelter.
SCC held the covenant was void for uncertainty
o Ont Leg created a law to prevent the creation of prospective discriminatory covenant before the SCC decision
was made
(c) Coping with terminology
– Covenant- strictly speaking, it is a promise under seal. However, for our purposes, a covenant may be regarded as a valid
contractual undertaking made by a convenator in favour of a covenatee.
– Covenantor (or)- assumes the burden of the promise
– Covenantee (ee)- assumes the benefit of the promise
– Burden (and servient or burdened land)- Servient tenement is the land burdened
– Benefit (and dominant or benefited land)- Dominant tenement is the land benefited
– Annexation- benefit is annexed so it will automatically run with the benefitted land
– Express (contractual) assignment- benefit may be expressly assigned, as any other contractual right can be, in the absence
of annexation.
– Assignee of the covenantor (or')- action enabled when (i) covenant touches and concerns the dominant land and was taken
for its benefit, (ii) the assignment occurs contemporaneously with the transfer of the dominant lands, and (iii) land is
ascertainable, at least by extrinsic evidence.
– Assignee of the covenantee (ee')- Benefit is allowed to be assigned
Remedies
- In equity burden of covenant will run with land – so equitable remedies can be sought
 Purchaser with notice of a covenant should be bound by it (Tulk)
 Usually an injunction (equitable remedy). Damaged wont suffice b/c the principles of the covenant
are to certain restriction on those lands > money cant change the altered character of the
neighborhood
(d) "Running" at law and in equity in general
- Promises attached to the land will run with the land into hands of new owners both the benefit of a promise and the burden
of a promise
- Person seeking damages (legal remedy) must hold an entitlement to the benefit of the covenant and law, and any action must
be maintained only against an individual who is subject to the burden.
- Equitable relief is available against someone whom equity sees as bound by the burden, and a remedy will issue in favor of a
holder of the benefit in equity.
If EE sells land to EE’, does this benefit run?
o Both law and equity will enforce a claim against EE’. If benefit has passed, and burden remains with OR, law could
allow damages, and equity could allow injunction against EE’
It can in both law and equity
Benefit can run either in accordance with land law principles or assigning it as a chose in action under Judicature Act
o In Law the right to assign a debt was established by statute
 The caption of s20 of judicature act is assignment of a chose in action
If OR sells land to OR’ is this bound? No privity of estate or contract exists here. Only in equity does the burden run (Tulk v
Moxhay)
o Equity always protects a bona fide purchaser for value without notice – equity wouldn’t impose a burden on innocent
purchaser, only if there is notice
Running of the benefit - Smith v River Douglas Catchment Board
Successors to the covenantee may enforce the covenant (via damages) against the original covenantee if
1) Original covenantee held a legal estate in the benefitting land;
i. I am an owner in fee simple; neighbor undertakes to not develop in a way to as to not block my view.
2) Successor holds the same legal estate
i. I sell my fee simple so the successor also has a fee simple
3) The benefit was intended to run with the land; and
i. The benefit must be intended to the land, not me personally
4) The covenant touches and concerns the land
 Example: River Board was supposed to take care of a riverbank for owners of houses. So successors to title of owners of
houses sued on covenant and court said this was permitted. New owners had same legal estate as original owners and the
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benefit of maintaining the riverbank was intended for the benefit of the land. So met all the terms above (1 to 4), so they
can sue.
o No remedies against successors to the original covenantor, only the original covenantor!
o The Austerberry case affirms the common law position that the burden will never run, and it also is an authority
on what touches and concerns the land
(e) Running of burdens in Equity
Tulk v. Moxhay (1848) - Historical Starting point
Facts: Covenant imposed in 1807 requires Leicester Square to remain as an undeveloped town square in order to benefit the lands
surrounding the square, which is owned the grantor. The covenantor then sells to OR’ who seeks to get around the covenant.
Held: Injunction is allowed (equity)
Reasons:
- If covenant was not enforced, it would be impossible for owner of land to sell part their land without the risk of rendering what
he retains worthless
- Question is whether party shall be permitted to use land inconsistent with the contract he entered into when he had notice of
the covenant at time of purchase
- Price of land would be reduced by burden, so seems unreasonable to allow party to re-sell land next day for higher value
without the burden being imposed
- If no covenant existed, equity would enforce claim against purchasing party with notice, for no one purchasing with notice of
the equity should stand if different position that the party who purchased it. Situation should be no different with a covenant.
- Ironically, the same court rejected the novel claim of restrictive covenants earlier
Since the case, but not from the case… some criteria has been established that equity will say that this will run with the land (see
below)
 NEW RULE: The burden of a covenant MAY run in equity
Carruthers’ Caveat Glenora
– Land Titles Act s 48(4)
o Court may discharge with a covenant
 First have to show it conflicts with the bylaw (but the purpose of covenant is to be more restrictive that
the bylaw) paramountcy test: it has to be impossible to comply with both
– Where you are the EE and the OR
– A building scheme essentially; every owner hold the benefit and bear the burden
– No house in this area can be less than $X
The 4 main requirements
(1) The covenant must be negative in substance
 Only restrictive covenants will be enforced; restricting use, rather than requiring performance
 Covenant is considered negative when compliance is possible by the obliged party doing absolute nothing,
but this is a matter of substance not form.
 Some conditional promises are treated as negative Eg. A promise that “no construction may occur unless
plans are first submitted for approval” or “any dwelling built must be at least 2000 sq ft”
o No development is necessary, compliance possible through inaction, but if any development was to
occur, it must be undertaken in a prescribed way
 Substance over form, thus it’s arguable that a promise to build in a certain manner is positive in substance if
the only use to which the land can realistically be put involves building on it – Eg. “not to use the land..other
than for a golf course
 Covenants are conditional: you don't need to do X, but if you do, you have to do it this way
(2) It must have been intended that the burden was to run with the ST (covenantor's land), and that land is sufficiently described
in the covenant
 Covenant will run only if it’s clear that it was intended to run NOT as a personal obligation of the
covenantor, but as one that runs with the land of the covenantor.
 Equity will not impose an obligation on a new owner if the original parties did not desire to do so
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(3) Covenant must be made for, and benefit the land retained by the covenantee (touch and concern), and that land must be
easily ascertainable from the covenant document
Again, the covenant must not have been intended as just a personal promise
Covenant must be taken for the benefit of the dominant land
Taken together with point (2), there must be at least 2 properties are involved. There must be a dominant tenement (property
to be benefited) and servient tenement (burdened property).
o Proximity is important, but need not be contiguous
Not necessary for DT to be a freehold- a lease can support a restrictive covenant.
Dominant lands must be easily ascertainable from the deed containing the covenant- extrinsic evidence alone will not suffice as
a means of locating the property benefited (Falbraith v Madawaska Club)
o Otherwise purchaser of servient land is not bound by the covenant
Promise must actually be capable of benefiting the dominant land- must “touch and concern” those lands. (Spencer’s Caseconcerns the transmission o f covenants when privity of estate exist)
 Usually this involves affecting the mode of occupation of the land, or directly and not merely from collateral
circumstances, affects the value of the land.
 Terms restricting classes of purchases or occupiers do not “touch and concern” and thus are not valid
covenants. (Enumerated grounds or occupation)
Covenants restricting property to residential use are common, covenants preserve land for amenities (like parking), and
covenants aimed at restricting competitive business practices are allowed. (Eg. Safeway)
o Courts strictly construe covenants that purports to restrict competition or alienability
– Certain covenant that only concern a certain type of business can “touch and concern” the DT (Eg. Safeway)
o Swan Properties v Irving Oil anti-competitive covenant allowed even though the ST and DT were not super close
together – talked about competitive zones
o 880682 Alberta v Molson Breweries Properties  ST is a brewery in Calgary, DT is Molson Brewery in Edmonton,
300km away!! Molson argues that they’re in the same competitive zone (ie. Fighting for the same customers). But
the courts said that if this covenant can stand then any brewery in the world can claim it. The covenant did not
touch and concern the land
TEST: Whether the restriction on trade really touches and convert
o there must be at least an overlap of competitive zones, for there to be no meaningful benefit if that element is
missing
o Plus – when a substantial part of the commercial advantages of the dominant tenement would also enure to a ST, a
non-compete restriction may confer a sufficient benefit on the DT
o Some factors:
 Customer traffic
 Ease of access and parking
 The location of competitor-businesses
 The cost of land
 Plans for redevelopment in the vicinity
 Also perhaps: alternative sites within the competitive zone;
In reality, the restrictive covenants rarely get challenged b/c of the hassle. You can go across the street and buy/rent the other lot.
Properties are plentiful, so these things are kept on as nuisance
– If the restrictive covenant is REALLY important then owner can “go black” ---hold the property but just don't operate

-

Requirement of a direct and palpable benefit serves to balance proprietary freedoms since owner retains control over lands that
he has otherwise parted control over.
Note: Benefit (externality) must be retained by land still retained by the original owner of property

(4) All general limitations imposed on the availability of equitable principles apply (including notice rules)
– A bona fide purchaser for value of a legal interest without notice will not be bound to comply with a restrictive covenant
– Now it’s notice is by registration
(f) Running of benefits in Equity (three main ways a benefit can be transferred)
(i) Annexation
– Express Annexation

o

o
o
o
o
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Benefit of a covenant can be annexed to run automatically with the benefitted land; the benefit must touch and
concern that land and it must be shown the benefit was intended to run with the land, then the benefit will
automatically run with the land
 Ie. Can’t be geared towards the specific registered freeholder
Phrasing- includes the word “annexation” and indication to benefit all successors in title (no magic words though)
Land must be clearly ascertainable from doc
Common law- not necessary that transferee of the benefited lands have notice of the benefit to obtain it through
annexation.
Generally (Ontario) no requirement a covenant be registered on title to dominant lands

–

Implied annexation (English law, not allowed in Canada)
o May be required if initial document does not expressly provide that the benefit runs with the land
o Canadian law- does not allow for such a possibility- stresses need for the holder of the burden (even original
covenantor) to know who it is that might seek to enforce the promise
o If the land is mentioned but it is not explicitly set out that the burden is to run with it, there might be room for
implied annexation
o Burden of a covenant doesn't run with the burdened land unless the land to be benefitted is sufficiently identified
in the doc, if no, then annexation of any kind isn’t possible
(iii) Assignment
Express assignment is only required when annexation has not occurred owing to the absence of some essential component of
annexation. Whether this mean of transfer is available in Canada hinges on the same analysis as implied annexation. The
same deficiencies will prevent the burden from running, if so, once the burdened land as a new owner, an express
assignment of the benefit would be ineffective against that person
Equity permits a benefit under a contract to be assigned as an equitable chose in action
However, when the dispute is btw the assignees of both the EE and OR, contract principles are no longer relevant
Assignment will be effective against original covenantor, and in theory, is effective against subsequent purchaser, who takes
assigned benefit when land is bought, PROVIDED the burden of the covenant has run.
(Iv) Building schemes/common plans
 Creates a “local law” under which each property is subj to the burdens and benefits of the relevant covenants. Allows for
widespread imposition of covenants easily, creating a reciprocal set of rights and obligations. Properly done, each lot owner
may enforce the covenants no matter when the individual lot was acquired
o Alternatively, developer could enact blanket covenant for all the land which will run as each of the lots are sold off (for
this reason you can register a restrictive covenant on your own title) or you could also impose restrictions individually
as each lot is transferred
 Assuming the relevant covenants touch and concern the land, four additional pre-req are needed to establish a building
scheme:
1) Titles to properties in issue are derived from common vendor
2) Vendor must lay out relevant parcels subject to restrictions consistent with general scheme of development
3) Restrictions must be intended for benefit of all parcels within the scheme; there must be an element of mutuality
4) Affected parcels must have been purchased on understanding that the restriction would ensure to the benefit of all
other parcels, the area of which must be identifiable
 First two rules have been relaxed somewhat- now must prove there is an identifiable scheme involving mutually enforceable
obligations (only in England, not Canada)
o But, just b/c a building scheme isn’t established doesn't me the covenants wont be enforceable
Impact of a scheme:
o Every lot bound by burdens carries reciprocal benefits
o Rule that burden must be made for the benefit of the covenantee is relaxed somewhat- on sale of last lot, covenantee
retains no land within the scheme, yet that last promise remains enforceable by all prior purchasers.
o Remaining requirements are not affected.
 When a restrictive covenant does not identify the lands to be benefitted by it, then the applicants will only be able to enforce
the restrictive covenant if it’s found that there was a building scheme in existence to cover the land (Concerned Citizens of
Westwood Subdivision v McCutcheon) P415 ZIFF disagrees with this big time!!!
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7. Covenants and Conservation (Ziff)
–

The Alberta Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act allows a landowner to grant a conservation easement for the
protection, conservation and enhancement of the environment. It can also be for recreational, open space, educational
scientific uses
– Such an easement may be created to be enforceable by not only the grantee but also designated orgs including govt and
environmental orgs.
– Once registered, conservation easement run with the land, the easement is enforceable even if it imposes positive
obligations and even though there is no dominant tenement (2 distinguishing features)
– A conservation easement does not lapse merely b/c of non-enforcement, or if land used in conflicting manner
– Can be modified or terminated by the appropriate Minister
o Basic law governing the modification and termination of covenants under AB statute law still apply to conservation
easements
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, s. 24
Effect of registration
24(1) An agreement referred to in section 21 that is registered under section 23 and a conservation easement in an
agreement that is registered under section 23 run with the land and may be enforced whether they are positive or
negative in nature and notwithstanding that
the person wishing to enforce the agreement or conservation easement does not have an interest in any land that
would be accommodated or benefitted by the agreement or conservation easement.
(2) Subject to subsection (3), sections 21 to 23 apply notwithstanding section 48 of the Land Titles Act.
(3) A conservation easement granted under section 22 is deemed to be a condition or covenant for the purpose of
section 48(4) and (6) of the Land Titles Act.

8. Positive Covenants (Durham C.C. No. 123 v. Amberwood Investments)
(a) The basic stand
 The burden of a positive covenant will not run at law (because burdens do not run at law at all). Nor can such a burden
run in equity: only negative or restrictive covenants fall within the rules now in place. Therefore, in the context of
freehold land a positive covenant can be enforced only against the original covenantor. The enforcing party may be
either the original covenantee or an assignee of the benefit, at law or equity.
(b) Rationale
Amberwood Investments Ltd. v. Durham CC No. 123 (2002) Ontario C.A.
FACTS:
 Covenant forced condominium owners (not the unit owners) to pay expenses and share costs
 Phase 1 is built and the people of Phase 2 can share it
 The company responsible for phase 2 has to pay interim costs until everything is up and running (such as for a security
guard, air conditioning maintenance, water running)—to a fee of something like $50,000/year
 Had to put its hand in the corporate pocket; is the covenantor have to satisfy those conditions? Yes, of course. They made
the promise.
 If the benefit is transferred, the new owner of the benefit can enforce a positive covenant against the original covenantor
 Phase 2 began to falter; ownership of the phase 2 lands changed hands; one of the new owners of the phase 2 lands said
“stuff it”; we personally never agreed to make these payments, we have land subject to them and we knew of them; but we
have also read such as
ISSUE:
Whether a covenant to pay certain interim expenses contained in a reciprocal easement and cost sharing agreement (the
"Reciprocal Agreement") between owners of adjoining parcels of land is enforceable against the successor in title to the covenantor?
HELD: Amberwood is not bound to pay the interim expenses on the basis of the positive covenant contained in the Reciprocal
Agreement.
REASONING:
 Court declined to abolish the rule against the running of positive burdens because:
(i) the complex problems at play could not be easily solved through the necessarily incremental processes of case law
development; and (ii) the retrospective effect of a common law ruling could adversely affect existing property rights.
 In sum, these concerns illustrate the judicial reluctance to create fancy new interest (the numerous clauses policy)
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This upheld the H.L. decision of Rhone v. Stephens that affirmed the basic prohibition of the running of positive covenants.
o “enforcement of a positive covenant lies in contract… enforcement of a negative covenant lies in property; a
negative covenant deprives the owner of a right over property.”

ONCA: Old law is still good, positive covenants don't run[Rule in Austerberry]. This was affirmed in Amberwood. ONTCA didn't allow
positive covenant although many reform agencies have said it should be recognized. Numerus clauses issue should be left to the
legislature! It’s not a job for the courts (Quoting Brandeis from INS v ABC press figure this out)
– However, there were always ways to bypass this rule; how to make a positive obligation run with the land?
o By using a lease (positive obligations are good for leases)
o Statute (see Eg. Alberta Land Stewardship Act, S34 recognizes conservation easements that are both positive or
negative in nature, also no DT needs to be identified)
o Chain of covenants – ie. Series of contracts
o Rentcharges; not mentioned in the case (see Reader at p840 note 9)
o Doctrine of Halsall v Brizell [ disapproved of in Amberwood- not law in Ont]: if you take a benefit, you may be
required to fulfill certain related obligations. But you must have the choice to elect or not elect the obligation (ie.
You have a choice).
 Eg. Im granting an easement, but you have to share the maintenance costs
o Conditional grants [accepted in Amberwood]
 How is it diff from Halsall v Brizell
 Basically a determinable fee simple
 You breached a conditional grant your estate comes to an end, but if you breach a positive covenant you
get sued?????? Really?

(c) Exceptions: Means of Overcoming the Limitation
 Statutory remedy: examples include condominium laws, and conservation and heritage legislation are examples of
exceptions to the rule
 Under contract law, burdens can be made to run by creating a chain of covenants
 Chain of covenantsyou want to put a covenant on servient land; guy you are contracting with; when you sell, you have to
get the same covenant and terms. Sounds similar to the GPL scheme; and if you do not do that, I am suing you and any
breach by the next guy then I am going to sue you and him.
o Under this approach, when a party purchasing a property agrees to positive duties, that party might also promise
to (i) remain liable for breaches even when these occur after the land is sold by the original covenantor; and (ii)
extract similar promises from any party who later acquires the property.
o Obviously this is somewhat problematic.
 Doctrine of Halsall v. Brizell?
o Ancient doctrine that a person who is named in a deed and takes benefit under it will be bound by its burdens
even if that person did not sign the deed was extended to mean that the benefits of easements could not be
enjoyed without also assuming the burdens of the maintenance payments (called the benefit/burden principle)
o Four requirements:
 The adoption of the benefit must be made conditional on the assumption of the burden
 The benefit and burden must relate to each other in some way
 A subsequent owner will be bound to accept the burden only when there is some means of
rejecting/accepting the benefit
 The benefit must be one that is enjoyed as a right under the agreement
 Rent charges
o Create a charge that runs with real property, which is called rent charge
o It can be variable
o What if they create a rent charge to be variable by the amounts of those expenses every year?
o CB, 931 in the notes; Austerberry v. Corp of Oldham (1885)
 If the parties had intended to charge this land for ever, into whosoever hands it came, with the burden of
repairing the roads, there are ways and means known to conveyancers by which it could be done with
comparative ease; all that would have been necessary would have been to create a rent-charge and
charge it on the tolls, and the thing would have been done.
o Seasoned real estate lawyers in Upper Canada hadn’t heard about this
 Why it wasn’t used in the Amberwood case? Because no one had heard of it
o Mentioned in Halsall v. Brizell
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10. Invalidity and Termination
(a) Generally
Could last forever since they are vested, and not per se subject to RAP
Covenants can end by agreement, may be intended to last for specified period (Ontario- statute says if not specified, covenant is
deemed as expired 40 years after registered).
When benefitted and burdened lands come into hands of single party, covenant is extinguished (except for case of building
scheme)
When sought in equity, principle of delay or acquiescence comes into play party is estopped from enforcing restriction owing
to acquiescence if past breaches are so significant as to deprive the covenants of their purpose
Equity will not act in vain- if there is significant change in locale so it would be fruitless to enforce the terms of the covenant,
they are not enforced
May be other statutory rights to extermination
Once ownership and occupation are the same the covenant will terminate
Also, equitable remedies will no longer be given if the covenant ceases to have a valid use
Termination can also arise at the whim of the benefited party
In Alberta, an order for modification may be obtained where it can be shown that it would beneficial to those interested in
enforcement, or if it conflicts with zoning laws and it would be in the public interest
(b) Public policy and other bases of invalidity
Covenant could be void for uncertainty because it imposes unacceptable restraint on alienation, because it’s against public
policy, or is contrary to statute (Ontario- can’t discriminate on race, etc)
o Restraint of trade rules apply in uncommon case where party with a present right to carry on business later
surrenders that right under a restrictive covenant.
Profit a prendre
A profit a prendre is an incorporeal hereditament. It can have a DT or it can be in grosse (certain mineral and gas leases are profit a
prendre)
– The grant might be called a “lease”, but it’s an incorporeal hereditament which is inherently diff from a lease which is a
grant for exclusive possession
– Scurry rainbow – “top lease” – it was a determinable profit a prendre
– Clouds, fence, and bridge can be applied to many diff interests

